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guest editors introduction

kent P jackson

in recent years the central place of the book ofmormon in the
latter day saint faith has been emphasized as never before no one
can fail to recognize the role of president ezra taft benson in this
emphasis a contribution to our religion that will always be brought
to mind when his ministry is remembered from the youngest to the
oldest in the church we acknowledge president benson as the one
whose urgent pleading has helped us make the book ofmormonmonnon the
keystone of our religion As individuals and as a church collec-

tively we are better because of it and we thank him for it
this special issue of BYU studies offers a sample of recent

scholarship on the book of mormon it is intentionally diverse and
includes a variety that ranges from doctrine to history and from
ocean currents to wordprintswordprints if there is a common denominator it
is the fact that all of the authors take the book of mormon seriously
and believe it to be worthy of their best scholarly efforts

I1 would like to express my sincere thanks to edward A geary
and the staff of BYU studies as well as to the many colleagues at
brigham young university and elsewhere who assisted in re-
viewing the manuscripts that were submitted for publication it is
my hope that these efforts will inspire continued study on all
levels of the book ofmormon and the richness of gospel truth that
it contains



the mulekitesMulekites

john L sorenson

the people of zarahemlaZarahemla referred to in the nephite record
remain enigmatic to latter day saint readers although they were
more populous than the nephites by descent only a handful of
statements in the scripture give explicit information about them no
one has attempted to combine theseintothereintothese into a systematic picture of who
these people were and what their role in nephite history was this
article redresses that lack

THEIR ORIGIN ZEDEKIAH

omni 115 and 18 provide our earliest information on this
peoples origin the people of zarahemlaZarahemla came out from jerusa-
lem at the time that zedekiah king of judah was carried away
captive into babylon and zarahemlaZarahemla the leader of the group when
they were first contacted by the nephitesNephites gave a genealogy of his
fathers according to his memory the recalled genealogy was
written but is not in the record we have according to mosiah 252
zarahemlaZarahemla asserted his descent from zedekiah through mulek and
that linkage is supported by helaman 821 will ye say that the
sons of zedekiah were not slain all except it were mulek yea and
do ye not behold that the seed of zedekiah are with us we must
understand zedekiahs background in order to picture the origin of
muleksmaleks group 1

in the decade before nephis account opens the small king
dom of judah and her kings were tossed about by the winds and
currents afpfof politics and war among her three major neighbors
egypt assyria and babyloniababeloniaBaby lonia the first two were allied against the
newly resurgent babylonians jehoiakim became king of judah at
age twenty five in the fall of 609 BC 2 kgsggs 2336 atjustarjustat just about the
time when assyrian power was destroyed in 606 and 605 BC the
egyptian army alone faced the babylonians and in the latter year

john L sorenson is an emeritus professor of anthropology and former chair of the department of
anthropology at brigham young university
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suffered a disastrous defeat at carchemishCarchemish in northern syria on the
euphrates river subsequently through 601 BC the babylonians
under nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar 11II nebuchadnezzar in the old testament
battled the egyptians in palestine and egypt without decisive results
while maintaining dominance overoverjudahjudah jehoiakim rebelled against
babylon in 598 BC 2 kgsggs 241 A babylonian army soon be-
sieged jerusalem from december until 16 march 597 BC when
they captured the city jehoiakim was slain during the siege and was
succeeded by his son jehoiachin who reigned only about three
months before being exiled by nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar on 22 april 597
BC the babylonians replaced him with his fathers brother
zedekiah earlier called mattaniah 2 kgsggs 2417 who was then
twenty one years of age 2 zedekiah eventually threw in his lot with
the egyptians under aprieshophra contrary to warnings by
jeremiah see for example jer 21 28 As a result
nebuchadrezzars army besieged jerusalem from 15 january 588 to
7 january 587 BC when the approach of an egyptian army caused
the babylonians to withdraw temporarily but they returned on 29
april finally the walls of jerusalem were breached on 19 july 586
BC 2 kgsggs 253 jer 526 7 massive looting followed and most of
the population was deported to babyloniababeloniaBabylonia the temple was destroyed
in mid august 2 kgsggs 258 9

during the fall of the city or soon afterward some jews
escaped 2 kgsggs 254 26 particularly to egypt jeremiah was
among the refugees jer 402 5 437 8 444411 while others
reached nearby moab ammon and edom jer 4011 zedekiah
attempted to escape but was captured and before nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar
he saw his sons slain and then had his eyes put out before being taken
to babylon to captivity for the rest of his life 2 kgsggs 257

the books of 2 kings and jeremiah picture zedekiah as a
second rate king first he was a puppet imposed by the hated
babylonians his eleven year reign proved a time of general dis-
aster for the nation despite the fact that some people of the upper
strata of society prospered temporarily he was indecisive and two
faced inhis dealings with jeremiah and other prophets for example
jer 3717 21 jeremiah implies that he was an adulterer jer
2922 23 overall he was adjudged an evil doer in the eyes of the
lord jer 522

his own descendants may have put apositive face on his deeds
but the nephitesNephites might have had access to enough of jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs
opinions lehi probably knew him personally compare the easy
reference to him in 1 ne 714 or through his writings 1 ne 513
to know that zedekiah was under a moral cloud to be his descen-
dant as mulek was may not have been considered commendable
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among either his descendants or the nephitesNephites that belief could
have been a contributing reason why chief zarahemlaZarahemla acceded to the
appointment of mosiah as ruler when the latter showed up among
the people of zarahemlaZarahemla

THEIR ORIGIN MULEK

mulek appears as muloch in the printers manuscript of the
book of mormon and as mulokkulok in printed editions from 1830 to
1852 then became mulek 3 however it was pronounced the name
comes to us of course as nephite ears heard it from the people of
zarahemlaZarahemla and their pronunciation could have changed somewhat
from the old world hebrew familiar to us what is clear throughout
these variations in the spelling of the name is that we have here a
reflex of the hebrew root mik as in hebrew melek king

nowhere in the bible are the children of zedekiah enumer-
ated let alone named although we are told that he had daughters as
well as sons jer 436 52521010 he was twenty one on his accession
to the throne being a noble he already had the economic resources
to have possessed a wife and children at that time after his
accession he took multiple wives in the manner of the kings of
judah before him jeremiah in 3822 23 refers to zedekiahs
wives so that when he was captured at age thirty two he might

have had a considerable progeny robert F smith has mustered
evidence4evidenceevidences4 that a son of zedekiah with a name recalling mulek may
actually be referred to in the bible jeremiah 338686 in the king james
translation speaks of jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs being cast into the dungeon
literally pit ofofmalchiahmalchiahmalachiahMalmaichiah the son ofofhammelechhammelechHammelech the last five

words should be rendered malkamalkimaikamalkiyahuiyahfi the son of the king this
personal name could have been abbreviated to something like
mulek thus jeremiah might have been put into the very dungeon
of mulek the son of the king zedekiah referred to in the
hebrew text of jeremiah 338686 if mulek was zedekiahs eldest son
he could have been as old as fifteen at the time jerusalem fell and
as a prince may have had his own house wherein there could have
been a dungeon jer 3715 16 mentions one in a private house

on the other hand we do not know that mulek was more than
an infant the younger he was the greater the likelihood that he
could have escaped the notice of the babylonians and subsequent
slaughter at their hands whatever his age he may have been
secreted away to egypt by family retainers and close associates of
the king along with the kings daughters jer 436 7 5 at least
it is obvious that in order to leave by sea for america he would have
had to reach a port since the babylonians controlled the ports of
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israel and phoenicia at the time going south to egypt among his
fathers allies would be about the only possibility 6

THEIR HISTORY JOURNEY TO THE NEW WORLD

nothing is said about how much time intervened between the
flight from jerusalem of the party that included mulek which must
have occurred at the time of the fall of the city and their arrival in
america they are said to have journeyed in the wilderness
before crossing the ocean omni 1116ilg16 but that journey may not
have been more than weeks in length say between judah and egypt
they had probably landed in the new world by 575 BC

the premier sailors of that era were the phoeniciansPhoenicians who
frequented egyptian ports and were familiar with the waters of the
entire mediterranean since they possessed the finest seafaring
vessels and the widest knowledge of sailing conditions it is reason-
able for us to suppose that one or more of their vessels became the
means termed the hand of the lord in omni 116 by which
mulek and those with him were brought across the great
waters israel had only a minor seafaring tradition of its own and
there is no hint that the mulek party received divine guidance in
constructing a ship of their own as nephi did or the hand of the
lord could have meant his guiding them by means of the arimurim and
thummimthummirnThummirn which they brought from the temple in jerusalem 7

if we suppose that phoenician or other experienced voyagers
were involved we can inquire why such sailors would be willing to
sail off into the unknown in the first place as professional
seamen they would normally be willing to undertake whatever
voyage promised them sufficient compensation muleksmaleksMuleks party of
refugees from the royal court could well have had substantial wealth
with them furthermore the phoeniciansPhoenicians had confidence in their
nautical abilities where they were told they should sail may not
have seemed as dauntingly unknown to them as the term implies
to us herodotus tells that a few years earlier necho 11II egyptsegypto
pharaoh in muleksmaleks day had sent an expedition of phoeniciansPhoenicians by
ship from eziondzion geber on the red sea completely around the
continent of africa 8 A hint of phoenician influence among book of
mormon peoples might be seen in two place names those of the
promised lands dominant river the sidon and of the land of
sidomeidom the latter was plausibly on the river in addition to the name
congruence compare alma 1514 and its implication of a riverine
location they did flock in from all the region round about sidomsidornsiddorn
and were baptized 9

the route followed by muleksmaleks vessel would rather obviously
have gone west through the mediterranean and past the pillars of
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hercules strait of gibraltar an area familiar to phoenician
sailors from there the prevailing winds and current almost in-
exorablyexorably bear simple craft for example columbussColumbuss ships thor
heyerdahls ra II11 raft and many others past the canaries to the
caribbean significant cultural historical and physical evidence
for ancient one way crossings exists even though it is generally
ignored by conventional scholars 10

there remains a slight possibility that they could have come
via the pacific since neither a route nor a coastal landing point is
specified in the book of mormon but textual indications argue
strongly for the atlantic first the immigrant groups discovery of
the last jareditejaredineJaredite survivor could only have been near the east sea
ether 93 puts the position of the final battleground near that sea

second the city ofmulekofmulek was located only a few miles from the
east sea alma 5126 and we may suppose that this was where the
newcomers settled first compare alma 87 third the sidon river
probably enters the east sea no great distance from this city of
mulek I111I1 which the ofsuggesting a plausible route along ancestors
zarahemlaZarahemla and his people came up into the south wilderness
alma 22322311 to their city on the upper river where the nephitesNephites later

found them to this evidence may be added two historicshistoricohistorico geographical
facts external to the scripture the distance from palestine to the
american narrow neck promised land was shorter via the atlantic
than the pacific and the expertise of mediterranean marineromarinersmariners was
oriented westward not eastward into the indian and pacific oceans
in my view that they traveled via the atlantic is certain

the size of the party accompanying mulek is not even hinted
at however we are justified in making some fairly firm inferences
even if only a single vessel made the trip and there might have
been more than one a substantial crew would have been involved
phoenician ships could be large as those used by columbus the

number would likely have been more than twenty A ship with a
predominantly israelite crew probably could not have been found
the people of judah were largely landlubberslandlubbers with minor excep-
tions in terms of culture ethnicity and language the crew would
likely have been a heterogeneous mixed mediterranean lot for
phoenician often did not signify an ethnically uniform group and
since we know nothing of who might have been passengers mulek
was one though clearly he must have had attendants along in view
of his relative youth we cannot tell ifwomen were brought there
could have been some but the common crewmen would have been
single their genes would have continued only by their finding
native women in the new land nibley saw greek names in the
nephite recordrecord1212 it would not be surprising for certain greek or
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egyptian for that matter influences to have reached america via
men in the crew ofmuleksmuleksmaleksof ship

if a phoenician vessel was used those aboard it quite surely
would have been socially and culturally diverse in the first place
those surrounding mulek would have been from zedekiahs court
the very crowd whom the lord speaking through jeremiah
ezekiel and lehi frequently attacked as wayward disobedient
and semipagan many of the elite of jerusalem were worshippersworshippers of
alien gods as shown for example by the condemnation heaped on
their heretical rites in jeremiah 7 compare 2 kgsggs 23 likely no
levitical priests were among them and they had brought no
records with them and they denied the being of their creator
omni 117 we can suppose that beliefs and ways of worship

contrary to the words of the prophets and the law of moses brought
along by any sample of judahitesJudahites from zedekiahs circle who
managed to get away would contribute to their heretical condition
there could have been even more divergent practices among the
crew of the vessel

after arriving descendants of the group had many wars and
serious contentions and had fallen by the sword from time to time
omni 1171 17 the members of the original party would have had

mixed motives in making the voyage in the first place some would
simply have been doing a nautical job after which they hoped
vainly it appears to return home some may simply have been

adventurous certain ones may have been merely political and
economic refugees from the babylonians A few perhaps had a
sense of divine mission although the book of mormon gives us no
hint of it upon landing these differing agendas could have led to
conflict perhaps not least over the limited number ofwomen ifany

their language had become corrupted omni 111717 as
mosiah saw things to me this plausibly had to do with the voyaging
groups speaking more than one tongue to begin with rather than
their having a single original language the hebrew of mulek as the
nephitesNephites seem to have thought based on what historical linguists
know about language change it is highly unlikely that if hebrew
had been the exclusive tongue ofmuleksmuleksof maleks party their idiom would
have changed in three hundred years so as to be unintelligible to
mosiah by the time of their meeting with the people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia
mosiah and his people may have come to know a second tongue
from their centuries of dwelling in the land of nephi

also relevant to the language question is the scientifically
established probability that other peoples already inhabited virtu-
ally every area in the new world near a narrow neck where mulek
could have arrived I1 suppose as virtually all LDS scholars of the
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subject do that the land in question was in mesoamericaMesoamerica southern
mexico and northern central america still we do not know how
numerous the inhabitants might have been in the early sixth century
BC when mulek and company arrived the olmecolmed culture known
from archaeology which plausibly constituted or involved the
jareditesJaredites for the most part disintegrated dramatically around 600
550 BC although population fragments clearly continued on bear-
ingingbasicbasic elements of the old culture to future generations 13 in book
of mormon terms it is extremely unlikely that the entire jareditejaredineJaredite
population without exception showed up to be exterminated at the
hill ramah as latter day saints sometimes have inferred from the
words of ether all in the organized armies may have done so but
inevitably there would have been survivors in remote byways at
least I1 presume that the mulek party came ashore under war
disintegrated social conditions in which after a time they met and
amalgamated with perhaps even dominating local fragments of
the earlier society which they encountered at the margin of the
central arena of the final battles in the course of amalgamation
the newcomers probably adopted the local tongue likely a version
of an early mixe zoquean language the subsequent wars among
the immigrants reported in omni 111717 could well have been com-
plicated by historical quarrels among the local survivors with whom
they had become involved

the geographical correlation of book of mormon and ameri-
can landscape features that I1 follow tentatively places the city of
mulek at the site of la venta in the southern mexican state of
tabasco 14 most of this spectacular ruined place dates to olmecolmed
times but evidence also exists of later reinhabitation 15 one of the
most interesting items found there is stela 3 a huge carved basalt
slab it is not clear when the piece was executed but likely it was at
the very end of the olmecolmed era or very soon after the site was
abandoned not long after 600 BC 16 some see it as a new style more
than a continuation of the old olmecolmed one 17 stela 3 has carved on
it a scene in which a person of evident high status whose facial
features find parallels in surviving people in the area as well as in
olmecolmed art is shown facing another prominent man who looks to a
number of art historians like a jew his striking beard and beaked
nose are so prominent that he has been dubbed uncle sam by
some observers this scene has been viewed as a formal encounter
between the leaders of two sharply different ethnic groups one
seemingly semitic 18 although a long shot it is possible that we
are viewing a mulekiteMulekite leader even mulek together with a local
chief from a group of folk survivors after the jareditejaredineJaredite debacle 19
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MULEKITE HISTORY FROM ARRIVAL
TO DISCOVERY BY MOSIAH

we are informed in alma 22322300 31 confirmed in hel gioglo6106 10
that the mulek party touched first in the land northward before going
south to where the nephitesNephites found them the reason for their not
settsettlingsettlinginlinginin the north is unclear in the scripture A mexican tradition
reports such a group arriving by sea when is unclear guided by a
stone through which their deity spoke to them 20 they were said to
be seeking a destination that had been revealed to them they first
touched the coast on the northern gulf of mexico but did not settle
until reaching a place south of the isthmus ofoftehuantepectehuantepec whether
this tradition refers to the mulek group or not the mexican party
followed a remarkably similar set of movements from landfall
north of an isthmus past that neck then to a coastal zone in the land
to the south finally ending up inland

the experience of the mulek group in the land northward was
presumably brief yet it raises the question of interaction with the
jareditesJared ites the eastern lowlands ofthe land northward had long been
a stronghold of that people and their very final battles took place
there ether 93 9 1020 1412 158 15 the chances are
reasonable though not certain that the seaborne newcomers touch-
ing in the land northward would have encountered some jareditesJaredites
if the latter were still engaged in their normal lifewayslikewayslifeways at the
moment when the judahitephoenicianJudahite Phoenician party arrived it is possible
of course that the newcomers did detect signs of population in the
land northward and that this was why they chose to move on but the
scripture gives us no indication of that or perhaps the jareditesJaredites
were not oriented to life upon this stretch of coast and the new party
did not explore inland thus the two peoples might at first have
missed each other by sheer accident

I1 consider it likely that the jareditesJared ites at the moment of the
mulekiteMulekite arrival were in the throes of civil war unable to pay

attention to what was happening along their coast involving the
appearance of a small band of strangers if they were seen at all A
long period of overlap between the two groups strikes me as highly
unlikely the jareditejaredineJaredite civilization involving millions of people
ether 152 would surely have come to the attention of the mulek

group had the latter lived only around a hundred miles away for
decades let alone centuries as some have supposed yet had the
mulekitesMulekites arrived significantly prior to the struggle at ramah

they would have become aware of or fatally involved in the
extermination instead of fulfilling ethers prophecy about
coriantumr ether 1320 2211 after all the land desolation where
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the nephitesNephites saw abundant evidence of the jareditejaredineJaredite final wars
abutted on the small land bountiful which in turn was only a few
miles from the city ofofmulekmulek alma 2229 3311 5126 32 5215
1722 23

the newcomers are said to have discovered coriantumr not
vice versa where might that contact have taken place he could not
have been a young man note ether 1316 17 he had been very
severely wounded in the final battle ether 1511512828 32 and he had
earlier suffered at least one serious injury in war ether 151511 as well
as probably others with such physical limitations as these scrip-
tures imply it would be remarkable if he had made more than a
partial recovery from his near death at ramah ethers prophecy to
the king had indicated only that he would receive a burial by the
new people this statement together with the fact that he lived only
nine lunar months with the new group before passing away omni
121 can be seen as supporting the view that he was infirm when
found 21 thus he is not likely to have traveled far on his own from
the hill ramah yet he would surely have moved some distance for
the effects of the carnage in the final battle area would have been
unbearable for him

it seems to me most likely that at whatever point coriantumr
was found between the hill ramah and probably the city ofofmulekmulek
his discoverers transported him to their settlement base and that
there is where he executed the engraving on the large stone which
eventually came into mosiahsMosiahs hands one wonders what ever
happened to it at zarahemlaZarahemla it is mentioned only the once several
scenarios are possible to account for where and when he might
have been discovered by the new group but we have inadequate
information to evaluate their relative likelihood 22

nothing is said about how much time passed before the
immigrants left their landfall to move up into the south wilderness
alma 22312231 perhaps along the river sidon for they settled beside

it they may not have stayed long near the sea where it could be
oppressively hot andhumid as in alma 5133 compared with their
old world source area or the wars said to have occurred among
themselves omni 117 could have driven part of them inland
however it could have taken decades if not centuries for sufficient
population to grow and organize to permit a level of conflict
deserving the name war it seems to me likely that there was no
substantial movement ofmuleksofmuleksmaleks descendants to the uplands for a
considerable period

the book of mormon conveys nothing contrary to the view
that zarahemlas group had coalesced as a political unit only within
his lifetime and shortly before mosiahsMosiahs arrival among them if
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zarahemlaZarahemla had had a long strong tradition of rulership behind him
mosiah likely would not have gained the king role over the com-
bined society as readily as he seems to have done zarahemlaZarahemla is not
said to have borne the title ofking though he ruled his group given
no title for his role something like chief seems suitably descrip-
tive considering the small scale of his polity which may have
numbered only a few thousand to mosiahsMosiahs group they seemed
exceedingly numerous but that expression is relative for the

nephitesNephites were themselves probably an exceedingly small group
nowhere do we get a hint that the descendants of the people

on the ships that brought mulek constituted a single political
ethnic unit prior to zarahemlas day no comprehensive tentenntermn such
as mulekiteMulekite is used to embrace them suggesting that not all of those
descended from those immigrants recognized zedekiahs son as
their head nor perhaps any other one person there may have been
differences among the group over authority from the first resulting
ultimately in political fragmentation with zarahemlas group just
one tribelet among a number tied chiefly by economic links

an interesting bit of evidence that there may have been
varying traditions about what had happened among the mulek
group and thus more than one social entity involved comes from
the account ofofammonammon in mosiah 7 we leamlearn of his leading a party
to locate their brethren the zeniffitesZeniffites even though ammon was
a descendant of zarahemlaZarahemla mosiah 73 13 23 who had earlier
gone up to the land of nephi in order to reoccupy the cities oflehiof lehilehl
nephi and shliom when king limhi reported to ammon that he
had sent out an exploring party which had discovered ruins and gold
plates on a battleground to the distant north one would think that
ammon would say something like oh yes that would be the
people who were destroyed except for this one old man who lived
among my ancestors the descendants ofmulek but ammon gives
no hint of making any such mental connection either to the
Coriancorlancorianturnrcoriantumrturnr tradition or to mulek perhaps he belonged to an
element of zarahemlas people who had simply never heard about
coriantumrs survival nor had limhi any previous knowledge of
the jareditesJaredites it appears even though his grandfather had dwelt at
zarahemlaZarahemla when coriantumrs stela had been brought there and
read by mosiah 1I

when the forefathers of zarahemlas people reached the area
that would become the land ofzarahemlaZarahemla they likely had left others
of their tradition behind in the lowlands where they originated but
at least by the time the stone of coriantumr was fetched omni
120 these folks on the upper river must have had peaceful
relations with those others for a party would have had to make a
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lengthy trip back down by the east sea to obtain the artifact and bring
it to mosiah to be read zarahemlaZarahemla was many days from the city of
mulek where the stone probably was worked compare for example
alma 5215 18

even with the addition of mosiah FsIs contingent ofofnephitesnephitesNephites
to zarahemlas people the combined body was still not very
numerous nor widespread when king benjamin assembled them
all a generation later it was possible for all to gather at the cityscites
temple on one days notice mosiah 1iioilo11010 and for the planners to
anticipate that the combined body would be able to hear the aged
kings voice mosiah 21 8 24

RELATIONS WITH THE NEPHITES

it is difficult to interpret the extremely brief and one sided
account we have in omni 111313 19 of the joining of mosiahsMosiahs group
with the people of zarahemlaZarahemla the story from the nephite side
represents the event as not only peaceful but enthusiastically
welcomed by the locals from the point of view of some of the
resident people however the transition may not have seemed so
pleasantt the key reason why they rejoiced is said to be that
mosiah brought sacred records when they had none the impressive
fact of literacy itself could indeed have combined with possession
of the mysterious sacred relics in mosiahsMosiahs possession the plates
ofofnephinephi the brass plates labans sword the liahona to confer
an almost magical aura on mosiah that validated his deserving the
kingship besides he may well have had the right of kingship by
descent from the royal nephi line among the original nephitesNephites
jacob 1iiiili11111 1I doubt that he would have presumed to accept the

kingship in zarahemlaZarahemla he was a sogersoliersolser man not an opportunist
unless he qualified for the king role as a the senior direct
descendant ofofnephinephi without a strong leadership mantle of such a
sort the people in his party might well not have accompanied him
out of nephi nor would he have had possession of the large plates
the official history of the kings in terms of the old world tradition
of the judahite fathers of the mulekitesMulekites while mosiah was not of
the preferred royal line through judah at least he had major
appurtenances of kingship that zarahemlaZarahemla lacked zarahemlaZarahemla had
only two qualifications his current chiefly role and descent from
mulek who though ofjudah and a descendant of david was never
actually king of judah those qualifications apparently were not
enough to prevail against mosiahsMosiahs strengths since nothing more
is heard about zarahemlaZarahemla after omni 111818 he may have been less
than vigorous by then and perhaps died soon after
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political amalgamation did not erase the ethnic distinction
between the two groups mosiah 254 reports that in the time of
mosiah 11II the people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia were numbered separately from
the children of nephi that is those who were descendants of

nephi in their political assembly the two groups werewere separated
in two bodies obviously they spoke different everyday lan-

guages although they also no doubt came to share one given
those evidences of separateness they probably also lived in
different sectors in the city and land ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia the mass arrival
of the nephitesNephites could hardly have been accompanied by their
simply settling haphazardly among those already present 25 how
subsequently they may have come to interrelate through marriage
is not indicated

it is plausible that later contentions and dissensions in
nephite society were in part led by unhappy descendants of
zarahemlaZarahemla who considered that they were not given their due when
mosiah became king at least one man who was a descendant of
zarahemlaZarahemla the coriantumr of helaman 115 was a dissenter
from among the nephitesNephites and came close to conquering the
nephitesNephites 26 although if there were such unhappy descendants of
mulek who claimed special status because of the blood ofnobility
alma 5121 they were less likely to have been the instigators of the
kingmenking men movement of later times than descendants of mosiah 1I

benjamin or mosiah 11II whose claims would have been much more
immediate and documentabledocument able than in the case of descent through
zarahemlaZarahemla compare mosiah 297 99.

A fascination with the extinct jareditesJaredites was manifest among
the nephitesNephites from time to time as in mosiah 2812 mosiah
translated the twenty four gold plates of the jareditesJared ites because of
the great anxiety of his people for they were desirous beyond
measure to know concerning those people who had been destroyed
nibley identifies a number of names used among the nephitesNephites that
were clearly derived from the jareditesJaredites and notes five out of the
six whose names are definitely jareditejaredineJaredite betray strong anti nephite
leanings 27 this permanent cultural impression on the nephitesNephites he
believes was made through the mulek group this unacknowl-
edged influence from the jareditesJaredites may have come via cultural
syncretism between members of the mulek group and local sur-
vivors from the jareditejaredineJaredite tradition that process could have been so
subtle in the absence of written records that generations later the
descendants either did not recognize that they were related to the
extinct civilization and were curious about the mysterious ruins and
artifacts left or else suspected that they were related and wished to
know more
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the initial political amalgamation reported in omni seem-
ingly did not lead to genuine cultural integration but masked a
diversity in lifewayslikewayslifeways that sometimes camecame forth as conflict in beliefs
and behavior non nephite ways seem to have kept bubbling up
from beneath the ideal social and cultural surface depicted by the
nephite elite record keepers after all the descendants of the people
ofzarahemlaofzarahemlaZarahemlaemia probably always constituted a majority of the folk

the people of the nephitesNephites in the record 28

there are other evidences of this underlying influence for
example the younger alma apparently like his cronies the sons of
mosiah 29 became a very wicked and an idolatrous man and also
was a man of many words and did speak much flattery to the

people mosiah 278 this phrasing describes notjustnot just one person-
ality but a distinct tradition of belief and rites the study of cultural
history teaches us that one man or even one generation is most
unlikely to independently originate a systematized pattern of belief
and behavior involving idolatry but rather that such a pattern draws
on and incorporates past tradition

the continuation of this cult might be seen a few years later in
alma 132 for many among the nephitesNephites engaged in sorceriessorceries and
in idolatry or idleness and in babblingsbabb lings wearing costly apparel
being lifted up in the pride of their own eyes and all manner of
wickedness by the time ofmosiah 264 6 we leamlearn that a sizable
group constituted a separate people as to their faith again it is
plausible that they followed a preexisting tradition likely to have
been related to the idolatrous beliefs mentioned earlier which
ultimately came from the people of zarahemlaZarahemla three generations
later the more part of the nephitesNephites had turned out of the way of
righteousness and did turn unto their own ways and did build
up unto themselves idols of their gold and their silver hel 631631

italics added it seems probable to me that their own ways which
involved idolatrous rites had a historical background most logically
tied to the old cult of zarahemlas people As an anthropologist I1
suspect that this pattern stayed on beneath the surface piety directed
to jehovahjesusJehovah Jesus christ the periodic reemergence to public view
ofthe old timereligion with strong mulekiteMulekite elements in it may
have constituted a large measure of the falling away so often
lamented by the book of mormonmonnon leaders 30

the6mulekitesTHE MULEKITES IN LATER BOOK OF MORMON
AND POST CUMORAH TIMES

the last reference to this people as the seed of zedekiah
occurs in helaman 821 but they are not distinguished in any way
in 3 nephi or 4 nephi nor do the books of mormon or moroni refer
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to them the revived division ofbook ofmormon society into seven
tribes reported in 4 nephi 137 38 omits any indication of these
people I1 presume that they had become so amalgamated with the
more prestigious nephitesNephites in the narrow sense that they no longer
had a separate status worth mentioning

doctrine and covenants 1927 refers to the word ofgod going
in modem times to the jew ofwhom the lamanitesLamanites are a remnant
orson prattspratt s note in the former edition of the scripture at that point
cites omni 114 19 pratt and subsequent commentators assume
that descendants of mulek are to be found today indistinguishably
mixed among the lamanitesLamanites doctrine and covenants 317 18
prophesies that the book of mormon will go forth to the nephitesNephites
jacobites josephites zoramitesZoramites lamanitesLamanites lemuelitesLemuelites and
ishmaelitesIshmaelites making no distinction of muleksmaleks descendants

while little is explicitly stated in the book of mormon about
mulek and those who came to america with him what there is
provides leads that permit constructing a broadened characteriza-
tion of the group it is clear that simply accepting the version of
ethnic history written for us by the prophets in nephis line obscures
significant aspects of the role of those people whose ancestors were
in muleksmaleks party

since ferreting out the details of what the book of mormon
tells us about this particular minor group proves enlightening we
should also consider every detail told or implied about each other
minor people doing so we can more fully appreciate their roles

in that great history only by minute and infoinformednned scrutiny of the
scriptural text on every subject can we prepare ourselves to grasp
and appreciate new information that revelation may provide for us
in the future

NOTES

lrobertarobertrobert F smith summarizes the chronological and historical background in book ofmormonofmormon

event structure ancient near east foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS
study aid SMI 84 provo utah FARMS 1985 extensive references to standard popular and scholarly
sources are given there see also john W welch they came from jerusalem some old world
perspectives on the book of mormon ensign 6 september 1976 27 30

2zedekiahzedekiah was not officially crowned until at least 6 october or perhaps I11 april 596 BC thus
as with other kings of that era in judah there were two overlapping first years and we cannot be sure
which one nephi referred to in I11 nephi 14 all we know for certain is that his account opens sometime
between about may 597 and april 596 BC see smith event structure 14 15 jay H huber lehisgehis
600 year prophecy and the birth of christ FARMS preliminary report HUB 82 provo utah
FARMS 198321983241983 242 4 in particular richard A parker and waldo H dubberstein babylonian chronology
626 BC AD 45 2dad ed chicago university of chicago press 1946

the about bc600BC 600goo which has appeared for years as a chronological footnote to I11 nephi in the
book of mormon has proven to be in error according to scholarship on near eastern history the error
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was continued inin the 1981 edition despite the fact that the 1979 LDS bible dictionary which obviously
followed later but still outdated scholarly sources as shown inin the BD entry on chronology by comments
under the external history column between 772 and 609 BCB c inconsistently lists zedekiahs reign as

beginnirtbeginning inin 598
book ofmormonof mormon critical text A tooltoolforfor scholarly reference vol 2 mosiah almaaima ististeded

provo utah FARMS 19864831986 483
4smithasmithsmith event structure 16 17 where citations to the scholarly literature are given also

FARMS update february 1984 new Worinformationmationmatlon about mulek son of the king nibley includes
speculation about mulek inin his unique interpretation of the lachishlackish letters ostracaestraca the prophetic book
ofmormonof mormon vol 8 ofthe collectedworks ofhughof hugh nibley salt lake city and provo utah deseret book
co and FARMS 1989 397 400

5seeaseesee again smith event structure for literature citations he notes on page 18 that benjamin
urrutia believes there isis textual evidence that not necessnecessarilynecessarilarilarliariiy every one of the kings sons was slamslainsiam for
example inm 2 kings 25 1 10 the hebrew includes the word all five times all his host all the houses etc
yet when speaking oftheodtheof the princes verse 7 says only that the sons of ofzedekiahzedekiah were slain not all the sons

ariel crowley the escape ofmulekofmulek inin his about the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret
book co 1961 86 90 contains additional data and suggestions according to a jewish tradition cited
as ginzberg legends iv293IV 293 vi382VI 382 83 zedekiah had ten sons slainslamsiam by nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar also
examples cited from the old testament demonstrate that little ones including male offspring were
consistently distinguished from sons hence survival of an infant mulek would not conflict with the
statement inin 2 kings 25725 7 about the slaying of the kings sons examples are also given from the old
testament where statements about the extermination of a descent line represents hyperbole not fact for
example see 2 kgsggs 111ili11lii 1 3 so even a statement about all being slain could only be considered an
approximation

6perhapsperhaps travel through the desert to reach egypt constituted the journeying inin the wilderness
spoken ofinofm ommomni 1 16 evidently prior to the voyage or perhaps a longer more arduous trip was required
to reach carthage or other phoenician cities of the western mediterranean from which the actual voyage
may have departed for america

7theathethe history of what has been called urimunmarim and thummimthummirnThumm lenirnleh isis not clear the brother of jared
received one such device and brought it to america it ended up inin moronis hands then it passed to joseph
smith along with the plates ofnephinephid&cdacd&c 17 1 abraham had a different one abr 313 144 which could
have been passed down to his descendants although we are nowhere told what happened to it exodus
281528 15 21 and other scriptures through I11 samuel 28628 6 witness that a different versionversion of urimunmarim and
thummimthummirnThummlinirn was constructed by moses and used by him aaron and subsequent priests it was remembered
but not possessed by the jews under ezra following the babylonian exile ezra 2632 63 nehaeh 7657 65

mosiah II11 had an interpreter device mosiah 8138 13 which earlier may have been inin the hands of
his grandfather the first king mosiah who perhaps used it to translate coriantumrsconantumrs engravings ommomni
1201 20 we cannot be certain this was therhethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite instrument although it seems likely on the basis of mosiahofmosiahmoslah
8128 12 15 especially prepared from the beginning and who should possess this land and mosiah
281128 11 17 limhislimpis explorers could conceivably have found the interpreters which had been left by ether
with his plates ether 153315 33 but that could not be if mosiahifmosiahmoslah I1 and II11il already had the interpreters ammon
inin mosiah 813 indicates that the latter king did have the instrument and his grandfather had apparently
used it to read conantumrscoriantunirs engraving see omni 1201 20 mosiah8mosiahmoslah81212 14 makes it quite clear inmanyany case
that limhi had been given no such instrument by his search party when they got ethers plates perhaps
mulekiteMulekite explorers had found the jaredinejarediteJaredite interpreters on the battlefield near the hill ramah while

missing the twenty four gold platespiates7 there was some early exploration because they found conantumrcoriantumr
another possibility isis that mosiah might have received the urimunmarim and thummimthuniniim that originatedongmated

with moses from the people ofzarahemla who had retained it as a sacred relic sincesince muleksmaleks time without
being able to make it work perhaps someone inm muleksmaleks party had been inspired to carry it from the temple
inm jerusalem immediately before that structure was destroyed by the babylonians T W B inm the
millennialstarmillennial star 7655276 552 57 speculated that muleksmaleks party took the urimunmarim and thummim from the temple
and brought it to america if the mexican tradition cited below refers to muleksmaleks group then the oracle
mentioned there might be from jerusalem

other explanations are possible for example might the liahona have served as an interimmtenm
interpreter for mosiah I1 and II11 with the interpreters from ether actually being with the twenty four gold
plates but its nature unrecognized by either ammon or limhilimhi9

8herodotusherodotus the history trans david grene chicago university of chicago press 1987

iv42IV 42 this greek historianhistoriangeographerhistonangeographergeographer described the crews observations on the sun as they completed
the voyage around the continent observations which now can be seen as demonstrating that the voyage
was accurately recorded but which herodotus thought were outright errors see smith event structure
13 or the discussion by cyrus H gordon min before columbus links between the oldworld andandancientancient
america new york crown publishers 1971

9janetsjanetjanet jensen inin variations between copies of the first edition of the book of mormon BYU
studies 13 winter 1973 214 22 observed that sidon the rivernver appears as sidomeidom once inin the first 1830
editioneditiononpon p 226 line 5 now alma 2172 17 bookbookofmormoncnticaltextofmormonofMormon critical text 25261526 observes that this spelling
instance appeared both inin the printers manuscript and the 1830 edition then was changed min 1837 to sidon
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in sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting for the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city and provo

utah deseret book co and FARMS 1985198520520511 discuss sidomsidornsiddorn and note that at the time oftheodtheof the spanish
conquest a name given by nearby indians to the key site min the area I1 consider probably sidomsidornsiddorn was zactanzachan

white lime while the semitic name sidon inin phoenicia may be derived from lime
10&nstanceconstance irwinserwins fair gods and stone faces ancient seafarers and the worldworlds s most

intriguing riddle new york st martins 1963 contains surprisingly substantial evidence considering
that it isis a popularapopular book forherproposalfor her proposal that phoemciansphoeniciansPhoenicians influenced early Mesomesoamericamesoamencaamerica butthebuethebut the scholarly
work of spanish archaeologist josejosg alcinaalcmaalama franch has the most impressive range ofdataofdata see particularly
his three works las pintaderasPinta deras mejicanosmejicanasMejicanas y sus relacionesRelaciones madrid consejo superior de
investigaciones cientificascientfficas institutoinstitutor gonzalo fernandezmandezFe de oviedo 1958 ongenorigen trasatlanticotrasatl6ntico de
la cultura indigena de america revistadevista Esespanolapahola deAntroantropologiaantropologaAntroppologaologia americana 441969196999 64 madrid
and pre columbian art new york abrams 1983

for phoenician nautical technology as well as for a valuable summary of offurtherfurther provocative data
supporting a connection to Mesomesoamencamesoamericaamerica see a monograph by one of the participants inin heyerdahls ra
11II raft project anthropologist santiago genoves T ra una balsa de papyrus a travestravis del atldnticoatlanticoarlanticoAtlatiantico
cuademosCuademos serieseneserle antropologicaantropol6gica 25 umversidaduniversidad nacional autonomaaut6nomaautonomyAutonoma de mexico institute de
investigaciones histoncashist6ricasHis toncas 1972

1 sorenson an ancient american setting 25 27
12hughhugh nibley an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon vol 6 of the collected works ofofhughhugh

nibley salt lake city and provo utah deseret book co and FARMS 1987 290
13sorensonanancientamerican1 sorenson an ancient american setting 108 21249 5511 compare philip drucker and robert

F heizer commentary on W R coe and robert stuckenrathsStuckenraths review of excavations at la venta
tabasco 1955 kroeber anthropological society papers no 33 fall 1965 52 53 and the comment
by paddock dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed october 28th andand29th29th 1967 ed elizabeth P
benson sashingtonwashingtonwashington DCD C dumbarton oaks research library collection 1968 39

4sorensonsorenson an ancient american setting 120 249 50 see also map 5 opposite page 36 and
map 12 0oppositepo e page 240

phillpphllipphilip drucker robert F heizer and robert J squier excavations at la venta tabasco
1955 smithsonianSmithsoman institution bureau ofofAmenamericancan ethnology bulletin 170 washington DCD C 1959

215ff robert F heizer new observations on la venta dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed
october 28th and 29th 1967 ed elizabeth P benson washington DCD C dumbarton oaks research
library and collection 1968 32 36

ellzabetheilzabethelizabeth P benson some olmecolmeealmee objects in the robert woods bliss collection at
dumbarton oaks inin the olmecolmed and their neighbors essays in memory ofmatthewof matthew W stirling ed
elizabeth P benson washington DDCC dumbarton oaks 1981 97 98 john F scott el meson
veracruz and its monolithic reliefs baesslerbuessler archivarchev 25 19771031977 103 citing inin support literature by
pellizabellizaPelliza bemalbernalbernai coe clewlow proskouriakoffproskounakoffProskouriakoff and smith

17tatiana17 tatiana proskouriakoffproskounakoffProskouriakoff olmecolmed and maya art problems of their stylistic relation inm
dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed october 28th and 29th 1967 ed elizabeth P benson
washington DCD C dumbarton oaks research library and collection 19681211968 121says121 says the three late

stelae of la venta represent a radical innovation inin the mode of sculpture and inin the character of its
themes one of the altars showing the presentation of a baby by an adult male could represent child
sacrifice a prominent feature inin phoenician religion or orperhapsperhaps it represents an infant ancestor mulekmulek99

8philippphilipphilip drucker on the nature of olmecolmed polity inin the olmecolmed and their neighbors
essays inin memory ofmatthewof matthew W stirling ed elizabeth P benson washington DCD C dumbarton
oaks 1981 44 mentions he of the uncle sam chin whiskers compare john F scott post
olmecolmed mesoamencamesoamericaMeso america as revealed inin its art actasaccas XLI congreso internacionalinternationalInternacional de Americaamericanistasamericamstasnistas
mexico 2 7 sept 1973 vol 2 mexico 1975 385 A carving from el meson veracruz and
another from near there now moved to alvarado show men inin tall headdresses reminding one of
the so called semitic type on late la venta reliefs

19proskouriakoffproskounakoff olmedolmec and maya art 122 23 also considers that two racially distinct
groups of people are shown on stela 3 and that the group of the bearded stranger ultimately gainedgamed

ascendingascendangascendascendancyang hence the culture of la venta contained aa strong foreign componentcomponent
2 john L sorenson the twig of the cedar improvement era 60 may 1957 330 31 338

34134 42 reprinted as bible prophecies oftheodtheofthe mulekitesMu lekites ina bookofmormonbook ofmormon treasury saitsaltsaltlakelake city
bookcraft 1959 229 37 for more information on traditions see john L sorenson some
Mesomesoamencanmesoamericanamerican traditions of immigration by sea elel maicomexicomalco antiguaantiguo 8 1955 425 37 mexicomexicom6xico
available as FARMS reprint SOR 55

21 conantumrcoriantumr was probably infirm despite the unique argument by anthony W ivins inin are the
jareditesJared ites an extinct people 9 improvement era 6 november 1902 43 44 that Coriancorlanconantumrcorianturnrturnr may have
sired offspring while among the mulekitesMulekites

22coriantumrconantumr might have been discovered by the mulek group on or near the battleground during
an exploratory probe inland as they paused briefly while coasting southward toward their final destination
in that case corianturnrconantumrCoriancorlan turnr made his final move via their vessel to a landing probably near the cityof mulekofmulek

other possibilities come to mind however one isis that conantumrcoriantumr did travel by himself toward a location
where he thought he might find some remnant population to give him succor the site of the city ofmulek
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inin my geographical correlation la venta was or had been one of the major centers of jareditejaredineJaredite era
settlement at this time yet it was inin a peripheral position inin relation to most of the olmecolmed Jarjareditejaredite7jaredineedite areas
to the north of it at la venta a person like Coriancorlancorianturnrconantumrturnr might hope to find people not totally caught up
inin the final struggle if conantumrcoriantumr actually reached the place on his own 1I estimate the distance at ninety
beeline miles from ramah but at least double that on the ground the mulek party could have found him
almost where they abandoned their ship it isis no more than barely possible that la venta stela 3 was
intended to picture the meeting of mulek and coriantumrconantumr

another possibility isis that muleksmaleks group within a few years after settling on land set out to
search through the space separating them from the final battlefield drawn onward by the fascinatingly
fresh ruinsrumsarums of the just dead civilization only to find the single survivorsurvivor finally it isis also possible that the
mulekitesMulekites having happened to miss seeing signs of the jareditesJaredites on the inhospitable coastal stilpstrip of

dunes and estuariesestuanesestuanes inin the north which was all they saw of the land northward settled down inin the land
southward for a decade or so of intenselymtensely localized pioneering concern essentially ignorant of the old
culture before sending out an exploring party which then happened to come across the king 1I suppose
that other survivorssurvivors existed as mentioned above but not within the disrupted depressing area of the last
wars where thousands ofbodiesskeletonsbodies skeletons lay about I1 think that zone must have been empty for a number
of years

also the large stone needs to be considered inin relation to this geographical puzzle the farther
south the point where coriantumrconantumr worked that stone inin his last months the more reasonable that it could
have been cannedearnedcarried from that point to mosiah up inm zarahemlaZarahemla

231tit isis not clear what isis implied inin descent and kinship terms by the fact that ammon counted
himself descended from zarahemlazarahenflaZarahemlaemia while also considering zeniff among his brethren who had gone to
inheritmhentthelandofourthe land ofourolour zeniffs fathersfirstfathers first inheritance inin lehi nephi mosiah 9 1 this combination
seems to imply some sort of descent for ammon both from the nephite ancestors and from zarahemlaZarahemla
If intermarriage between nephite and zarahemlaZarahemla descended lines was involved however he would hardly
have counted both as signifying patriarchal descent

24seesee sotensonanancientsorenson anancientamericanAncient american setting 155 57 for a discussion of the population and sizesize
of the land at this time

25sorenson25sorenson anancientamericanan ancient american setting 155 57 describes a bimodal settlement pattern which
could reflect this distinction and which was found at the site of santa rosa chiapas mexico which I1
consider the best candidate for zarahemlaZarahemla see also pages 190 91 and 315 16 on further settlement and
social distinctions within the city

social anthropologist meyer fortes describes an interesting parallel to the social setting from a
modem scene among the tallensiTallensi inm africa

we were from the beginning confronted with the basic division between the namoosnamios who
claim to be immigrant Mampmamprussimarnprussitussirussi by origin and have exclusive hereditary rights inin an office
generally glossed as the chiefship on the one hand compare mosiahsMosiahs nephitesNephites and the real
tallensiTallensi talis as they called themselves on the other who claim to be the autochthonous
inhabitants oftheodtheof the country with exclusive rightsnghtsnights to the office ofoftendaanatendaanaofTenTen daana or custodian of the earth
compare the people of zarahemlaZarahemla it did not take long to discover that totally identical as were the

ways of life of these two sections of the tribe and intimately interconnected as they were by kinship
marriage and residence the division was deep and fundamental an anthropologists apprenalpren
ticeshipticeship annual review of anthropologyofanthropology 17 197811978 8 14 15

26sorenson26sorenson an ancient american setting 161 65 discusses dissensions see also pages 195

97 on the amlicitesAmli cites whom I1 suggest to have been of the people of zarahemlaZarahemla
27hughhugh nibley lehi inin the desert the world ortheof the jareditesJaredites there were jareditesJaredites vol 5 of

collectedcollectedworksofhughnibleyedworks ofhugh nibley ed johnjohnwW welch salt lake city and provoprovo utah deseret book co
andfarmsand FARMS 1988245 seeseealsojohnaalsoaiso john A tvedtnes A phonemic analysis ofofnephitenephite andjarediteand jareditejaredineJaredite proper
names societyforsociety porfor early historic archaeology newsletter and proceedings 141 december 1977 1

8 reprinted as FARMS reprint TVE 77
28aA careful study needs to be made to detect differences inm usage inin the text of the book of
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naturalistic assumptions
and the book of mormon

gary F novak

how shall we sing the lords song in a strange land psalm 1374

in 1966 leonard J arrington claimed that the details of
mormon history and culture can be studied in human or naturalistic
terms indeed must be so studied and without thus rejecting
the churchschurche origin and work 1 1 he explored neither the assump-
tions nor consequences of histories done in naturalistic terms
though he noted that the topic warrants a full essay 2 the purpose
of this essay is to subject some of the assumptions and consequences
of histories produced in naturalistic terms to scrutiny 3 in keeping
with the theme of this issue of BYU studies I1 shall limit my dis-
cussion to one aspect of mormon history the so called environ-
mental explanation of the book of mormon 4

environmental explanations of the book of mormonmonnon provide
a good starting point for clarifying the logic and implications of
naturalistic explanations because of the way their controlling

categories and assumptions are exploited environmental expla-
nations are often constructed to replace or compete with joseph
smiths own explanation of the origin and content of the book of
mormon some quarters of the so called new mormon history
have popularized the environmental explanation suggesting that
joseph smith wrote the book ofmormon by weaving into it various
aspects ofhis immediate social and cultural environment 5 As might
be expected there are major disagreements on detail among those
espousing such explanations but the basic components of the
argument including the logic and even the language or rhetoric are
not affected by such differences

historical explanations seem to rest on background assump-
tions that within certain limits mark the boundaries and establish

gary F novak holds an MA in political science from brigham young university and is currently living
in chandler arizona
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the logic of the explanation frequently these background assump-
tions instead of being made or understood explicitly are built into
the language and structure of the argument hence in order to begin
to unpack the assumptions built into an explanation and thereby
begin to clarify their logical and rhetorical function careful atten-
tion must be given to the language used to frame the argument the
structure of the argument itself and the relationship of the language
to the structure

some of the language used to frame naturalistic assumptions
appeared in the 1930s and 1940s within the circle associated with
dale morgan and fawn M brodie the materials exchanged by
morgan and brodie and such associates as bernard devoto juanita
brooks and madeline reeder mcquown contain interesting clues
to the assumptions at work behind their naturalistic explanations

the ideology embedded in the use of naturalistic terms and
assumptions was articulated by dale morgan at least as early as
1943 when he referred to fawn brodie as a naturalistic biogra-
pher in 1945 he set forth the ideology behind that language in his
comments on brodies biography ofjoseph smith no man knows
my history 6 that ideology determined the sort of explanations the
brodie morgan circle fashioned to which they assigned high ex-
planatoryplanatory power prior to the publication of the materials assembled
by B H roberts 7 the most comprehensive and coherent and cer-
tainly the most popular and well known naturalistic explanation of
the book of mormonmonnon was found in no man knows my history 8

morgan assisted brodie with her work by supplying primary source
materials and then by criticizing and polishing her manuscript 9

morgan also reviewed the book defended brodie from critics and
maintained an extensive correspondence with her 10 while they
differed on some points of interpretation they shared a similar
naturalistic outlook and framework of interpretation

after the publication of bernard devotosdevotusdeVotosvetos review of no man
knows my history the case of the prophet joseph smith
morgan wrote to devoto to contest several items 11 in the course of
that exchange morgan described without apparent opposition
from devoto the horizon from which they understood the book of
mormon as naturalistic 12 in a letter to juanita brooks written
only five days earlier also addressing issues raised by no man
knows my history morgan articulated at least some of the as-
sumptions that constituted what he called his naturalistic point of
view claiming that the fundamental choices one made on the
restored gospel and especially on the foundation experiences were
rooted in an acceptance or rejection of god 13 he justified his re-
jection of divine things including god angels and anything
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remotely miraculous on what might be understood as epistemo-
logical and ontological grounds it all boils down finally to that old
philosophical conundrum what is truth there is no absolute or
final definition of truth it has emotional values for some people
intellectual values for others our confusions are consequent in
some degree upon the fact that people try to square their emotional
truths with the intellect while their intellectual truths they try to
invest with emotional meanings 14

building upon what may be described as a radical historicisthistorichistoricismist
understanding of truth morgan went on to describe his epistemo-
logical concernsconcerns1515 you may hear someone a returned mission-
ary in the pulpit say pronounce a judgment like this 1 I know that
god lives I1 know that joseph was a prophet of god I1 know that the
gospel is true and will be the salvation of mankind you cannot
challenge that knowledge you cant bring any logic to bear against
it he knows what he knows and there is nothing more that can be
said 16 hence from within a framework of historical objectivism
morgan provided an argument for rejecting emotional truths
which he connected with what mormonscormons accept as divine revela-
tions in favor of intellectual truths which have something to do
with or are in some way connected to logic and reason

morgan then explored some ofthe consequences ofhis positipolitipositionon

we have my attitude which I1 believe is substantially fawns I1 feel
absolutely no necessity to postulate the existence of god as expla-
nation of anything whatever to me god exists only as a force in
human conduct consequent upon the hypothecation of such a being
by man essentially my views are atheist but I1 call myself an
agnostic because I1 regard professing atheists as being as much
deluded as professing theiststheisatheiststs the one says 1I know there isnt a
god the other 1I know that there is and I1 find the proof lacking
in either case thus when I1 formulate my views I1 say that I1 have no
personal belief in god and see no necessity for the existence of such
a being 17

without hiding what might be described as his positivist
assumptions morgan articulated the basis of his naturalistic point
of view that provided the horizon from which he and brodie
fashioned environmental explanations of the book of mormon
with my point of view on god I1 am incapable of accepting the

claims of joseph smith and the mormonscormonsMormons be they however so
convincing if god does not exist how can joseph smiths story
have any possible validity I1 will look everywhere for explanations
except to the ONE explanation that is the position of the church 18

in another letter morgan described the naturalistic approach to
mormonmonnon things as including a disbelief in the concept of god he
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labeled this approach objective and unbiased although he
recognized that it appeared to be a bias from the point of view of
the believer however he claimed as a practical historian one
must take the standpoint that causes and effects proceed directly out
ofhuman behavior that mens difficulties are occasioned by human
inadequacy not by any special favor or disfavor granted to indi-
viduals by god morgan understood this to be the point of view
of the sociologist the psychologist the political economic and
social historian 19 thus morgans disposition towards naturalistic
categories and assumptions was based upon a fundamental decision
or dogmatic opinion about deity against which he would allow
nothing to count and which he regarded as necessnecessaryary for the
objective unbiased historian

in his 15 december letter to juanita brooks morgan de-
scribed what he liked to call the great divide that necessarily
separates believers and unbelieversbelieversun on the issue of the authenticity
of the book of mormon

fawn has clarified my thinking on the question of whether joseph
was indeed a conscious fraud and imposter I1 was half disposed to
accept a median point ofview where mormon and non mormon may
almost meet the mormon may consent to the idea that the plates
were only apparently real that joseph gained access to them through
a series of visions as a concession from the original mormon
contention that the plates could be felt and hefted and the non
mormon may conceive of joseph as a victim of delusions a dreamy
mystic so to speak but when you get at the hard core of the situation
the book of mormon as an objective fact there isnt any middle
ground it becomes as simple a matter as the mormonscormons and anti
mormonscormons originally said it was either joseph was all he claimed to
be or during the period at least of the writing of the book of mormon
he was a conscious fraud and imposter 20

morgan thought that fawns theory of the sources and origins of
the book of mormon the one most reasonable in light of the
available facts and also held that there may be good reason to
think that fawn has actually hit upon the truth of the matter 21

morgans own explanation of the book ofmormon though he
left it sketchy and fragmentary was consistent with his naturalistic
point of view 22 he saw the production of the book of mormon as
11a culmination of rather than abreak with josephs highly flavored
past joseph smith understood by morgan as a magician engaged
in unabashed hocus pocus and sustained sleight of hand perfor-
mance through the next eighteen months while writing the
book of mormon the book itself evolved naturally from the
circumstances ofjoseph smiths growing up the world he lived in
his interests and needs 23 joseph floated upon the seas of his time
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picking up all sorts of ideas floating in the social vacuum of his
time 24 morgan thought that the parallels between the book he
joseph eventually published and a popular historicoreligioushistorico religious

treatise of this decade ethan smiths view of the hebrews are too
striking to pass without comment view of the hebrews he
claimed reads almost like a manual of instruction for intending
prophets seers revelatorsrevelatory and translators although the book of
mormon mirrored only josephs milieu it also quite uncon-
sciouslyscious ly mirrored his mind 1525112525 morgans explanation is thus not
only environmental that is product of culture it is also genu-
inely naturalistic appealing to social science concepts ofmagic and
culture and to some vague notion of the unconscious drawn from the
popular understanding of the psychology of his period

pieced together morgans argument has something like the
following fonnformvonn since there is no final definition of truth that is
since the truth of statements is dependent upon individual subjec-
tive values and is hence transient and since there is no god or at
least no naturalistic way to adequately determine his existence
the proof is lacking for either his existence or nonexistence

joseph could not have produced the book of mormon in the way he
claimed therefore the book ofmormon is not authentic history and
must be a conscious deception one must look to josephs environ-
ment to discover how and why he produced the book of mormon

throughout the course ofmorgans argument his naturalistic
assumptions including assumptions provided by the horizon of
historical objectivism and historicism through which he viewed the
world provide the foundations and determine the conclusions
the way in which the story of the book of mormon is told through
naturalistic terms or in some other way will be first a reflection of
the conscious assumptions of the teller and second a reflection of
the categories employed to fashion the explanation since ac-
cording to morgan the book of mormon could not be an authentic
ancient history of gods dealings with his people morgan thought
it necessary to fashion environmental or psychological explana-
tions to account for the books origin those explanations in their
tumturn or at least the categories and assumptions used to fashion those
explanations will make judgments about deity and the funda-
mental constitution of man and his relationship to divine things

fundamentally morgans argument begs the question of the
authenticity of the book ofmormon his conclusion represents only
a more subtle version of his premises since the question of the
existence of god is one of the questions opened up by the very
existence and content of the book of mormon and since the
mediation of gods and angels in human things is an integral part of
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joseph smiths story morgan begs the question of the authenticity
of the book of mormon with his premise that god does not exist
but the question begging goes well beyond morgans explicit
personal expression of unbelief extending to the categories and
assumptions the categories of the sociologist the psychologist
the political economic and social historian that he employed in
explaining the book ofmormon 26 morgan fashioned his story and
employed the categories and assumptions of the social and behav-
ioral sciences in such a way that joseph smith could be neither
sincere nor the bearer of authentic messages of the gods for
example his appeal to the unconscious contains hidden assump-
tions about deity and his product of culture explanation of the
book of mormon is expressly structured to exclude what he called
the ONE explanation that is the position of the church

given the close connection between brodie and morgan and
considering that morgan was never able to finish his manuscript
careful attention to brodies naturalistic environmental explanation
of the book of mormon and the assumptions upon which it rests
seems warranted in order to discover some of the ways in which
naturalistic assumptions affect both the choice of explanatory
categories and the rhetorical structure of the argument brodie
articulated her controlling assumptions at various times and in
various places in 1967 while considering changes in no man
knows my history for the second edition she told monsignor
jerome stoffel that she rejected the supernatural aspects of the
christian story 27 in a 1975 interview she admitted that she was
convinced before I1 ever began writing the book that joseph smith

was not a true prophet 112828 although she thought belief necessarily
involved a corrupting bias that colors selections omissions
and point of view she apparently did not think unbelief or
disbelief involved similar biases 29 disbelief from her perspective
provided the biographer the necessary intellectual detachment to
write a really fair biography 30

like morgan brodies environmental explanation of the
origin and content of the book of mormon is also entwined with a
psychological account of the motivations of its author neither
brodie nor morgan was content with simply identifying a list of
supposed nineteenth century sources for the book of mormon
both thought a psychological account of its author necessary for an
adequate explanation ordinary new york farm boys did not
produce long and complicated religious histories only joseph
smith did that sort of thing whatever else he may have been joseph
was an obvious exception to the rule
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although brodie found it easy enough to deride its style she
thought the sources of the book of mormon absolutely american

an obscure compound of folklore moral platitude mysticism
and millennialism 31 she fashioned her naturalistic explanation so
that the books matter is drawn directly from the american
frontier from the impassioned revivalist sermons the popular
fallacies about indian origin and the current political crusades
the book she thought was best explained by josephs respon-
sivenesssiveness to the provincial opinions of his times 32 according to
brodie it may have been view odtheoftheof the hebrews that gave joseph
smith the idea ofwriting an indian history in the first place in fact
ethan smiths theory of the origin of the indian mounds was

exactly the same as that which formed the heart of the book of
mormon story 33 referring directly to B H robertss parallel
to which she had access she went on to detail the striking
parallelisms between the two books that in her view hardly leave
a case for mere coincidence 34

although brodie saw view of the hebrews as the basic
source for the book of mormon she claimed that joseph also
borrowed from his own family traditions vigorously attacked

the catholic church in response to the influx of catholics brought
by the erie canal borrowed stories from the bible inserted
bald parallels of masonic oaths attempted to settle the religious

conflicts that were splitting the churches in the 1820s and threw
in calvinism and arminianism when it suited him 35

in her 1971 supplement to no man knows my history
while not repudiating her earlier theory brodie began to explore
the extent to which the book of mormon provides clues to

joseph smiths inner conflicts by then she thought she could see
joseph smiths own inner conflict in the fratricidal strife

described in the book of mormon the book of mormon
provides tantalizing clues to the conflicts raging within joseph
smith including his unconscious fantasies of guilt and fear 36

by this time she had explicitly placed joseph in a psychological
category he was an imposter and his literary productions were
a result of that imposture 37

brodie then makes two claims concerning the book of mor-
mon one narrowly psychological the other broadly environmental
but both entirely naturalistic her psychological claim presents
joseph as an extremely complex extremely conflicted personality
and suggests that the book ofmormon like many first novels can be
read to a limited degree as autobiography 38 her environmental thesis
holds that joseph fabricated the book of mormon from the political
and religious currents and the folklore of the american frontier
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the explanatory power ofbrodies theories about the book of
mormon rests upon her fundamental assumptions which involve a
rejection of the supernatural and an embracing of the natural
that in many crucial instances dogmatically excludes deity from the
account in short brodies explanations come down squarely on the
unbelieving side of morgans great divide

the explanations of both morgan and brodie ignore or
compete with what we might call the internal interpretation of the
book of mormon what it says about itself the book contains
categories and assumptions that form the basis for understanding
those inside the story or narrative these understandings make
sometimes obvious sometimes subtle claims upon us as readers
one of the fundamental assumptions of the book of mormon is that
the heavens open from time to time and that god makes his will
known to man both brodie and morgan personally and through
the categories and assumptions they brought to their investigations
of mormon things denied a priori the possibility of what they la-
beled the supernatural and hence dogmatically excluded at least
this one fundamental even crucial assumption of the internal
understanding of the book of mormon in place of the assumptions
and categories found in the book of mormon morgan and brodie
substituted naturalistic ones which are foreign to and which fun-
damentallyda contradict the internal understanding of the book itself
brodies argument therefore represents only a more sophisticated
version of morgans question begging she accepts all of the
assumptions he articulated or at least the most important while for
the most part concealing them within the charming rhetoric and
structure of her argument

much of the work of the so called new mormon history on
the foundation experiences has in some ways been an effort to
separate and distance itself from brodies explanations while at the
same time recognizing no man knows my history as a major
landmark for example robert B flanders declared in 1974 that a
new era dawned with her book claiming that all subsequent
serious studies of early mormonism have necessarily had brodie as
a referent point 39 davis bitton and leonard arlingtonarrington reported
that brodies book quickly established itself to national readers as
the standard biography 40

the writings of marvin S hill provide an interesting case
study of the new mormon historysHistorys ambivalent judgment of
brodie he has devoted considerable attention to her work in-
cluding two review essays on no man knows my history 41 he has
called no man knows my history an immensely important book
a powerful book and asserted that much of her history retains its
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relevance and authenticity he added however that it falls short
of greatness because of fundamental weaknesses which no amount
of patching in a later edition can correct 5142114242 hill has called into
question the details of brodies perspective her objectivity and
her research 43 the explanation of the book of mormon arising
from hills criticism ofofbrodiebrodiebrodle thus differs from hers in both detail
and perspective in this hills work is rather typical of recent
explanations of the book of mormon further reason why it
provides useful example of the explanations typically offered by the
new history 44

hill has described his approach to brodie as an attempt to
consider brodies interpretation onherownon her own seculartermssecular terms that

is from within the horizon of the naturalistic assumptions of the
professional historian with which she worked 45 he differs from
brodie in at least two fundamental ways first he has criticized
sources upon which brodie relies and has demonstrated fundamen-
tal flaws in her treatment of the kirtland period 46 second unlike
brodie he does not think the historian can prove conclusively
one way or the other josephs call to his divine mission 47

attempting to distinguish his own position from that of brodie
who according to hill assumed it was possible to prove on the basis
of his limitations that joseph smith was a fraud and that of orson
pratt who hill claims assumed it was possible to prove on the basis
of his accomplishments that joseph was a prophet hill suggested
that historians should explore the broad promising middle ground
which neither pratt nor brodie fully perceived 7148114848

while hill disputes some of brodies speculations as to the
initial secular nature of the book of mormon he seems close to
accepting some of her views on the cultural conditioning of the
books contents when he insists upon the romantic disposition of
the book of mormonscormonsMormons plot and central characters its negative

calvinistic view of man and its rationalistic arguments for the
existence of god 114949 much like brodie he has also linked the book
of mormon with what he calls joseph smiths magical world
view claiming that there was certainly more continuity between
the money digging religious culture and the early mormon
movement than some historians have recognized for hill the
traditional magician like joseph smith searched for buried
treasure healed the sick interpreted dreams forecast the future and
translated ancient hieroglyphics 50

elaborating the connection between the book ofmormon and
nineteenth century america hill writes theologically the book
of mormon was a mediating text standing between orthodox cal
vinists and emerging arminiansArminians similarly passages which are
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strongly anti universalist suggest once again the calvinistic incli-
nations in the text while others speak against the doctrine of
election mediation rather than arminianism seems evident here
also mediation seems evident in the ambivalent position on the
trinity after examining the stance of the book of mormon in
relation to the theological controversies of joseph smiths day hill
concludes its message appealed to common men with sectarian or
monmoneyey digging backgrounds it was a jeremiad addressed to the
american indians part of the house of israel 51

while hill rejects what he terms brodies sectarian account
of the origins of the book of mormon he also sees joseph smith as
responding to cultural forces suggesting that josephs visions
including those that attended the production of the book of mor-
mon were influenced by the ggreatreat stress initiated by the building of
the erie canal and other potent social cultural and economic
changes citing a discussion by mario de pillis he claims early
mormon visions and dreams brought surcease from emotional and
intellectual stress among those confused and bewildered by ideo-
logical and emotional turmoil in western new york 51521152555252 joseph and
the witnesses saw the plates as a result of their own psychological

and religious needs 53 therefore he says josephs revelations
may not deserve the label of fraud any more than the apostles

testimony of the resurrection of christ 115454 hill adopts a brodie like
evolutionary view of josephs expanding role as prophet suggest-
ing that some things concerning josephs early visions which
may have been looked upon as natural in the early years took on

miraculous time 15551155555555 like othersmore significance as passed joseph
of his time could think his dreams or visions had cosmic signifi-
cance because he did not have the benefits of sigmund freudfreudsfraudss
analysis of dreams 56

although hill apparently agrees with brodie and morgan on
the necessity of professional historians writing history in natural-
istic terms he has proposed an important innovation that may avoid
the question begging that mars the work of brodie and morgan
according to hill historians cannot provide satisfactory answers to
the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy because such questions are simply
beyond the range of historical inquiry 57 hill seems to believe it is
possible for scholars as a methodological matter to suspend
judgments on such questions as the existence of god and the
ultimate authenticity of the boekbook of mormon he writes

the historian has no sources written with the finger of god to prove
that joseph smith was called to his divine mission nor does he have
any human sources to prove conclusively that he was not ones
answers to this cosmic question depend entirely upon the assumpassume
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tionseions he brings to it assumptions about the nature of the world and
mans place in it these rest in the last analysis upon personal
predilection not historical evidence 58

the problem with this methodological suspension of judgment
presumably necessary to recover the past in an objective wayeway is
that it cannot wholly reside in the attitude adopted by the historian
while fashioning an explanation it also includes the implicit as-
sumptions behind the categories and explicit assumptions em-
ployed by the historian if these categories and assumptions actually
suspend judgementjudgement then they are not question begging unfortu-
nately however the models from the social and behavioral sci-
ences from which hill draws social stress theories of revelation
the cultural connections of teachings in the book of mormon with
the calvinism of josephs immediate environment all involve
implicit assumptions about such questions as the existence of
god 5951 for example if visions of angels and plates are psycho-
logical responses to severe social stress then they are not what
joseph smith claimed they were therefore hills version of the
foundation experiences unfortunately suffers from the same sort of
question begging that mars the work of brodie and morgan the
question begging assumptions are obscured by denying the relevance
of the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy claiming that the historian cannot or
ought not makejudgmentsmakejudgments about the authenticity ofjosephsofjosephJosephs s prophetic
call or charismacharismscharisms and appealing to a middle ground that supposedly
gets beyond the old sectarian controversies

there would be little reason to designate recent mormon
history new if there were not something that separated or distin-
guished it from an old mormon history the new mormon history
is new we are now told by one scholar at least in partbecause it adopts
the tools of the social and behavioral sciences and from religious

studies 60 others portray the new professionalization of mormon
history as arising from a dissatisfaction with the narrative and
inspirational histories produced in previous generations this dis-
satisfaction arose because those with graduate training in history
were accustomed to more rigorous standards of documentation
and were interested in different questions questions that seem-
ingly required giving a naturalistic interpretation to certain histori-
cal themes sacred to the memories of latter day saints 61 thus the
new history would seem to appropriate its explanatory categories
and methodological assumptions from what are essentially modem
and secular modes of thought yet for all the history that has been
done under the umbrella of modernity there has been little effort to
uncover the background modes of thought the controlling cat-
egories and assumptions of joseph smith himself or other early
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mormon chronologers and little discussion of the effects that natural
isticcistic interpretations or assumptions might have upon the themes
sacred to the memory of latter day saints or even to the saints
collective memory

an analogy and comparison with the jewish experience of the
wissenschaftWissenschaft des judentumsJudentums and its aftermath may be instructive
for uncovering at least some of the sources or perhaps even some
of the assumptions behind the dissatisfaction described by bitton
and arrington yosef hayim yerushalmi describes the modem
effort to reconstruct the jewish past as beginning at a time that
witnesses a sharp break in the continuity of jewish living and hence
also an ever growing decay of jewish group memorymemory 62 the
jewish group memory perhaps surprisingly continued to decay in
spite of the increasing number and sophistication of jewish fistorihistori
cal writings or perhaps because of them unlike modem historical
inquiry yerushalmi demonstrates the biblical appeal to rememkemem
ber thus has little to do with curiosity about the past not only
is israel under no obligation whatever to remember the entire past
but its principle of selection is unique unto itself it is above all
gods acts of intervention in history and mans responses to them
be they positive or negative that must be recalled 1563116363 in an intro-
duction to the 1989 edition of yerushalmisYerush almis book harold bloom
notes that zakhorbakhorzakhor as a word has a much wider range than re-
membermemberhashas in englishinenglishunenglish since in hebrew to remember is alsotoalsoaiso to act
for this reason the nature of hebrew memory is uniquely selec-
tive about what is recalled calling for a particular kind of acting
rather than for any curiosity about the past therefore the priest
and the prophet become the masters of memory and historians
become unlikely figures 64

the irony of the striking differences between ancient and medi-
eval jewish memory and modem efforts at jewish history is not lost
upon yerushalmi henotes 1I live within the ironic awareness that the
very mode in which I1 delve into the jewish past represents a decisive
break with that past part of the irony lies in the realization that only
in the modem era do we really find for the first time a jewish
historiography divorced from jewish collective memory and in cru-
cial respects thoroughly at odds with it at the same time who
can be expected to step into the breach ifnot the historian Is it not both
his chosen and appointed task to restore the past to us all65 but the
historian trained with modes of thought alien to memory and even
thoroughly at odds with it is according to yerushalmi at least part of
the problem and therefore may be incapable of offering something
approaching a cure the parallel of jewish and mormon memory and
jewish and mormon history cannot be entirely lost upon us
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the new mormon history with its dissatisfaction with
earlier ways and modes of memorializingmemorializing the past not only differs
from some of its own intellectual predecessors in adopting models
drawn from the social and behavioral sciences it also differs from
much older and more venerable histories in fundamental ways for
example one cannot find anything like an appeal to facts in any
scriptural chronicle the scriptural chronicles are written under an
entirely different set of assumptions from those that govern modem
histories the appeal to facts by modem historians is often
symptomatic of positivism or historical objectivism serving as a
vehicle to subtly transform the faith and erode memory 66 much of
the new mormon history is written in such a way as to exclude or
bracket what scripture understands as the mighty acts ofgod these
mighty acts are precisely what are essential for the collective
memory of the saints what yerushalmi calls gods acts of
intervention in history 67

but perhaps the most prominent modernist feature of the new
history and certainly one of the features it emphasizes is its appeal
to naturalistic assumptions such assumptions we are told allow
historians greater sophistication in dealing with the past and are
justified because they provide the saints a more reliable and usable
past but these assumptions have also served to transform both the
content and substance of the foundation experiences 68 from within
the enchantment of naturalistic assumptions leading historians
have called for a radical new understanding of the book of mormon
one divorced from the traditional understanding and thoroughly at
odds with the saints collective memory

from the very beginning the book of mormon has served as
a vessel of memory and identity for the saints it sets them apart
from the world and orients them in gods plan if the book of
mormon is true if it is authentic history brought forth in the last days
for the wise purposes of god then the saints have good reason for
faith and a genuine hope for a trust in god if the book of mormon
is the product of deliberate deception or the sincere psychological
delusion caused by severe stress the saints have no reason for faith
or for hope

NOTES

ileonardjleonard J arlingtonarrington scholarly studies of mormonism in the twentieth century dialogue
A journal ofmormonof mormon thought I11 1966 28 this essay is a modified version of his the secularization
ofmormon history and culture delivered at the western history association 16 october 1965 in which
the statement reads somewhat differently any particular feature of mormon life is fair game for
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objective complete examination they those promoting the mormon history association anddialogueand dialogue
believe that mormon history can be humanized without completely throwing out the dogma of the
immaculateness oftheodtheofthe churchechurchs origin 20 the call for naturalistic historical explanations ofmormonofmormon
things isis not uncommon see for example davis bitton and leonard J arrington cormonsmormons and their
historians salt lake city university ofutahofutah press 19881311988 131 32 lawrence foster new perspectives
on the mormon past sunstone 17 january february 1982451982 45aadreligionandsexualityandreligionand Religion andsexualityand Sexuality theshakersthetre shakers
the mormonscormons and the oneida community urbana university ofillinoisofillinois press 19841984294294 97 and robert
flanders some reflections on the new mormon history dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 9
spring 1974 34 41

raffington2affingtonamngton scholarly studies of mormonism 28 n 44 arrington reported that at least one
criticcnticantic expressed concern over the possibility of naturalistic histories asking Is it really possible to
humanize all phases ofmormonofmormon history without destroying church doctrines regarding historical eventsevents99
commenting on the manuscript of scholarly studies dale morgan observed more generally I1

would say that what principally troubles me about your essay isis that its more critical comments are
offered anonymously inin your footnotes one isis led to wonder whether one reader isis not truly your
own alter ego merely a literary device for getting over some important points without stirringstifwingfingning up
trouble dale morgan to leonard J arrington 19 november 1965196522 dale morgan microfilm MS
560 bxax 2 fid 10 special collections department university of utah library salt lake city
hereafter cited as morgan microfilm

30therother essays raising questions about the apparent assumptions of certain modem approaches to
mormon history include neal W kramer looking for god inin history the modem critique of
positivism demands reevaluation of the prevailing historiography sunstone 8 january april 1983
15 17DavidE17davidedavid E bohnbonn no higher ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32 and the Bburdenurden
of proof sunstone 1010junejune 1985 2 33louisclouislouls C midgley faith and history inin to be learned
isgoodifIs good if ed robert L millet salt lake city bookcraft 19872191987 219 26 and the question
of faith and history paper delivered at the western history association meeting san antonio
texas 15 october 1981

4theathewhethe term enenvironmentalvironmentalvironmental is borrowed from marvinmarvinsearvinsS hill and richard L bushman seeseemarvmSeeMarmarvinvm
S hill richard L bushman scholar and apologist journal ofmormonof mormon history 11 1984 126
compare richard L bushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism urbana university of
illinois press 1984 128

5theathethe label new mormon history sometimes refers to nothing more than all the history done
sincesince approximately 1950 of mormon things however it often carries a more specific if narrowly
polemic meaning robert flanders for example describes the new history as a significantly different
understanding of the latter day saint past because of its shift of interest and emphasis from polemics
from attacking or defending assumptions of faith additionally he claims it has provided a new
location where marginal latter day saints who hold some faith assumptions but reject others or who
are attached to mormon societies or social networks but not to the religion per se can share in the
dialogue some reflections on the new mormon history 3440 thomas G alexander describes the
new history as employing techniques derived frornhistoricalfrom historical humanistic social scientific andreligiousand religious
perspectives the new history isis different from its predecessors alexander claims because it pays
more attention to the relationship between mormon and general USU S historiography and insists upon

an understanding ofdevelopmentofdevelopment ratherthanjustrather thanjustthanjust doctrinal exegesis toward the new mormon history
an examination of the literature on the latter day saints inm the far west inin historians and the
american west ed michael P malone lincoln university of nebraska press 1983 344 352 357

ginglnin a letter to brodie on 10 september 1943 morgan wrote 1I think LDS apostle david 0
mckay really was thinking that it would be a hell of a note to be uncle to a naturalistic biographer of the

prophet the rather casual use of such language suggests that the rhetoric was already min place and was
not new or unfamiliar john phillip walker ed dale morgan on early mormonism correspondence and
aanewhistorysaltlakecitynew history S altait lake city signature books 1919864686 46 walkers volume contains a useful collection
of morgans letters however it also omits important letters and letter fragments when a letter or
manuscriptmanuscript isis available inm this volume walker will be the source cited

B H roberts studies odtheoftheofthe book ofmormonofmormon ed brighamdbnghamdBrighamD madsen with a biographical essay
by sterling M mcmuninmcmumnmcmunn urbana university of illinois press 1985

8brodiebbrodiebrodlebrodie had probably seen a copy of robertssrobertas parallel and was dependent upon it when she
fashioned her argument against the authenticity of the book of mormon see fawn M brodie to sterling
M McmcmumnmcmuffinmcduffinMuffin 6 november 1977 fawn M brodie collection MS 360 bxax 8 fid 6 special collections
department university of utah library salt lake city hereafter cited as brodie papers compare no
man knows my history the life of ofjosephjoseph smith the mormon prophet 2dad ed new york alfred A
knopfknopf197147197147

9seeaseesee morgan to brodie 14 14januaryjanuary 194346492719434649194346 492749 27 april 194452 54 and28augustand 28 august 194467-
717 1 in on early mormonism see morgan to brodie thanksgiving day 1943 MS 360 bxax 7 fid 2 12
february 194415february194415 February 1944 lomarchiomarchlomatch 194418june194418 june 194424june194424 june 1944ms 360bx7f1d3and360 axbx 7fld 3 and
3 august 1944 MS 360 bxax 7 fid 4am4min brodie papers see also undated two page criticism of an early
manuscript ofnooanoofno man knows my history titled memo from dale morgan and undated two page letter
to fawn brodie inin brodie papers MS 360 bxax 7 fid 1
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10morgans10morgans reviewreview appeared inin saturday review 24 november 194578194578 A photocopy ofthisorthisof this
reviewreview maybemay be found inm the brodie papers MS 360bx360 axbx 8fld8 fid 9 for the morgan to brodie correspondence
see on early mormonism 92 101 106 115 145 150150d150 150d 154160154 160igo 165

I1 inewyorkheraldtribuneweeklybookreviewnewyorkheraldtnbuneweeklybookreviewl6decembetl94516 december 1945aphotocopyofthisA photocopy of this reviewreview
may be found in the brodie papers MS 360 bxax 8 fid 9

daiedale morgan to bernard devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 93
13consider13 consider again how our individualourindividual points ofviewofvieyofview upon mormomsmmormonism and allaliail religionallreligion are rooted

inin our fundamental viewpoint on god dale morgan to juanita brooks 15 december 1945 on early
mormomsmMormonisl 86 87

14morganorgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonismmormomsm 86
15thethe words historicismhistoncism and historicisthistoncisthistorichistoricismhistoncistist refer to a cluster ofopinionsofopinions and assumptions articulated

by the so called historical school inin nineteenth century germany A good account exploring some oftheodtheof the
subtleties and exhibiting some of the excesses of historicismhistoncism isis G P gooch history and historians inin
the nineteenth century london longmans green 1952 the word positivism refers to another cluster
of opinions and assumptions more or less articulated inm the nineteenth century an accessible versionversion of
a portion oftheodtheof the positivist position isis sterling M mcmurrinmcmurnn comments on the meaning of immortality
inin inreligionreligionunreligion reason andtruth historical essays inin the philosophy ofofreligionreligion salt lake city university
of utah press 1982 alfred jules ayer language truth and logic new york dover publications
1952 provides a short and useful introduction to modem positivist arguments I1 shall for the most part
borrow Gadamers term historical objectivism to describe the cluster ofpositivistof positivist assumptions used by
many historians seeseehansleehanshansgeorghans georg gadamergademerGadamer truthandmethodandany method ed andandtranstrans garrett barden new york
continuum 1975 192 214 also hermeneutics and historicismHistoncism inin supplement I1 to truth and
method 460 91 the questions surrounding historicismhiston cism and historicalhistoncal objectivism are important for
understanding the current crisis inin mormon historiography see thomas G alexander historiography
and the new mormon history dialogue 1919autumnautumn 1986251986 251949 an approach to the mormon past
dialogue 16 winter 1983 146 48 and substantial important and brilliant dialogue 18 winter
1985 185 87 leonard J arrington reflections on the founding and purpose of the mormon history
association 1965 1983 journal ofmormonof Mormon history 10 1983 91 103 david earl bonnbohn no higher
ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32 and the burden of proof sunstone 10 june 1985
2 33mam M gerald bradford the case forthefor the new mormon history thomasgthomasthomasaG Alexanalexanderderandand his critics
dialogue 21 winter 1988 143 50 lawrence foster bohna fide article sunstone 8 november
december 1983 4 5 klaus hansen jan shipps and the mormon tradition journal of mormon
history 11 1984 135135545 marvin S hill richard L bushman 125 33 and the new mormon
history reassessed inin light of recent books on joseph smith and mormon origins dialogue 21
autumn 1988 115 127 martin E marty two integntiesintegrities an address to the crisis inm mormon

historiography journal ofmormonof mormon history 101019831983 3 1919lomsclouislouls C midgley faith and history inin
to be LearlearnednedIsIs goodiegoodifgood if ed robert L millet salt lake city bookcraft l98721919872191987 219 26 and the

challenge ofhistoricalHistoncal consciousness mormonmonnon history and the encounter with secular Modemodernitymity inin
vol 2 ofbyobby study andalsoandalloandany also by faith essaysessayessey sinin honor ofhughof hughahughwW nibley on the occasion ofhisochisofhis eightieth
birthday 27march27 march 19901990eded johnjohnmM lundquist and stephen D ricks salt lake city deseretdeseretbookcobook co
19905021990 502 51

16morgan16morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 86 morgan went on to illustrate
his rejection of divine things with a personal story when I1 was eight or ten or so and a regular sunday
school goer inin our ward I1 saw a rather handsome boy four or five years older than I1 named edwin wells
he was then a deacon I1 think he looked to me somehow sanctified and set apart beautiful and holy well
juanita as I1 contemplated him revelation came upon me and I1 knew I1 knew that I1 was seeing there before
me inin the flesh a future president of the church it was a knowledge superior to reason inin short it was of
the very stuff of our missionarysmission arys knowledge above except that for some fifteen years or so I1 have felt a
certain skepticism about the validity of that revelation in his 20 december letter to devoto morgan
related this same story and drew further consequences but remembering that experience and remem-
bering further what it isis like to get struck with a big idea I1 can conceiveconceive that josephs revelations were
honestly arrived at some of them at any rate if not precisely after the fashion his followers may have
believed with no opening of the heavens inin any way involved morgan to devoto 20 december 1945
on early mormonism 98

17morgan17morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 87
18morgan18morgan to brooks on early mormonismmormomsm 87
19morgan19morgan to S A burgess 26 april 1943 on early mormomsmmormonism 43 the extent of morgans

involvement inin historicismhistoncism and historicalhistoncal objectivism isis traceable through the categories he employed to
explain mormon things and through the rhetoric he employed to justify those categoriescategonescategones he told burgess
that we desired to draw a picture ofmormon beliefs from an objejobjeobjectivectiveactive point ofviewofvieyofview and concluded that
letter by insisting upon the objectivity ofourolourof our interpretation morgan to burgess I11 july 1942 on early
mormomsmmormonism 3540 in a letter to fawn brodie morgan described the need for an objective study of
the danitescanites morgan to brodie 10 september 1943 on early mormonism 47 he portrayed the mo-
tivationti for his own inquiry into mormon things as a challenge to try to tread objectively between
warring points of viewview to get at the facts uncover them for facts and see what the facts have to say to a
reasonable intelligence morgan to brooks 23 may 1946 on early mormomsmmormonism 121211 he described
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the only historically valid methodology as marshalling the facts and seeing what they add up
to morgan to devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 95 appeals to a historbistorhistoricalical
objectivist objectivity and facts can be found on pages 100loo100113113 145 149 151 161 162 164

properly critical and scientifically objective 175 and 184 see also his memo from dale
morgan 1 brodie papers NISMS 360 bxax 7 fid 1

morgan expressed something of his histoncisthistoricisthistorichistoricismhistoncistist inclinations when insisting that joseph in a
major degree isis best interpreted as an astonishing reflection oftheodtheofthe jacksonianJack soman upsurge of the common man
he was perfectly the expression of the zeitgeist morgan to brodie 28 august 1944 on early mor-

monism 68 he told devoto every man isis the product of total environment acting upon the biological
organism and went on to elaborate his jacksonianJacksoman thesis morgan to devoto 2 january 1946 on early
mormonism 109 110 11 on early mormonism omits the date of this letter and incorrectly at-
tributes the letter as being addressed to fawn brodie on the page headings see also morgan to
devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 92

20morgan20morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 88 89
21morgan21 morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 89 see also morgan to devoto

20 december 1945 on early mormonism 96 1I1 find it a good deal more reasonable to conjecture that
joseph had an opened bible with him on the other side ofhisochisofhis curtain and that idea seems to me to enforce

a conception that consciousconscious deception entered into the writing oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon compare marvin
hills ideas on a middle ground min secular or sectarian historyhistory99 A critique of no man knows my
history church history 43 march 1974 96 and also inin brodie revisited A reappraisal dialogue
7 winter 1972 72 85 recasting the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy louis midgley suggests that joseph
smiths prophetic claims are such that they present the believer and unbeliever alike with either a prophet
or not proprophethetn alternative the challenge of historical consciousness 519

aton2ton2 on early mormonism contains a versionversion of morgans rough draft chapter on the book of
mormon 30919309 19 unfortunately on early mormonism does not include morgans important letter
fragments indicating at least some of the reasons he could not finish his book the cormonsmormons morgan
thought he could produce the definitive history of the church as early as april 1942 he lived almost
thirty more years and worked on his project for some seventeen years before abandoning it morgan to
brooks 12 april 1942 on early mormonism 26 morgan to brodie 28 january 1946194622 brodie papers
MS 360 bxax 7 fid 7

23morgan23 morgan on early mormonism 278 331010
24morgan24morgan to madeline reeder mcquown madeline reeder mcquown collection MS 143 bxax

2 fid 11 special collections department university of utah library salt lake city
15morgan15morgan on early mormonism 311 312 313 318
226leoleo strauss identifies a dogmatic atheism in sociological or psychological theories regard-

ing religion this atheism presents itself as merely methodological or hypothetical and is hence
uncritical and unreflective liberalism ancient and modern new york basic books 1968 218

27fawnfawn brodie to jerome stoffel 3 november 1967 2 brodie papers MS 360 bxax 9 fid 3

28fawn28 fawn mckay brodie an oral history interview dialogue 14 summer 1981 106 the
dialogue interview isis condensed from a much longer oral history see biography of fawn mckay
brodie 0 H 1523 interviewed by shirley E stephenson 30 november 1975 typescript 1 52
fullerton oral history program california state university fullerton calif the dialogue version oftheodtheof the
interview isis garbled inin at least one place

29fawnfawn brodie harvard encyclopedia of ofamericanamerican ethnic groups the mormonscormons comments
on the manuscript 3 brodie papers MS 360 bxax 68 fid 13 this isis not an entirely uncommon opinion
see for example melvinmelvlnmeivin T smith faithful history hazards and limitations journal ofmormonof mormon
history 9 1982 68 and faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 69

30oralorai30 oral history dialogue 109 morgan to brodie 7 january 1946 on early mormonism 118
3 113rodie113rodiebrodiebrodlerodle no man knows my history 67
32brodie32brodlebrodie no man knows my history 69
33brodie33brodlebrodie no man knows my history 46 italics added compare on early mormonism

310 19
34brodie34brodiebrodle no man knows my history 47
3513brodlebrodierodierodle no man knows my history 58 59 60 62 63 69697070
3613grodiebrodierodierodle no man knows my history 413 416417 415
3713rodie371337rodiebrodierodle no man knows my history 417 2211
38toto begin to explore the frontiers of such speculation see brodies notes of various meetings

of the los angeles interdisciplinary psychoanalytic group original notes first J S meetings &
greenacre joseph smith first meeting inin brodie papers NISMS 360 bxax 8 fidf1dfad 2 and a short piece
the impostor inm brodie papers MS 360 bxax 8 fid 1 for instance in his operation as a child he was

saved by amputation castration by his mother and godsgodt the angel showed joseph smith a sword the
phallus a breastplate and two stones the mother and the golden plates anal element

39robert flanders some reflections on the new mormon history 35
40arrington40Arrington and bitton mormonscormons and their historians 111
41marvin41 Marvin S hill brodie revisited A reappraisal dialogue 7 winter 1972 72 85 and

secular or sectarian historyhistory99 78 96 hill deals with some aspect of brodies work min the following
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books and essays the historiography ofmormonism church history 28 december 19594194201959 419420
joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence and new difficulties BYU studies 12 winter 1972

223232 review of richardofrichard L andersonsandersensAndersenssons joseph smiths new england heritage inin the new england
quarterly 46 march 1973 157 the prophet puzzle assembled or how to treat our historical
diplopia toward joseph smith journal ofmormonof mormon history 3 1976 10101loi1 marvinmarsin S hill C keith
rooker and larry T wimmer the kirtland economy revisited A market critique ofsectarianof sectarian eco-
nomics provo brigham young university press 1977316245969 Aanoteonjosephsmithsfirstnote on joseph smiths first
vision and its import inin the shaping of early mormonism dialogue 12 spring 1979 90 cultural
crisis inin the monnonmormon kingdom A reconsideration of the causes of kirtland dissent church history
49 september 1980 286 the rise of mormonism inm the burned over district another view new
york history 61 october 1980 411 the first vision controversy A critique and reconciliation
dialogue 15 summer 1982 31 money digging folklore and the beginnings of mormonism an
interpretative suggestion BYU studies 242.424 fall 1984 483 the new mormon history reassessed inin
light of recent books on joseph smith and mormon origins dialogue 21 autumn 1988 116 and
questforquestporfor refuge the mormon flightfromFlight from american pluralism saitsaltsaltlakelake city signature 1989424

42hillhill brodie revisited 7473
43seesee hill secular or sectarian history 7 88 89 96 brodie revisited 72727878 and histo-

riographyrio of mormonism 420
44seesee for example klaus J hansen mormonism andtheamericanandanythe american experience 10 27248 and

jan shipps mormonism 1 65 on the fringe of such explanations george D smiths joseph smith and
the book of mormon free inquiry 4 winter 1983 21 3311 represents an updating and radicalizingradicalizing of
brodies viewsviews though without her stylistic flourish

45hillhill brodie revisited 73737272
46seesee for example the first vision controversy 31311444 where brodies and wesley

saltersswalterssWal terss viewsviews of the first vision are criticized compare A note on joseph smiths first vision 96
97 see also joseph smith and the 1826 trial 223 33 and hill rooker and wimmer the kirtland
economy revisited

47hillhill brodie revisited 72 hill does not indicate why such questions are beyond the limits
of historical inquiry

48hillhill secular or orsectariansectarian history 7 9680 others have given this middle ground approach
the label historicismhistoncism see hansen jan shipps 1441444545 and alexander substantial important and
brilliant 186

marvin S hill reviewreview of the mormon experience A history of the latter day saints by
leonardj arrington and davis bitton american historicalreviewHistorical Review 84 december 197914881979 1488 richard
bushman 125 26 and A note on joseph smiths first vision 94 see also secular or sectarian
historyhistory77 86 87 where hill reports brodies viewsviews on the ethan smith theory of the origin of the book
of mormon but does not dispute her claims hill also skirts the issueissue of the origin of the book of mormon
inin questquestforporfortor refuge reporting the so called spaulding theory and brodies environmental theory he
writes although brodie has had her critics her versionversion oftheodtheofthe origin oftheodtheofthe book ofmormonofmormon has remained
the most widely accepted one inin non mormon scholarly circles during the past fornyfortyfonny four years
significantly the next paragraph begins whatever the origins of the book of mormon leaving the
reader to decide for himself joseph smiths own account isis nowhere reported questjorquest forjor refuge 24
comparerichardcompare richard L bushman joseph smith 128 39 where many of brodies assertions about the

sources of the book of mormon are disputed
50hillhill questquestforporfor refuge 2020212 1

5 hill questforquest porfor refuge 21212222
hlllhill secular and sectarian history 8811 the rise of mormonism 411 1313417420417 420 and

the prophet puzzle assembled 102 04 for other arguments emphasizing stress see thomas G
alexander wilford woodruff and the changing nature of mormon religious experience church
history 45 march 1976 57 67 leonard J arringtonarlington and davis bitton the mormon experience A

history of the latter day saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 18 19 gordon S wood evan-
gelical america and early mormonism new york history 61 october 1980 361 379 jan shipps
mormonism 42ff and hansen mormonism and the american experience 1 3

5z42ffellihill11 secular or sectarian history 7 92 see also brodie revisited 81 84
54 hill secular or sectarian history 7 81819393
55hillhill secular or sectarian history 7 92 hill cites a portion of josephs 1832 history as anan

example smith said inin his unpublished history that when the angel first came to him to tell him of the
plates he thought it was a dream but later changed his mind it seems more likely from the history itself
however that joseph was not referring to the visionvision of the night before but to the three unsuccessful
attempts to take the plates josephs words read as follows he appeared unto me three times inin one
night and once on the next day and then I1 immediately went to the place and found where the plates
was deposited as the angel of the lord had commanded me and straightway made three attempts to
get them and then being excedmglyexcedinglyexceedingly frightened I1 supposed it had been a dreembreem of vision but when
iconsidred I1 knew it was notdeannordeannot Dean C jessee ed and comp the personal writings of josephofjoseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1984 7 compare history ofjosephof joseph smith by his mother lucy

mack smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958 83 84
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56hillhill brodie revisited 80
5711ill5711hillilliii brodie revisited 72 and secular or sectarian historyhistory77 80 compare arrington and

bitton thethemormonmormon experience 5 and jan shipps mormonism xixi anxnxii and 39 this experiential process
legitimized the prophets centrality to the enterprise which means that asfaras fartar as history isis concerned the
question of whether smith was a prophet or fraud is not particularly important italics inin original
lawrence foster takes a somewhat different tack suggesting that the development of a comprehensive
naturalistic explanation of the book of mormon could go beyond the conventional mormon viewview that
it isis a literal history translated by joseph S smithnuth or the conventional antiantl mormonviewview that it isis a conscious
fraud foster suggests that the book ofmormonofmormon isis probably best understood at least inin panpart as a trance
related production joseph then becomes an unusually gifted trance figure perhaps one of the most
gifted figures inin the history of religion foster insists given the avaavailableliable evidence that the book of
mormon should properly be viewed as a work of inspiration or revelation rather than as a literal
translation or history inin any sense from a mormon perspective he claims the book could then be
described as divinely inspired from a non mormon viewpointview point it could be seen as an unusually
sophisticated product ofunconsciousof unconscious and little known mental processes the advantage ofremovingof removing the
question ofwhether the book of mormon isis literal translation or history isis that it shifts attention from
the unrewardingtheunrewarding and ultimately irrelevant question ofofwhetheranywhether any golden plates ever existed or whether
the book ofmormonofmormon was a literal history to the far more important and fascinating question oftheodtheof the content
and meaning ofthisorthisof this most extraordinary religious document religion andandsexualitysexuality 294296 97 foster
does not indicate what consequences if any his reinterpretation may have upon the community of faith
or even if that community can survivesurvive such a shift

58hillhill brodie revisited 72
59hillhill new mormon history 125
60alexander60alexander toward the new mormon history 360
6 arrington and bitton mormonscormons and their historians 129 131311
62yosefhayirnyosefhayimYosef Hayim yerushalmi zakhorbakhorzakhorjewishjewish history andjewishaniand jewish memory seattle university of

washington press 1982 86
63yerushalmi63 yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 10 11

64yosefhayimyosef hayim yerushalmi bakhorzakhor jewish history andjewishand jewish memory new york schocken
books 1989 xvixvi

65yerushalmi65 yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 1982 edition 81 93
66according66according to martin heidegger all the scientific disciplines are dominated bybypositivismpositivism the

tendency toward thethepositivepositive where positive is understood inin terms ofoffactsfacts and facts are understood in
terms of a particular interpretation of reality facts are facts only if they can be enumerated weighed
measured and experimentally determineddeterrained in history facts are those movements and events which are in
the first instance accessible inin the sourceshistorysouiceshistorysources History oftheodtheof the concept oftimeoptimeoftime prolegomena trans theodore
kisiel boob00bloommgtonngtonagton indiana university press 1985 15 italics inin original

61yerushalmi61yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 1982 edition 11

68seesee martin E marty two integritiesintegnties an address to the crisis inin mormon historiography
journal ofmormonof Mormon history 10 1983 111211 12



the doctrine of the resurrection as
taught in the book of mormon

robert J matthews

it is clear to readers of the book of mormon that the resurrec-
tion of the dead isais a deliberate and intentional theme not merely
an incidental concern an implication or a secondary concomitant
result but a major topic forthrightly and vigorously presented as
part ofaof a divine plan

five thousand years ago the lord revealed to the prophet
enoch what the fundamental message of the book of mormon
would be neither history culture nor geography were to be
emphasized the book would testify of the only begotten and the
resurrection enochs prophecy found in moses 762 is an excerpt
from instruction about events to precede the second coming of the
lord in the last days and righteousness will I1 send down out of
heaven and truth will I1 send forth out of the earth to bear testimony
ofmine only begotten his resurrection from the dead yea and also
the resurrection of all men

although almost every prophet in the book ofmormon makes
some reference to the resurrection either of jesus christ or of
mankind or both they do not all engage in the same amount of
detail concerning it some merely mention the resurrection as an
accepted fact others define various aspects or dimensions as to
time sequence type of body permanency necessity cause and
related things at least one jacob points out specifically the
consequences to man if there were no resurrection most reiterate
the general outline and main facts yet several enlarge with precise
detail upon some aspect that the others have spoken ofonly in broad
terms though they expand on different points they do it without
contradicting one another there is frequent evidence that the
prophets while speaking independently were aware of what earlier
and contemporary prophets had said the book of mormon thus
provides a large amount of information about the resurrection yet

robert J matthews is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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in no single place in the book is there a comprehensive statement in
which all of the details are given

I1 have found it useful to analyze the teachings of several of the
key doctrinal figures in the book of mormon and isolate each detail
so as to observe exactly what each said or did not say about the
resurrection it is rewarding to study the scriptures in this way for
such studies draw attention to the variety of individual contributions
and illustrates clearly that additional concepts and clarifications are
obtained as one progresses through the book that the doctrinal
emphasis of each writer may be different should probably not be
interpreted to mean that each prophet knew only that portion of the
doctrine which he chose to talk about but rather that in the selection
of materials that now constitute the book of mormon reports of
discourses were used that emphasize certain things we do not have
all of the writings or sermons of any one prophet if we did we
would no doubt find that one rarely if ever says all that he knows
about a subject on any one occasion

the analysis shows that distribution of information about the
resurrection is rather uneven in the book of mormon the entire
book of 1 nephi contains only one clear reference to the resurr-
ection lehisgehis statement as recorded by nephi that after the
messiah had been slain he should rise from the dead 1 I1 ne 101011loiiloli11

there is no further explanation at that point
there are other places in 1 nephi where the forthcoming

resurrection of jesus from the dead could have been mentioned
quite logically and conveniently but for some reason is not for
example in 1 nephi 1132 34 the future death ofjesus on the cross
is discussed but his rising from the dead is not mentioned like
wise in I11 nephi 1910 13 the prophets zenock neum and zenos
are cited as bearing witness that the god of israel would be taken by
wicked men and be crucified and buried in a sepulchre but no
mention is made of his rising from the dead we should not assume
from these scant references that these ancient prophets did notknow
of the forthcoming resurrection of jesus but only that it was not
specifically mentioned in this summation of their testimony if we
had the whole of their writings we would find no doubt that they
knew and taught that the messiah would rise from the dead in a
resurrected condition after his crucifixion and burial such a con-
clusion would be in harmony withAbiablabinadinadiss statement that all of the
ancient prophets taught more or less that god himself should
come down in the form of a man and bring to pass the resurrection
of the dead mosiah 1334 35

since the single reference to resurrection in 1 nephi 1011
speaks only of jesus rising from the dead it follows that there is no
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mention in I11 nephi of the resurrection of all mankind in fact the
word resurrection does not occur in I11 nephi nor is the subject
discussed beyond the one reference that has been noted

although 1 nephi does not deal at length with the resurrec-
tion such is not the case with the remainder of the book ofmormon
the word resurrection or resurrected occurs 83 times in the words
of many different speakers the phrase raisedraisedfromfromtrom the dead or rise
from the dead or some similar phrase occurs at least 13 times
breaking the bands of death at least 13 times and uniting of spirit
and body at least 4 times

TEACHINGS OF LEHI NEPHI AND JACOB

even though nephi c 600 BC gives few details about the
resurrection he offers extensive doctrinal teachings and is a strong
witness for jesus christ in 2 nephi 25 he affirms that the only
begotten the messiah will be crucified laid in a sepulchre for

three days and then rise from the dead he specifies that this
messiah shall come six hundred years from the time lehi left
jerusalem and that his name shall be jesus christ the son of
god 2 ne 2512 14141919 this is the only direct statement from
nephi about the resurrection and it is the first time in the book of
mormonmonnon in which mention is made of the three days between jesus
death and resurrection

although nephis own words about resurrection are relatively
few he included in 2 nephi the more extensive resurrection
comments ofhis father lehi and his younger brother jacob in 2 ne-
phi 2 lehi c 600 BC discusses the purpose of creation the cause
and the results of the fall of adam the atonement of the messiah
and the resurrection of all mankind his coverage is philosophical
in nature and this discourse is a favorite of many students because
of its doctrinal content an analysis shows however that lehi
speaks mostly in broad general tentermsns and in only one passage does
he deal directly with the resurrection two points are made
concerning it

the messiah will lay down his life and take it again by the power
of the spirit that he may bring to pass the resurrection of the dead
2 ne 28

the messiah will be the first of all mankind to rise in the resurrection
2 ne 28 9

there is no discussion by lehi as to what resurrection means or
when it will occur his contribution was for the most part in other
doctrinal areas
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jacob c 550 BC the son ofoflehilehilehl and brother ofofnephiNephiNephiechi gave
an informative sermon that is recorded in 2 nephi 9 in that sermon
he said the following things relative to the resurrection

our flesh must waste away and die nevertheless in our bodies we
shall see god 2 ne 94

the great creator will come in the flesh and die for all men 2ne
95

death has passed upon all flesh as part of the merciful plan of the
great creator therefore a bodily resurrection is needed because
the fall brought death 2 ne 96 adam is not specifically men
tionedtinned by name but is implied because of the reference to the fall

because of the fall man is also cut off from the presence of the
lord 2 ne 96

without an infinite atonement death of the body would be of
endless duration and the flesh would return to its mother earth to
rise no more 2 ne 97

if the flesh did not have a resurrection the spirits of all men would
degenerate into devils forever miserable having been cut off from
gods presence by the fall 2 ne 98 9 this passage attests to a
crucial relationship between the spirit and the body suggesting that
the spirit cannot be saved without the body

the awful monster death captivates the bodies of mankind in the
grave and captivates the spirits of many in hell spirits of the
righteous go to paradise 2 ne 910 13

because of the way of deliverance of our god the holy one of
israel the grave will deliver up its captives hell will have to deliver
up its captives and paradise will deliver up its righteous spirits this
release from captivity is by the power of the resurrection meaning
that the spirits and the bodies of the all dead will be restored to each
other and become living souls 2 ne 910 13

resurrection will come to all men and all will become immortal
according to the plan of god 2 ne 912 13

resurrected beings have a perfect knowledge of their righteous-
ness or unrighteousness 2 ne 913 14

when all have passed from death unto life and become immortal
they will appear at the judgment seat of god to be judged and
assigned to a place prepared for them 2 ne 915 16

god came into the world to suffer the pains of all men women and
children who belong to the family of adam in order to bring about
the resurrection and judgment of all men 2 ne 921 22
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the power of the atonement is such that it will rescue all mankind
from the awful monster death both physical and spiritual deaths and
restore them to god for the judgment those to be rescued include the
people who have been taught and have obeyed those who have
rebelled and those who were untaught 2 ne 923 26

one quickly observes that jacob is more explicit and detailed
about the resurrection than any ofhis predecessors he also informs
his hearers at the beginning that much of what he is going to tell
them he had learned from the instruction of an angel 2 ne 69691111

TEACHINGS OF KING BENJAMIN

another important source of information pertaining to the
resurrection is a discourse by king benjamin c 124 BC recorded
in mosiah 3 and 4 benjamin like jacob announces that much of
what he knows on this subject he learned from an angel mosiah 32
4411 the analysis shows that benjamin is specific in many things
about jesus christ but says little about the resurrection itself yet
his words are pertinent to our topic because they are necessary for
the doctrinal understanding of why jesus whom benjamin repeat-
edly calls the lord omnipotent could bring about the resurrection
of mankind several of benjamins declarations about the re-
deemer constitute the first time these things are mentioned in the
book of mormon however he mentions nothing either unique or
distinct related to the resurrection itself

the significant things benjaminteachesbenjamin teaches aboutjesusabout jesus christ are
as follows

the lord omnipotent himself will come down to redeem mankind
mosiah35mosiahmoslah 35 this is not anew concept to the book ofmormon since

both nephi and jacob had taught that the god of israel the great
creator would come and make the atonement 1 I1 ne 197 10 2 ne
95 but here the concept is given greater emphasis

he will bleed at every pore mosiah 37

he will be the son of god and his mother shall be called mary
mosiah 38

he will be crucified mosiah 39

he christ shall rise the third day from the dead mosiah 331010

this is the second time this information is given in the book of
mormon nephi 2 ne 2513 being the first to mention it

nothing would avail if there were not an atonement of his blood
mosiah 315
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little children are fallen by nature through adam but the blood of
christ atones for them if they die in infancy mosiah 316 18

salvation comes through christ there is no other name given for
salvation nor any other way nor means there is no other salvation
nor are there other conditions for salvation except that which christ
provides mosiah 317 48 this is not the first time this concept is
mentioned in the book of mormon see 2 ne 2520 3121 but here
it is given greater emphasis

although it is certainly implied benjamin does not say as
categorically as does jacob that every member of the human family
will be raised from the grave his message focuses on the power and
goodness ofgod in redeeming mankind but he does not define what
redemption means in terms of the bodysblodys physical resurrection

TEACHINGS OF ABINADI

A major contributor to our knowledge of the resurrection is
abinadi c 150 BC whose words are recorded in mosiah 13 16
A search reveals the following emphasis

god himself will make the atonement for mankind without which
atonement no man could be saved mosiah 1328 32 33

all the previous prophets have said that god himself should come
down take upon him the form of man and bring to pass the
resurrection of the dead mosiah 1333 35 1 this god is identified
as christ in mosiah 1521

though crucified and slain god will break the bands of death gain
victory over death and have power to make intercession for man
mosiah 157 9

the son hath power over the dead the bands of death will be
broken and he brings to pass the resurrection of the dead mosiah
1520

A first resurrection will occur of all the righteous who have lived from
the beginning down to the resurrection of christ mosiah 1521 23
adam is not mentioned by name but is implied by thewordswordsjrompromfrom the

beginning

those who died in ignorance before christ came will rise in the first
resurrection as will little children who die mosiah 1524 25

those who wilfully rebel against god and who die in their sins will
have no part in the first resurrection mosiah 1526

if christ had not risen from the dead or broken the bands of
death there could not have been a resurrection for mankind
mosiah 167
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there is a resurrection the grave hath no victory and the sting of
death isis swallowed up in christ mosiah 168 2

mortality will put on immortality and then men will be judged
according to their works in this life mosiah 161610iglo10

there is a resurrection to endless life and happiness and a resur-
rection of endless damnation mosiah 1611

abinadi is the first in our present book of mormon to use the
phrase first resurrection 3 bands of death victory over death the
grave has no victory and death has no sting he also vigorously
declares that god himself will come as christ to make the resurrec-
tion a reality although he is not the first to make this declaration
even though he explicitly mentions thethefirstfarstfirst resurrection he does
not speak of another resurrection except by implication

TEACHINGS OF AMULEK

another who speaks very definitely about the resurrection is
amulekamules c 80 70 BC he defines certain aspects of the resurrec-
tion more fully than is done in any other place and his precise
language makes the following points unmistakably clear leaving
little if any room for alternate interpretation

the wicked who reject the son of god remain as though there had
been no redemption made except the loosing of the bands of
death that is men will be resurrected even if they do not believe
and obey the gospel alma 1141

all shall rise from the dead and stand before god and be judged
according to their works alma 1141 42

the death of christ will loose the bands of the temporal death or
death of the body and all will be raised from the temporal death the
spirit and the body will be reunited every feature of the body will be
in its proper place this will come to every person regardless of age
sex or worthiness alma 1142 44

resurrected persons can die no more physically the spirit and the
body thus united will never again be divided alma 1145

the atonement cannot be a human sacrifice or the sacrifice of a beast
or fowl it must be infinite and eternal the sacrifice of a god alma
349 14

TEACHINGS OF ALMA

alma c 80 70 BC brings together some important concepts
relating to the resurrection his particular brevity and logic tie
down certain relationships between the fall of adam and the
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resurrection that are important for a proper understanding all
being part of what alma calls the plan of god for mans salvation
we leamlearnicam from alma the following

alma speaks of the mysteries of god and says they can be known to
man only by diligence and heed to the word of god he implies that
a knowledge of the resurrection is one of the mysteries of god
alma 128 12

by adams fall all mankind became a lost and fallen people thus
death came upon man because of adam alma 1222 24

if it had not been for the plan of redemption which was laid from
the foundation of the world there could be no resurrection of the
dead alma 1225 30

the longest discourse in the book of mormon on the resurr-
ection is alma 40 42 it was given by alma to answer doubts and
questions expressed by his son coriantonCorianton part of what alma said
is by this time common knowledge in the book of mormon but his
discourse is important for its intensity and emphasis as well as for
the newly expressed concepts it contains alma explains some
aspects of the resurrection in greater detail than is found anywhere
else in the book of mormonmonnon he also again speaks of the resurrec-
tion as one of the mysteries of god alma 403

there is no resurrection until after the coming of christ since
christ brings to pass the resurrection of the dead alma 402

there is a time appointed that all shall rise from the dead man does
not know all the times but god knows whether all are resurrected
at the same time or whether there is a second or aa third time is not as
important to alma as is the fact that everyone will rise at some time
alma 404 5

there is a space of time between ones death and ones resurrection
alma 406

since all do not die at the same time there is no reason for all to rise
at once all is as one day with god alma 408

between death and resurrection the spirits of all mankind are in
paradise or in darkness depending on their type of life while on

earth alma 4011 14

alma defines what is meant and also what is not meant by the term
first resurrection it does not mean the assignment of the spirit to a
place awaiting the resurrection of the body it does mean the
reuniting of the soul spirit with the body of those who had died
from the days of adam down to the resurrection of christ alma
4015 18 4
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there is an order and sequence those who lived before christ will
be resurrected before those who live after the time of christ alma
4019 5

alma gives his opinion that the bodies and spirits of the righteous will
be reunited at the resurrection of christ alma 4020

three times alma emphasizes that every limbjointlimb joint hair and portion
of the physical body will in the resurrection be restored to its proper
order and natural frame alma 4023 412 4

the atonement brings to pass the resurrection and the resurrection
brings all men back into the presence of god to be judged alma
4223

alma is the only prophet in the book of mormon to identify
the resurrection as a mystery which he does twice he is also the
only one to emphasize the space of time between death and the
resurrection also only he discusses a false notion held by some
concerning what is meant bybyfirstpirytfirst resurrection he seems to be the
first also to suggest an order or sequence between those who lived
before christ and those who lived after he defines the meaning of
first resurrection but does not define a future or last resurrection

although we understand that the resurrection involves both
the body and the spirit we tend to think of resurrection primarily in
terms of the body however jacob amulekamules and alma focus
attention upon the fact that the resurrection is absolutely essential
to both the body and the spirit and that neither the body nor the spirit
could be saved without the other or without the resurrection they
indicate that the resurrection is as much a benefit to the spirit as it
is to the body 6 resurrection is essential to the eternal welfare of the
spirit even though it already isis immortal alma 429 both body
and spirit gain by the resurrection even though resurrection alone
will not redeem the soul from unrepented sins

As we have also noted earlier alma amulekamules and jacob each
emphasize that all mankind both the righteous and the wicked will
be restored to the presence of god for the judgment after the
resurrection they make the point plainly enough but we are
indebted to the additional commentary and explanation of samuel
the lamanite hel 14 and moroni morm 9

TEACHINGS OF SAMUEL THE LAMANITE

samuel the lamanite c 6 BC speaks of a condition that he
calls a second spiritual death others have used the terms second
death and spiritual death meaning to be cut off from the presence of
the lord 2 ne 96 alma 429 or to die as to things of righteousness
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alma 1216 32 4026 as contrasted to the physical death but
samuel speaks of 1 a spiritual death 2 a physical death and 3

a second spiritual death that comes only upon the wicked the first
two deaths he says came to us from adam the third we bring upon
ourselves an examination of samuels words as found in helaman
1415 18 shows the following

it is expedient that christ die to bring to pass the resurrection of the
dead that thereby men may be brought into the presence of the
lordlordhell415heihel 1415

christs death brings to pass the resurrection and redeems all
mankind from what samuel calls the first death the spiritual death
hel 1416 7

all mankind by the fall of adam being cut off from the presence of
the lord are considered as dead both as to things temporal and to
things spiritual hel 1416

christs resurrection redeems all mankind from adams fall and
brings them back into the presence of the lord hel 1417

upon those who have sinned and not repented there will come again
a spiritual death yea a second death pertaining to things of
righteousness hel 1418 19 8

there shall be no light upon the face of this land from the time that
christ will die for the space of three days to the time that he shall
rise again from the dead hel 1420

many saints are to come forth from their graves at the time ofchrists
resurrection and shall appear unto many hel 1425 9

TEACHINGS OF MORONI

As stated earlier moroni c AD 400 emphasizes that be-
cause of the resurrection all mankind will be brought back into the
presence of god his concise statement teaches the following

god created adam and by adam came the fall of man morm 912

because of the fall of man came jesus christ and because of
jesus christ came the redemption of man mormmonn 912

because of the redemption of man they are brought back into
the presence of the lord morm 913

this is wherein all men are redeemed because the death of christ
bringethbringeth to pass the resurrection which bringethbringeth to pass a redemption
from an endless sleep of the physical body and all mankind small
and great will come forth and stand before the bar of god and then
cometh the judgment mormmonn 913 14
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moroni also speaks of the day when his spirit and body shall again
reunite before the judgment day moro 1034

appearance OF THE resurrected CHRIST

the strongest demonstration of a literal bodily resurrection
from the dead is the appearance of jesus christ himself to the
multitude as recorded in 3 nephi the following points are found

jesus said to the multitude thrust your hands into my side and also
feel the prints of the nails in my hands and in my feet that ye may

know I1 am the god of israel and have been slain for the sins of
the world Q3 ne 11111414

the entire multitude came one by one and felt the hole in his side and
the nail prints in his hands and feet they saw with their eyes felt with
their hands knew of a surety and bore record 3 ne 11111515 16

they fell at jesus feet and worshippedworshipped him 3 ne 111116illglilg16 17

there were about twentyfivetwenty five hundred people in the multitude on this
occasion 3 ne 1725

the prophecy of samuel the lamanite that many saints in the
western hemisphere would rise from their graves after jesus
resurrection and appear to many people was literally fulfilled but
had not been recorded at jesus command this fact was entered
into the record Q3 ne 237 14

the book of mormon mentions seven times that jesus would
be crucified 1 I1 ne 11112626 1910 13 mosiah 39 2 ne 69 101033
ether 4411 these prophecies do not specifically mention nails
although nails might be assumed necessary for crucifixion especially

if the nephitesNephites had psalm 2216 and understood it furthermore the
prophecies recorded in the book of mormon do not mention a hole
being made in jesus side as by the spear related in john 1934 36
however when the resurrected jesus came to the people in boun-
tiful as recorded in third nephi he specifically asked them to feel
the hole in his side and to feel the prints of the nails in his hands and
his feet Q3 neneinel1111414 15

our present book of mormon record has no background
statement to prepare the people for examining the nail holes or the
hole in jesus side yet because we have but a small part of the
actual record we can assume that either the prophecy of a wound in
his side was on the plates ofbrass or the nephite prophets in the past
had mentioned the nails and the side wound or that jesus himself
explained to the multitude the significance of those wounds includ-
ing the wound in his side any or all three of these could be true the
purpose of this special showing of jesus body was to provide
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irrefutable evidence that the person they were seeing and touching
was without doubt the crucified and resurrected messiah the god
of israel the evidence would not have had that positive effect if the
witnesses had not known beforehand and thus realized the signifi-
cance of what they were seeing and touching

SOME observations
although the book of mormon declares many things about

the physical resurrection of the body it does not define or distin-
guish between the quality of resurrected bodies that is it does not
categorically state that the righteous have a better more functional
or more glorious physical body than do the wicked this clarifica-
tion is made known to us in doctrine and covenants 76 and 8821
33 and in 1 corinthians 15 the book of mormon does not discuss
degrees of glory it does not deny the concept it simply does not
treat it it appears that the book of mormon prophets deal with
universals speaking to all mankind however when they make
distinctions as to eternal happiness and punishment book of
mormon prophets generally mention two basic categories the most
wicked and the most righteous

the book of mormon testifies emphatically of jesus christ as
the only begotten and son of god in the flesh it repeatedly states
that because of the fall mankind is utterly unable to save itself 1 ne
106 alma 349 12 4214 15 yet it says that the messiah who
was bom to earth in the form of man will be able to do it the
explanation as to how this is possible is that jesus was not and is not
a natural normal human but is god himself bomborn of mary and is
the son of god after the manner of the flesh lne1inene 1111182118 2 1 and
the only begotten of the father he is thus said to have a special
supernatural power given unto him from the father hel 511
morm 75 6 that other men do not have giving his life was not a
human sacrifice nor the sacrifice ofman but was an infinite and
eternal sacrifice alma 34341010

because of this power of the father jesus broke the bands
of death gained the victory over the grave and brought to pass
the resurrection of the dead by the means of an infinite atone-
ment his ability to overcome death is explicitly declared in
Abiablabinadiyabinadignadisnadig prophecy mosiah 151 8 163 8 in amuleksamuletsAmuleks teach-
ings alma 349 12 and in mormonscormonsMormons explanation morm 75 6
because of this unique factor jesus was not dominated by death as
is the remainder of mankind and thus was able to make the
resurrection of the dead a reality 10
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nephi jacob jarom ammon aaron amulekamules and alma
each wrote of what they call the plan of salvation the plan of
redemption the great plan or the plan of mercy the importance to
them of the concept of the plan is attested to by the frequency with
which the term is used in some form of this term the idea of the plan
occurs at least twenty seven times in the book of mormon 1111 the
concept of a plan is important to our subject for at least two reasons

1 these prophets saw the plan of salvation in the context of a
unified and functional whole the creation the fall the atone-
ment the resurrection and the judgment were each part of the
foreordainedforeordained plan of god rather than isolated separate indepen-
dent unrelated occurrences 2 the prophets considered all of
these events under the umbrella term of redemption or salvation
perhaps nephi lehi benjamin and others did not feel a need to
specify certain details since when they spoke of atonement or
redemption they meant the term to convey all that the plan includes

in summary what does the book of mormon teach about the
doctrine of the resurrection at least the following

1 the fall of adam brought both a physical and spiritual death upon
adam and all of his descendants

2 because of the fall which entailed these two deaths a means to
bring mankind out of the grave and back into the presence ofgod
was necessary

3 if no redemption were made the bodies of all men would return
permanently to earth the spirits of all men would become devils
forever miserable

4 an infinite atonement was needed something more than a
human could accomplish so god himself made the atonement
this he could do because he received supernatural power from the
father by being his only begotten son in the flesh

5 the messiah was the first to rise in the resurrection

6 jesus rose from the grave on the third day after his death

7 all mankind will be raised from the grave but not all at the samesame time

8 there is a space of time between the time of death and the time
of resurrection during this time the spirit is either in paradise
or in darkness

9 knowledge of the resurrection and the conditions god has pre-
pared for man in the afterlife is one of the mysteries of god
known only by revelation
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10 the first resurrection included the righteous from adam to christ
those who were not taught and who died in ignorance and those
who died as little children

11 while the first resurrection is given priority and favored status in
which the righteous will come forth there is little direct reference
to a second or last resurrection for the unrighteous except by
implication since they are excluded from the first

12 in the resurrection every limb andjointand joint and every partof the body
will be restored to its proper frame

13all13 allailali resurrected beings are immortal their spirits and bodies
reunited never again to be divided

14 neither14neither the spirit nor the body can be saved separately the
resurrectionresurrection is as much for the welfare of the spiritasspirit as itisit is forthebodyfortheforhorbor the body

15 the spirit and the body are a unit complementary to each other
and both need the resurrection both were affected by the fall of
adam both benefit by the atonement of christ

16 the resurrection conquers both deaths that came upon mankind
by the fall of adam and therefore brings all mankind out of the
grave and back into the presence of god

17 the resurrection places all mankind in a situation to be judged

18those18 those who have not obeyed the commandments of god when
they had opportunity will be sent away from gods presence a
second time and suffer a second spiritual death although retain
ing their physical resurrected bodies

19the19 the resurrected jesus christ personally appeared to about
twentyfivetwenty five hundred people in one group and invited them to feel
his hands feet and side they did so and knew for a surety he was
the god of israel who had been slain and had risen again others
had taught of the resurrection jesus demonstrated it

20after20 after the resurrection of jesus many saints arose from their
graves in america and appeared to many this event had been
prophesied of by samuel and the fulfillment was recorded at
jesus special request

2tithe1 the book of mormon does not seem to distinguish differences in
quality between resurrected bodies

22the22 the book of mormon says little about multiple or varying
degrees ofrighteousness or wickedness it seems to speak prima-
rily of the extremes of wickedness and righteousness the ultialti
mate issue is mankindsmankinds response to the gospel of jesus christ

23the book of mormon teaches that the creation the fall death
the atonement the resurrection and the judgment are all
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necessary and are all part of the divine merciful and eternal plan
of god it ties all of these together rather than speaks of them as
independent unrelated events the resurrection isis shown to be a

necessary part of the plan of redemption

the frequency with which the subject is discussed the wide
range of details and the high level of agreement among the many
testimonies all show that the doctrine of the resurrection is a major
teaching of the book of mormon the extent of these teachings is
in keeping with the prophecy of enoch in moses 762 which says
that the record will come out of the earth to bear testimony of the
only begotten his resurrection from the dead and also the resur
rection of all men the book of mormon shows that the prophets
regarded the resurrection of the physical body as a reality that would
unconditionally occur to every person regardless of individual
worthiness it is declared to have coverage as broad as death the
major effort of the prophets was to get people prepared spiritually
redemption from the spiritual death that results from ones own
sins received serious attention the book of mormon declares that
redemption from the effects of adams fall both the physical and
spiritual death isis absolute unconditional and automatically as-
sured to all mankind by jesus christ without mans effort mans
redemption from sins is available because of the atonement of jesus
christ but requires individual repentance and obedience perhaps
because of this individual responsibility the book ofmormon does not
teach how to perform a resurrection but does teach how to repent

NOTES

not much of this doctrine survivessurvives inin our present old testament evidently this concept was
much clearer inin the record on the plates ofbrassof brass so as to enable abinadi to say that all the prophets have
more or less taught it mosiah 133313 33 35

2noteknotenote that inin mosiah 16716 7 8 abinadi uses the past tense and speaks as though the atonement and
resurrection ofchristofchrist were already accomplished inin spite oftheodtheofthe fact abinadi spoke one hundred fifty years
beforehand he himself noted that he was speaking of things to come as though they had already come
mosiah 16616 6

3jacobjacob speaks of the first fruits but does not use the clear termtermfirstfirst resurrection jacob 411
4bookobookbook of mormon usage of the term first resurrection isis limited to those who lived before the

time of christ latter day revelation has given more information verifying that what alma and abinadi
said about the first resurrection isis correct but not complete latter day revelation indicates that the first
resurrection consists of several sessionssessions the first was at the resurrection of christ matt 275227 52 54 hel
142514 25 mosiah 152115 21 another will occur at christs second coming 1 I1 thes 4164 16 dac 889688 96 98
13356133 56 there have also been some resurrections of persons who lived and died between jesus two
comings for example peter james and moroni teachings of the prophet joseph smith 119 see also

dac 129 resurrections occurring during the millennium being terrestrial will also be considered first
resurrection dacd&c 7671 80 the second or last resurrection occurs after the millennium isis over dacd&c
768176 81 85 celestial and terrestrial resurrections occur inin the first resurrection dacd&c 455445 5476765050 80
telestial and perdition resurrections constitute the last resurrection dacd&c 768576 85 883288 32
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5aimabaimaalmaaima has an appreciation for an order or sequence inm the resurrection but does not explain fully
what he means by it his expression that those who live before christ are resurrected before those who
live after christ4019christ 401940 19 has to mean that the righteous who live before christ will be resurrected before
the righteous who live after the time of christ whatever the extent of almas knowledge on the subject
we know from latter day revelation that all of the righteous will be resurrected before any of the wicked
as isis evident from doctrine and covenants 76

6thisathisthis fact gives depth to our understanding of such passages as doctrine and covenants 451745 17
and 13850138 50 wherein the thought isis expressed that after death the spirit looks upon the absence of its body
as a type of bondage likewise we learn from doctrine and covenants 933393 33 34 that a fulnessfalness ofjoyofloyof joy can
be obtained only when the spintspirit and the body are joined inseparably

7samuelssamuelsamuel uses first deathindeath m this instance inin a different sense than does amulekamules who refers to
the physical death of the body as the first death alma 114511 45 this distinction isis no substantive
contradiction inin doctrine but care must be used that each be understood inin the context inm which he speaks
samuels usage isis consistent with doctrine and covenants 294129 41

8theathe conditions are implied although not expressly so stated inm these verses that those who suffer
the second spiritual death are they who were taught and had opportunity to repent but willfully rejected
the plan of salvation the concept of a second spiritual death for the wicked after the resurrection at the
day ofjudgmentofjudgment isis entirely consistent and harmonious with all the other scriptures but samuel isis the first
inin the book of mormon to use those exact words he isis consistent with doctrine and covenants 763776 37

9aithoughalthough samuel prophesied of this event and it was literally fulfilled the record keepers
neglected to record the fulfillment inin the official record when jesus came he called their attention to this
oversight and commanded that the record be updated to show the fulfillment see 3 nephi 23723 7 14

1ojesusjesus spoke of his unique power over death which he received from his father for as the
father hath life inin himself so hath he given to the son to have life inm himselfjohnhimself john 5265 26 and therefore
doth my father love me because I1 lay down my life that I1 might take it again no man taketh it from me
but I1 lay it down of myself I1 have power to lay it down and I1 have power to take it again this
commandment have I1 received of my father john 10 17 18

1 ithethe following twenty seven references to the divine plan are found inin the book of mormon
the plan oftheodtheof the great creator 2 nephi 969 6 the eternal plan alma 341634 16 the plan of redemptionofredemption jacob
686 8 alma 12 252630321712252630321716161839221839 221313 1414292343139292 343 1 391818424211131113 thetheplansheplanplanpian of salvationofsalvation
jaromljaromjaroll122alma24almaaima 241414424255 the plan ofrestorationofrestoration alma41alma4l2 2 theplansheplanthe planpian oftheodtheof the eternal god almaaimaalma343499
the plan ofour god 2 nephi 9139 13 the great plan ofhappiness alma42842 8 the great plan ofbelivedelivedeliveranceance
from death 2 nephi 115 and the plan of mercy alma 421542 15 3311



lehi and el nino
A method of migration

david L clarkdarkmark

the acceptance of ad hoc ideas on book of mormon geography
has been a continuing problem in church history and for a very good
reason specifics are generally lacking and attempts to quantify
missing geographic data are frequently met with considerable skepti-
cism some church members find it equally difficult to accept the
suggestion thatthatnaturallynaturally occurring events played arole in anything that
is more easily explained by supernatural activity fully cognizant that
addressing either subject is analogous to welcoming the rafticanafricanaftican killer
bees across the southern borders of our country I1 offer a new idea on
lehisgehis transoceanic voyage an idea that is firmly rooted in recent
atmospheric and oceanographic observations

after traveling for eight years lehisgehis party arrived at what
many LDS scholars have assumed was the tip of the arabian
peninsula and there the group beheld the sea 1 I1 ne 175 and

the voice of the lord came unto nephi saying arise and get
thee into the mountain 1 ne 177 the land travel was completed
and it was time for the serious business of securing material to
construct a ship and we did work timbers of curious workman-
ship after the manner which the lord had shown unto nephi
wherefore it was not after the manner of men 1 I1 ne 181 2
details concerning the construction are not known but eventually
a ship was constructed the party prepared much fruits and meat

and honey in abundance the ship was loaded and the lehi
group put forth into the sea and were driven forth before the wind
towards the promised land 1 ne 186 8

ifwe assume as have many latter day saint scholars that the
launching site was somewhere on the indian ocean 1 one of the
most serious questions that need answering is simply how this
curious ship was able to travel across the indian and the pacific
oceans in a direction that is directly opposed by the wind patterns

david L clarkdarkoark is the associate dean of letters and sciences at the university of wisconsin madison
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and surface currents of those oceans the fact is that the tip of the
arabian peninsula furnished great access to the indian ocean
twentyfivetwenty five hundred years ago as it does today but it was an
unlikely place to begin a voyage that would move eastward through
the indian ocean around or through indonesia and then across the
pacific ocean to the western hemisphere during much of the year
the predominant currents of the indian ocean would carry a ship
southward toward africa and the predominant north equatorial
and south equatorial currents of the pacific move in a direction
opposite to that needed by lehi to reach the western hemisphere 2

in the face of such important obstacles as prevailing wind direction
and surface ocean circulation patterns how did lehi cross the
indian ocean and then the pacific ocean

the indian ocean crossing can be more easily explained for
thousands of years marineromarinersmariners have exploited the seasonal monsoon
ccirculation in the western indian ocean for trade between india and
the east coast of africa 3 simply put monsoonal circulation is pro-
duced by differential cooling and heating of the indian ocean and
adjacent asian and indian land masses during different parts of the
seasonal cycle thus the cooling of southeast asia and india during
the winter season produces a land mass that is colder than the
adjacent ocean As the warmer atmosphere over the ocean rises it
pulls the cooler air from the continent oceanward winds produced
by this activity drive the surface ocean currents from the north to the
south fig 1

during the summer season the process reverses the land is
warmer than the ocean and as the warm air rises over the continent
vertical circulation is produced that pulls the cooler ocean air in over
the warmer land the result is monsoonal rain on land as well as
surface ocean currents that move from the south or southwest to the
north or northeast a general ocean to land direction that is opposite
to that of the winter season fig 2 the result of a year of such sea
sonai changes isis summer surface currents that move from south to
north and winter surface currents that move from north to south the
surface winds and resulting surface currents peak during august for
the north and northeast moving currents and during february for
the south and southwest moving currents 4 sailing from india to
africa northeast to southwest is improved during the winter
season while a trip to the north or northeast is most easily accomaccod
plishedplishek during the summer

crossing the indian ocean from the west to the east is not
difficult if a ship is launched in august at the peak of the monsoonal
cycle perhaps this is when lehi did sail just as other marineromarinersmariners had
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equatorial counter current is intensified during an ENSO period
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done and would continue to do for thousands of years if they
wished to travel eastward clearly monsoonal oceanic circulation
could have aided lehi at the beginning of his migration to the
promised land

the real problem came after sailing across the indian ocean
into indonesia no such monsoonal circulation is available for
travel through the east indies or for crossing the pacific ocean in
fact the major wind and ocean surface currents move in the
direction opposite to that traveled by lehi what was the method of
migration after reaching indonesia

if nephis brothers had been able to look at a surface current
map of the pacific ocean not to be available until at least two
thousand years later they would have raised an even larger
objection to the whole idea of sailing to a new home than the protest
recorded in the book of mormon 1 I1 ne 1717 18 the dominant
currents in the general area of the pacific where lehi probably
sailed twenty degrees north and south of the equator are the
north and south equatorial currents5Currents5 fig 1 both these equatorial
currents have strong movement from east to west the opposite of
that needed by lehi

one possible explanation for the ability to sail eastward across
the pacific ocean in the area of westward moving currents involves
the existence of a small current that moves just a degree or so either
side of the equator in an eastward direction and between the major
westward currents this is the equatorial counter current6Currentcurrenti6 fig 1

the problem for lehi or micronesian sailors for thousands of
years is that because the small area of the equatorial counter
current is dominated by light and irregular winds this area the
doldrums is very undependable for sailing there is evidence that
micronesian sailors relying on winds and surface currents may have
used the doldrums at least in part for the eastward directed
exploration of fiji and samoa five hundred years before lehi
sailed 7 but lehisgehis ship was not after the manner of men 1 I1 ne
182 and in the absence of any data the meaning of this comment
is difficult to guess perhaps it means their ship had no sail or rudder
or was based on an unknown design possibly eastward travel relied
for a large part on surface currents alone we know too few details
about lehisgehis circumstances to view the doldrums area and its
principal transporting current as more than avery remote possibility
forcarrying the ship across 12000 km or so ofhostile pacific ocean
but there is a more reasonable means of travel from the east to the
western hemisphere

since the beginning of the twentieth century men have known
that every three to four years normal atmospheric and oceanic
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circulation in the tropical pacific is altered producing the so called
ENSO effect 8 oceanic changes during these intervals are referred
to as el nino the EN part of ENSO meaning the christ child
in spanish because effects are commonly noted around christmas
time in the eastern south pacific together with related atmospheric
effects called the southern oscillation the SO the ENSO climate
cycle produces profound physical biological and even socioeco-
nomic effects across the tropical pacific from indonesia where we
left lehi to south and north america in order to understand the
ENSO effect we must consider the atmospheric and oceanic
conditions of the pacific ocean

during what have traditionally been considered times of
normal atmospheric circulation southeast trade winds converge

on low pressure areas that dominate in the indo australian region
fig 1 As this moisture laden air rises in the low pressure areas it

is cooled and high precipitation is produced over parts of this
region the air now depleted of much of its moisture continues to
circulate across the pacific and descends within a southeastern
pacific area of high pressure which is generally located close to the
west coast of south america the descent of this very dry air
causes excessive evaporation coupled with a cooling of the ocean
atmosphere boundary layer by widespread upwelling water this
evaporation produces some of the most andaridarndannd conditions on earth along
the coasts of peru and ecuador this pattern is the nonnormalnalnai condition 9

periodically at intervals ranging from two to ten years this
normal pattern undergoes an oscillation called the southern oscil
lation the normal low pressure cells of the indo australian region
migrate east and replace the high pressure cells that normally are in
place off the west coast of south america the result is aabroadbroad low
pressure cell that occupies much ofthe tropical pacific from the indian
ocean to the west coast of south Ameamericaloamerica10Americaamericanoricalo10 fig 2

the effect of this atmospheric oscillation on the ocean is
profound warmer water from the indo australian region begins
drifting to the east spreading throughout the area of atmospheric
low pressure and most important for lehi the movement of the
normally weak current in the doldrums belt increases signifi-
cantly el nino is in action fig 2 for a period of twelve to
eighteen months the area of the equatorial counter current is
expanded north and south of the equator this eastward flowing
current is strengthened fig 2 arrows that are crossed and together
el nino and the southern oscillation the ENSO effect produce
important changes in the entire tropical pacific 11

the causes of such a cyclic change in ocean temperature and
water circulation are unknown although the atmospheric and
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oceanic conditions involved can be modeled and the occurrence of
el ninos can be predicted 12 recently however one explanation
for abnormal western pacific ocean heating has been proposed
sophisticated sonar surveys made during the GLORIA and sea
marc projects have mapped large ocean floor lava flows in this area
of the pacific that exceed 10 kmkm3 these submarine lava flows are
capable of transferring significant amounts of heat from the earths
crust to the surface water 13 the geologic evidence also supports the
idea that this heat transfer occurs semiregularlysemiregularly 14 although this
activity is not definitely known to be the sole cause ofENS0 events
it could be a significant factor the use of satellite observations
coupled with new theories may soon lead to a fuller understanding
of the cause 15

the climatic effects of the change in the distribution of
warmer water and atmospheric lows in the tropical pacific during
ENSO events disrupt weather patterns in a broad area rainfall
normally heavy in the indo australian region is reduced and
droughts occur instead in contrast the normally andaridanidannd coasts of
western south america become areas of heavy precipitation oce-
anic upwelling the upward rise of cold nutrient rich bottom water
along the peruvian and ecuadorian coasts is reduced because of the
change in the normal circulation pattern and the infusion of warmer
water carried by the equatorial counter current from the west this
intensified eastward flowing current literally piles water up along
the west coast of south america and the resulting rise in sea level
helps push the warmer water poleward both north and south along
the american coasts fig 2 circulation patterns as far north as
california are affected surface water temperatures in this part of
the eastern pacific may increase several degrees during different
intervals of the ENSO cycle the results of such change may affect
weather patterns in much of north america 16

on land the effect of a strong ENSOENS0 is drought with resulting
crop loss in australia and catastrophic rains with resulting flooding
landslides and agricultural losses in south america oceanic
effects are equally profound reduced oceanic upwellingwellingulwellingup along the
west coast of south america adversely affects the fishing industry
of both peru and ecuador the normallynonnally abundant anchovies are
driven away by the warm nutrient poor water that replaces the
normally cool nutrient rich upwelledupwelled water forcing the larger fish
that normally feed on the anchovies to leave or starve A domino
effect of sorts continues as a large bird population that depends on
the fish for food is affected during the 1982 83 ENSO the bird
population decreased by some seventeen million birds the accu-
mulationmulation of guano the waste product produced by the normally
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large bird populations decreases as the number of birds decreases
As a result the economy of peru which is heavily dependent on
both fish and guano retrieved for fertilizer and other nitrate needs
is thrown into turmoil overall the 1982 83 ENSO resulted in
millions of dollars in damages and extensive loss of life 17 the
ENSO events and the resulting economic hardships normally end a
year or so after they begin due either to cooling of the crustal
generated heat of the equatorial pacific or to atmospheric oscilla-
tions in the tropical pacific circumstances that can be simulated
on a computer but are driven by factors that are poorly understood

some 64 years of pacific wind data have now been analyzed
to document historic ENSENSO0 events 18 so far there are no reasons to
doubt that ENSO events have been occurring in the tropical pacific
for at least five to six thousand years or as long as the earthsearth s climate
has been similar to what it is today and the pattern continues A
moderate ENSO event began in 1986 and the last effects of the most
recent el nino were measured in march 1988 19 thus while we do
not know about the economic impact of an ENSO event occurring
some twentyfivetwenty five hundred years ago such an event may have
provided an enhanced method of migration for lehi

if lehi had sailed from the arabian peninsula during the
august monsoon of an ENSO year by the time his ship had been
driven into the indonesian area el nino would have intensified the
eastward current thereby enhancing the possibility of the voyage
across the pacific to the western hemisphere the great increase in
the strength of the eastward drift of the equatorial counter current
commonly affects a broad area of the equatorial pacific and may
extend more than ten degrees north and south of the equator this
ENSO orchestrated eastward flow of abnormally warm water from
the western and central pacific could have helped the lehi vessel to
cross the pacific and then travel up the coast of central america

monsoon circulation in the indian ocean off the tip of the
arabian peninsula and the development of a strong trans pacific
eastward flowing current during an ENSO event are real physical
phenomena there is evidence that these oceanic atmospheric
phenomena have been continuous at least since climatic normal-
ity was attained after the melting of the great continental glaciers
eight thousand years ago suggesting that ENSO events were taking
place in lehisgehis day what is less certain is whether the lehi party
used these atmospheric oceanic events as an aid to migration
perhaps the real question is whether the lord uses natural events to
accomplish his purposes I1 am the first to acknowledge that the ideas
presented here may be pure fiction if the lord neither wants nor
needs to make use of natural law however he commonly seems to
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work with what is available for example he uses less than perfect
people to do much ofhis work miracles may aid but apparently the
day to day routines of perfecting the saints and accomplishing the
other appointed tasks rely on the use of normal people and naturally
occuroccurringTing situations and events the scientific evidence not avail-
able even ten years ago suggests that el ninonitto could provide a
plausible mode of migration a naturally occurring event that could
have been used to accomplish the lords purposes

if the migration scenario enhanced by atmospheric and
oceanographic effects is valid we can even go a step further in
interpretive speculation concconeconcerningerningarning the lehi voyage lehi probably
sailed from the arabian peninsula during august of an ENSOENS0 year
the time not only of the optimum northeast monsoon circulation but
also of the growing season when fruits and meat and honey in
abundance could be gathered and loaded on board lehi would
then have had a reasonable expectation of arriving in the indonesian
area in time to catch an ENSO intensified equatorial counter
current the el ninoninfoninno driven current could have delivered lehisgehis
group to the west coast of central america in a much more probable
manner than could have been employed during a non ENSO year
in fact ifan el nino of about twentyfivetwenty five hundred years ago was not
used for migration lehi missed a marvelous 0opportunity
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minerva teichert scriptorialscriptorianScriptorian and artist

marian ashby johnson

minerva kolhepp teichert 1888 1976 lived most of her life inruralunruralin rural idaho
and wyoming from these rather unlikely foundations she pushed herself
out to fulfill her desire to become an artist with an excellent academic training
at the art institute ofchicago and the artstudentsleaguestudents league in new yorkcity

included in this issue are six ofthe more than forty Bbookook ofmormonmonnon paintings
which she felt were her most important work by the time she painted them
she had reared five children pitched hay broken horses raised chickens
homesteadedhomesteadhomesteadered by herself and all the while had painted in her living room and
recited book of mormon scriptures on almost any given occasion

As a scriptorialscriptorianscrip torian teichert tried to pick out instances which would illustrate
stories of the book of mormonmonnon she was especially interested in subjects
which depicted women for example moriantonsMoriantons little servant relates the
story of moriantonsMoriantons servant girl who has been punished unjustly and to
retaliate has come to tell nephis guards what she knows about moriantonsMoriantons
military plans teichert has given strong emphasis to this painting with the
firelight as a radiant exclamation point to the girls message

the painting entitled lamanite maidens depicts women dressed in white
who dance and sing as they enjoy a beautiful day together by a stream the
movement and grace of this painting is highlighted with characteristic
touches of red to add to the zest of a day without work

nephi and his followers traveling through the wilderness is an example
ofofTTeichtelcheichertserts skill with monumental paintings figures landscape and
animals are balanced in an academic composition revealing her excellent
training the women who carry their pots on their heads serve as a focal
point emphasizing the realistic and tedious conditions of travel at that time

alma baptizing is a sketch for a later painting the spiritual quality of
reichertsteichertsTeicherts paintings comes to fruition through the storytelling the sum
total of the figures and their actions rather than by the expressions on the
faces of her figures the scene is serene and quiet drawing the viewer in
to experience this sacred event

on the covers are two more teichert paintings look to your children has
a unique format filled with the radiance ofministering angels and children
on closer inspection it is women who have the precious occupation as
mothering angels a teichert touch in christ Is the god of that land

teichert has painted christ in all his glory and power yet with the
sensitivity of a man understanding the human condition teichert was
deeply concerned with the spiritual message of her paintings
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never have I1 showed myself unto manmany

A suggestion for understanding ether 315a

kent P jackson

ether 315a contains a statement from the lord that sets the
brother ofofjaredjared apart from everyone who had lived on earth up to
his time never have I1 showed myself unto man whom I1 have
created for never has man believed in me as thou hast 1 I1 the
uniqueness ofofmahonrimahonri moriancumersMoriancumers faith justified the unique
ness of the lords revelation to him 2 never the lord told him had
anyone experienced such a manifestation a statement made even
more remarkable when we consider that such great individuals as
adam eve enoch and noah had preceded the brother ofofjaredjared and
each of these according to the scriptures had conversed with god

in this brief essay I1 will present some ideas concerning the
lords statement in ether 315 a after sketching the common
explanations proposed for the verse I1 will suggest an alternative
point of view that is in my opinion true to the text and consistent
with what we know of the doctrine of god

in response to the brother ofofjaredsjaredsjaredy efforts to provide light for
the jareditejaredineJaredite barges the lord first revealed to him his finger ether
36 and then finally his entire person ether 313 16 in the
process he taught him much concerning the nature of deity and
revealed his own identity as well because of thy faith thou hast
seen that I1 shall take upon me flesh and blood ether 39 behold
this body which ye now behold is the body of my spirit and
even as I1 appear unto thee to be in the spirit will I1 appear unto my
people in the flesh ether 316 moroni the narrator of the
account provided a valuable summary and makes clear the identity
of the deity who spoke jesus showed himself unto this man in the
spirit even after the manner and in the likeness of the same body
even as he showed himself unto the nephitesNephites ether 317 3

mahonri was speaking with the premortal jesus christ who
would be bomborn on earth over two thousand years later receive a

kent P jackson isis an associate professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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physical body and while in the flesh atone for the sins of the world
we cannot tell from the account what mahonri knew about the
nature of god or the mission of christ prior to his vision but it
appears in verse 8 that he was startled to see what he thought was
aabodybody of flesh and blood the lords comments ininverseverse 16 seem
to make it clear that it was a body of spirit that the prophet saw

the unprecedented faith of the brother of jared is mentioned
both by jesus and by moroni as the factor that led to the unprec-
edented revelation the lord said never has man come before me
with such exceeding faith as thou hast ether 39 moroni added
further emphasis having this perfect knowledge of god he could
not be kept from within the veil the lord could not withhold
anything from him for he knew that the lord could show him all
things ether 32026320 26 the key statement from the lord is found
in ether 315a never have I1 showed myselfmyselfseifunto man whom I1 have
created for never has man believed in me as thou hast

whatever the first clause of verse 15 means it is clear that
there was something extraordinary about this appearance of the
lord to the brother of jared yet we know from the scriptures that
others had in fact seen god adam and eve conversed with the lord
in the presence of the lord god while in the garden of eden
moses 414 27 adam and many others saw him in a great

meeting not long before adams death dacd&c 10753 54 enoch
saw the lord and spoke with him even as a man talkethtalseth one with

another face to face moses 74 and noah and his sons walked
with god moses 827 our problem then is to determine the
meaning of the lords statement to the brother of jared in light of
what we know of these other pre jareditejaredine theophaniestheophanies

the most common approach to understanding ether 315a
proposes that the lords statement has reference to the degree to
which he revealed himself to the brother of jared president joseph
fielding smith stated this position as follows

1I have always considered ether 315 to mean that the Ssavior stood
before the brother of jared plainly distinctly and showed him his
whole body and explained to him that he was a spirit in his
appearance to adam and enoch he had not made himself manifest
in such a familiar way his appearances to earlier prophets had not
been with that same fulnessfalnessfulness

the scriptural accounts of talking face to face and of walking with
god should not be interpreted in the sense that the savior stood before
those prophets and revealed his whole person that he may have done
so at later periods in the cases of abraham and moses is possible but
he had not done so in that fulnessfalness in the antediluvian days for the
brother ofjared he removed the veil completely he had never showed
himself to man before in the manner and way he did to that prophet 4
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elder bruce R mcconkie interpreted the verse by restating it as
follows never have I1 showed myself in the manner and form now
involved never has there been such a complete revelation of the
nature and kind of being I1 am never before has the veil been lifted
completely so that a mortal man has been able to see my spirit body
in the full and complete sense of the word 11155 this approach is
expressed in similar terms by other latter day saint commentators 6

As another possible interpretation sidney B sperry sug-
gested that the word man in ether 315a may mean unbelieving
man never had the lord shown himself to those who did not
believe on his name whereas to the faithful presumably including
individuals like adam and enoch he had indeed shown himself as
he did to mahonri moriancumerMoriancumer 7

daniel H ludlow pointed out one aspect of the brother of
jaredsjaredy experience that perhaps was unprecedented and may have
something to do with the statement in ether 315a emphasizing
verses 19192020 he could not be kept from within the veil and 26

the lord could not withhold anything from him ludlow wrote
that the lord never had to show himself unto man before 8 this
explanation probably tells us more aboutwhy the lord gave him this
unique experience than what was unique about it

these proposals are not of course mutually exclusive and a
correct understanding of the verse may entail elements ofmore than
one of them A starting point for interpretation is the idea that the
lord showed himself to the brother ofofjaredjared to a greater degree than
to any earlier prophet yet that interpretation requires the addition
of several modifiers to the lords seemingly unequivocal and
absolute statement never have I1 showed myself unto man whom
I1 have created I1 would like to propose an explanation that builds
on this interpretation yet allows us to take the lords statement
literally as it stands

in order to avoid ambiguity in the following discussion I1 will
follow traditional latter day saint usage and employ the name
elohim exclusively for god the father of our spirits and je-

hovah exclusively for the lord jesus christ 9 this approach is
necessary for clarity because the scriptures refer to christ as both
god and the father

in ether 3 the brother of jared was speaking with jehovah
who according to king benjamin is the lord omnipotent who
reignethreigneth who was and is from all eternity to all eternity the
father ofheaven and earth the creator of all things from the begin-
ning mosiah 353588 see also alma 11113939 under the direction of
elohim jehovah is god of the universe presiding over all things
having been endowed by elohim with infinite power glory and
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authority jehovah is the father as the book of mormon designates
him frequently 10 he is god who speaks to the prophets who
establishes and reveals laws for the blessing of the world and who
directs the affairs of the human family

we know also that jehovah is the same being who later was
bomborn into the world as jesus christ he became a being of dual
nature heisboihfatherandsonhe is both father and son as he is also both godandmanaddmanand man see

dacd&c 93393314 11 prior to his birth he was the lord jehovah father
god while he walked the earth he was also the mortal jesus christ
son man 12

the standard latter day saint view of jehovahsJehovahs role as god
was expressed by president joseph fielding smith

all revelation since the fall has come through jesus christ who is the
jehovah of the old testament in all of the scriptures where god is
mentioned and where he has appeared it was jehovah who talked with
abraham with noah enoch moses and all theprophets he is the god
of israel the holy one of israel the one who led that nation out of
egyptian bondage and who gave and fulfilled the law of moses 1

ne 19191010 3 ne 111110iiloilio10 14 152 99. the father elohim has never
dealt with man directly and personally since the fall and he has never
appeared except to introduce and bear record of the son 13

he noted further the father elohim has honored christ by
placing his name upon him so that he can minister in and through
that name as though he were the father and thus so far as power
and authority are concerned his words and acts become and are
those odtheof the father 14 when the lord appeared in ancient times he
did so as the father and when he gave revelation to prophets he
spoke of the mortal mission of jesus christ in the third person with
the words of and from the perspective of god the father as though
jesus christ were someone else this explains jehovahsJehovahs words
concerning jesus in difficult passages such as moses I11 and isaiah 53 15

each of the abovementionedabove mentioned explanations of ether 315a
presupposes a theology similar to that of joseph fielding smith
all revelation since the fall has come through jesus christ the

father elohim has never dealt with man directly and personally
since the fall and he has never appeared except to introduce and
bear record of the son 16 assuming that such is the case this
appearance to the brother ofofjaredjared is the first recorded manifestation
of jehovah in which he appeared and identified himself as the son
elsewhere the scriptures record him appearing or speaking as god
the father for example moses 656500 5252585 8 59 74743232 333393 39 see
also 1111 6 but to the brother ofofjaredjared he said behold I1 am jesus
christ I1 am the father and the son in me shall all mankind have
life and that eternally even they who shall believe on my name and
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they shall become my sons and my daughters and never have I1
showed myself unto man whom I1 have created for never has man
believed in me as thou hast ether 314 15

the uniqueness of this situation lies in the fact that jehovah
appeared to mahonri mordanMorianmodianmoriancurnermoriancumercurnercumer in his role as jesus christ
rather than as the father never before as far as we can tell from the
scriptures had jesus christ shown himself unto man and in-
terestinglyte nowhere else in the scriptures do we have a clear
example of jehovah appearing as jesus until his coming in the
bleshfleshflesh1717 As moroni reported having this perfect knowledge of
god he could not be kept from within the veil therefore he saw
jesus ether 320 to the brother of jared christ revealed his
complete nature god who would become man jehovah the
father who would become jesus the son

perhaps the unprecedented nature of this appearance is a
reason why the lord commanded that the account not be made
known in the world until after his mortal ministry ether 321

NOTES

all italics inin scripture citations inm this article are my own emphasis
our earliest source for the name mahonnmahonri MorianMonanmorlanmonancumermoriancurnercumercurnercutner isis george reynolds who reported a

reminiscent account of the prophet joseph smith identifying that as the name of the brother of jared thethe
jareditesJaredites juvenile instructor 27 1 may 189211892 282n As the name isis commonly used inin the church I1
will use it inin this article for the sake ofconvenience though I1 am not unaware of the late secondhand nature
of the story

moroni was writing at least twentyfivetwenty five hundred years after the experience of the brother of jared
depending on when one dates the jareditesJared ites which I1 will not attempt here and about four centuriescen times after

christs coming to lehisgehis children
joseph fielding smith doctrines of salvation comp bruce R mcconkie 3 vols salt lake

city Bookebookcraftrafnraftrann 1954 56 1371 37 see also joseph fielding smith answers to gospel questions 5 vols
salt lake city deseret book co 1957 66 2 123 26

brucerrucerR mcconkie thethepromisedmessiahpromised messiah the first coming ofchristofchrist salt lake city deseret
book co 1978 599 600

sidney6sidney B sperry citedpresidentcited president smiths doctrines ofsalvationofsalvation quotation and andpresentedpresented it as one
of two possible interpretations answers tobooktoyookto book ofmormonof mormonmarmon questions salt lake city bookcraft 1967
48 published earlier under the title problems ortheof the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city bookcraft 1964
see also ppap 47 5511 danieldarneldammel H ludlow repeated president smiths statement from answers to gospel
questions see n 4 above inin A companion to your study odtheof the bookofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret
bookcobookwobook co 1976318 19 the most recent bookbookofmormongospeldoctnneteachersofmormonofMormon gospeldoctrineGospel Doctrine teachers supplement salt
lake city the church ofjesus christ oflatter day saints 1987 173 cites president smiths doctrines
ofsalvationof salvation statement and the church educational system book ofmormonof mormon student manual salt lake
city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989 137 3388 cites the quotation fromfiomanswersanswers
to gospel questions

sperry answers to book ofmormonof mormon questions 48484949 this isis sperrysSperrys preferred explanation
inin his book ofmormonof mormon compendium salt lake city bookcraft 1968 467 68 sperry mentionedmentionodmention5dmentio nod but
did not endorse another possibility inin which the lord appeared inm visionvision to the brother of jared inin the very
body that he would have when he later came min the flesh answers to book ofmormonofmormon questions 49 5511

A statement by president harold B lee may shed additional light on this approach and then he was
amazed because he said he saw not only the finger of a spiritual being but his faith was so great that he saw
the kind of a body that he would have when he came down to the earth it was of flesh and blood flesh
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blood and bones and the master said no man has had this kind of faith to be on speaking terms
with god devotional address salt lake institute of religion 12 october 1973 8 9

budlowtudlowudlowAiowa A companion to your study 318 italics min originalal
see the father and the son A doctrinal exposition by the first presidency and the twelve

min james E talmagetaimagetalmage77ethearticlesThe articles offaith 12th ed salt lake city the church ofofjesusjesus christ of oflatterlatter
daydaysamtssaintsSamts 19244661924 466 73 jamesejamesE TTalmagetaimagetalmagejesusalmsigejesusthechnst2dedJesus the christ ad2d ed saitsaltsaltlakeqtylake city the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints 1915 38 see also talmage jesus the christ 32 414 1 bruce R mcconkie
mormondoctrinemormon DoctrineDoctrindoctrineideIdad2d ed saitsaltsaltlakecitylake city bookcraftbookcraft1966224392brucer1966224392 bruce R mccovkieanewwitnessmcconkieaMcConkieAlea new witness

for the articles offaithof falthfaith salt lake city deseret book co 1985 59 61 66 67
10somesome important book ofmormonofmormon passages that discuss jesus as god or the father are thetitlethe titletitie

page I11 ne 1910iglo19 10 2 ne 95 mosiah 353 5 9 and alma 113811 38 39
I1 this isis precisely the point that abinadiabmadiabbadi made inin mosiah 15115 1 5 rodney turner describes

jehovahsJehovahs fathersonfather son roles as follows literally possessing his fathers name and powers the son was
worthy and able to act as the fathers divine surrogate to this end he became the only begotten son inin
the flesh when he was conceived by mary a mortal woman begotten of an immortal father and a mortal
mother jesus possessed two natures one divine one human and therefore two wills that oftheodtheof the father
and that of the son he could manifest either nature at will the atonement required the subjection
and sacrifice of the fleshly will of the son to the spiritual will of the father the son willed to let
the cup pass the father willed that it should be drunk to its dregs abinadi described jesus submission
as the will of the son being swallowed up in the will of the father mosiah 151577 see also luke 22224242
3ane3nene 11 11 in a sense it was not the son as son but the father inin the son who atoned that isis jesus
not only did the will ofhisochisofhis father inin heaven but the will oftheodtheof the father inin himselfthethe father and the son
being one god came to earth inin the person of jesus of nazareth god himself inin perfect unity
atoned for the sinssins of the world two prophets abinadi and alma inm studies inin scripture volume
seven I1 nephi to alma 29 ed kentakentpkentP jackson salt lake city deseret book co 1987 245 46 italics
inin the original

12 paul described christs movement from god to man to god inin philip 252 5 11 see also col
1121 12 20

joseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationof salvation 1271 27
1414josephjoseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationof salvation 1291 29 30 italics added
151 fortorwor a detailed discussion of the role of christchnstchanst as father see robert L millet the ministry of

the father and the son min the book ofofmormonmormon the keystone scripture ed paul R cheesman provo

utah religious studies center brigham young university 1988 44 72
1616josephjoseph fielding smith doctrines ofofsalvationsalvation 112727 if it was elohim rather than jehovah inin

the earlier appearances then ether 3315a15a isis easily understood never have I1 jehovah showed myself
unto man

17obviously our scriptural record does not contain an account of every sacred event we do not
know all that transpired inm the recorded theophaniestheophanies nor what the prophets understood when they
experienced them see for example 2 ne 112 3 the voicevolcevoicevolce of christ isis heard inin 2 ne 107107313112121414

mosiah 261426 14 32 3 ne 1 12 14



explicating the mystery of the rejected
foundation stone

the allegory of the olive tree

paul Y hoskisson

because the tame olive tree the central image in the allegory
ofofzenoszenos I11 represents a historical people the house of israel jacob
53 it follows that at least some of the other symbols and allusions
in the allegory concern actual events and people in history in fact
the reason the prophet jacob delivered zenos allegory of the olive
tree to the nephitesNephites was to explain a mystery namely how israel
after having rejected jesus christ as their sure foundation
jacob 417 could everreturnever return and build on him in this world 2

if the allegory is meant to explain actual events in the temporal
and spiritual history of the house of israel the allegory must be
understandable in a temporal and spiritual sense nevertheless
though jacob did comment tangentially on the allegory no satisfacsatisfac
tory explanation of the historical significance and the temporal
referents in the allezallegoryoryorv exists 3 one treatise on the subject even
states that it is impossible to ascribe a timetable to the various
allegorical scenes described by zenos 4 I1 will demonstrate that
many of the historical metaphors in the allegory can be placed in
time with relative precision that some can be located in space and
that much can be said about their significance

with one exception I1 will not discuss at length the metaphors
in the allegory most of them have been identified previously and do
not require lengthy explanations but rather are accepted here with
little commentary 5 the tame olive tree the dominant metaphor in
the allegory symbolizes the house of israel jacob 53 the wild
olive trees therefore refer to non israelites the vineyard in which
the olive trees both wild and tame have been planted is the world
jacob 63 577 the decay in the tame tree represents apostasy

from the gospel of jesus christ several commentaries equate the

paul Y hoskisson is an assistant professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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roots with progenitors no doubt this interpretation comes from a
prosaic belief that if the word root means progenitors in malachi
4411 it must mean that in all scriptural contexts departing from this
interpretation the book ofmormonof mormon student manual suggests that
the roots represent the covenants associated with the house of
israel 6 I1 would suggest that the symbol of the roots represents a
broader referent namely the gospel of jesus christ including its
covenants this suggestion is based on the assumption that the
good word ofgod the gospel in jacob 67 that nourished the tree

must refer to the roots 7 the other elements of the allegory either
require no explanation or no consensus has yet been reached 8

assignment of the events in the allegory to approximate
historical time periods a prerequisite to any interpretation must
start by determining the dates of the beginning and the end the
allegory begins in verse 3 with the founding of the house of israel
by the patriarchs abraham isaac and jacobisraelJacob Israel 9 because the
most probable time period for the patriarchs lies within the middle
bronze age 2100 1600 BC the historical beginning of the alle-
gory must fall in that period 10 the allegory ends with the last verse
of the chapter when the good and bad fruit are gathered and then fire
destroys the vineyard therefore since the vineyard stands for the
world the allegory concludes with the destruction of the earth by
fire after the millennium 11 all other time periods of the allegory
must fit within these parameters

the time sequences represented in the allegory from the first
cultivation of the tame olive tree to the destruction of the vineyard
can be conveniently divided into seven periodsperiods1212 1 verse 3 the
founding of the house of israel the taking and nourishing of the
tame olive tree sometime in the first half of the second millennium
BC and the aging thereof in the latter half of the same millennium
2 verses 4 14 the nurturing starting approximately 1200 BC

through the scattering of the house of israel culminating near 600
BC 3 verses 15 28 the day of the gentiles 13 approximately the
first century of the christian era 4 verses 29 499 the great
apostasy up to about 1820 5 verses 50 74 the gathering of israel
beginning in 1820 6 verses 75 76 the millennium and 7 verse
77 the end of the world I1 will discuss these periods in this order

FIRST PERIOD THE FOUNDING AND AGING
OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL VERSE 3

the founding years of the house of israel the starting point of
the allegory date to the first half of the second millennium BC the
most likely setting for the patriarchal age by the end of verse 3
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however the tree had already waxed old an indication that con-
siderablesiderable time had passed since the tree was first cultivated probably
four to six hundred years or more 14 in addition the tree had begun to
decay that is apostasy against the gospel of jesus christ had arisen in
the house of israel if the lord of the vineyard did not take appropriate
measures the tree would continue to decay and eventually die at this
point long after the planting of the tree the lord paid a visit to his
vineyard thus initiating the second period

SECOND PERIOD THE NURTURING AND scattering
OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL VERSES 4 14

the lord of the vineyard on seeing his now venerable tree and
the decay therein outlined a course of action to correct the situation
to rejuvenate the tree and then to plant offshootsoffshoots of the tame olive
tree in other parts of his vineyard in the first stage of his efforts he
stimulated the aged tree to produce younger branches that could
bear good fruit and it came to pass that the master of the vineyard
went forth and he saw that his olive tree began to decay and he
said I1 will prune it and dig about it and nourish it that perhaps it
may shoot forth young and tender branches and it perish not v 4
beginning with prophets such as moses samuel elijah isaiah and
others the lord attempted to reclaim the house of israel from
apostasy even with this effort and after working a period of many
days the lord met with only minimal success the olive tree
began to put forth somewhat a little young and tender branches v 6
while most of the tree continued to deteriorate As the allegory also
makes clear the rulers and the ruling class the main top of the
tree were with few exceptions almost beyond recovery v 6

two examples of this apostasy suffice jeroboam the initial
king of the northern kingdom introduced calf icons at the cultic
sites of dan and bethel thus establishing one of the great political
cultic sins of king and people in the old testament 1 I1 kgsggs 1225
33 1530 15 manasseh a king of the southern kingdom ushered
in one of the most condemned reigns in biblical history summa-
rized in one verse but they the kingdom ofofjudahjudah hearkened not
and manasseh seduced them to do more evil than did the nations
whom the lord destroyed before the children of israel 2 kgsggs
219 16 it is no wonder that the lord of the vineyard grieved that he
11 should lose this tree v 7 that is that the house of israel should
cease to exist as a cultural entity

at this juncture the lord of the vineyard instructed the servant
to take three additional measures go and pluck the branches from
a wild olive tree and bring them hither unto me and we will pluck
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off those main branches which are beginning to wither away and
we will cast them into the fire that they may be burned and behold
saith the lord of the vineyard I1 take away many of these young and
tender branches and I1 will graft them whithersoever I1 will vv 7
8 these three steps entailed cutting out those parts of israel in
apostasy mainly the upper classes and destroying them grafting
into israel other peoples and placing some of the young and tender
natural branches of the house of israel in other parts of the vineyard

the first step was accomplished at least in part when the lord
through the Assyrians brought about the destruction of israel by
about 720 BC and of parts of judah within the next twenty years
and through the babylonians the final destruction of judah in
approximately 586 BC

in at least two stages after 720 BC the assyrianssyriansAs helped fulfillfulfil
the second set of instructions by moving other peoples into the
territorial vacuum created when they substantially depopulated
israel 17 these imported peoples at least to some extent inter
married with the remaining israelites producing a new cultural
melding the israelites thatwere carried into captivity by the Assyrians
as well as the judahite captives of the babylonians probably inter
married with their non israelite neighbors and accepted new cul-
tural elements 18

the third measure the lord of the vineyard proposed involved
transporting puerile groups of israelites to other lands away from
palestine we certainly do not know the full extent or all of the
means the lord used to scatter israel the deportation of people
from israel and judah was part of this process as was the departure
of the lehiteslekitesLehites alluded to in the allegory certainly other groups
were led away also

if it is possible from the allegory to make observations about
thenatureofthe nature of the scattering of israel I1 would suggest two conclusions
first the apostate branches of israel were not scattered but destroyed
we will pluck them off and cast them into the fire v 7 this

statement does not necessarily refer to apostate individuals but
certainly it applies to cultic political and cultural continuity
second the branches that were scattered were young and tender
v 8 that is they were at the time of their scattering still formable

and capable of bearing good fruit
with parts of the house of israel scattered over much of the

surface of the earth with intermarriage between israelites and non
israelites and with the subsequent cultural shifts both in and outside
ofpalestine perhaps the tree would be saved for the result we must
turn to the next period
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THIRD PERIOD THE DAY OF THE GENTILES VERSES 15 28

the allegory provides three bits of information that add
precision to the dating of the period I1 have termed the day of the
gentiles first after the nurturing of israel and the scattering of the
puerile and pliable branches of israel the lord allowed a long
time to elapse before coming to inspect the vineyard v 15 19 if
the removal of the decayed parts of the house of israel from
palestine was essentially completed and the scattering of the young
and tender branches of israel well underway by about 586 BC then
the day of the gentiles must have been considerably later than this
date how much later can be determined by the next indication

second when the lord eventually returned to the vineyard he
discovered that the mother tree with the gentiles grafted in had
produced tame fruit v 18 the only historical period when israel
with gentile grafts produced good fruit came at the time of christs
mortal ministry and in the decades following thus the tentative
dates for the third era in the allegory the day of the gentiles can
be placed around the time of christ about six hundred years after
the closing of the previous period

this dating is confirmed by the third bit of information in this
section the last transplanted tree placed in a good spot of ground
yea even that which was choice unto the lord above all other parts
of the land of his vineyard v 43 produced at this time part good
and part evil branches 20 the choicest spot of land on the whole
earth in which the transplanted branch of israel produced both a
good and an evil culture can refer only to the righteous and
unrighteous lehiteslekites in the americas 21 and the historical setting can
only have been before the great apostasy 22 the date for this part
of the allegory must also be the first christian century

after seeing that the good fruit of all the trees was gathered and
that the last transplant was nurtured so that its evil parts might bring
forth good fruit the lord left his vineyard not to return for some
time upon his return the fourth period received definition

FOURTH PERIOD THE GREAT APOSTASY VERSES 2929949

when the lord arrived again after a long time v 29 to
inspect his vineyard he found that the mother tree had brought
forth much fruit and there is none of it which is good and behold
there are all kinds ofbad fruit v 32 this is precisely the situation
of the christian world as described by the lord to the prophet
joseph in the sacred grove JSJSHH 111919 the mother tree in israel
after having bomborn much good fruit in the early christian era had
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become entirely corrupt As for the first transplanted branches they
also carriedcarded nothing but bad fruit in addition the good section ofthe
last tree the righteous lehiteslekitesLehites had been entirely destroyed by the
evil branch the apostate lehiteslekitesLehites so that nothing but wild fruit
remained on it the apostasy had been complete and universal in all
the trees representing israel

the allegory suggests a reason for the apostasy when the
lord of the vineyard asked his servant what caused the corruption
of his vineyard the servant answered Is it not the loftiness of thy
vineyard have not the branches thereof overcome the roots which
are good and because the branches have overcome the roots
thereof behold they grew faster than the strength of the roots taking
strength unto themselves v 48 in general pride arrogance and
vanity all synonyms of loftiness allowed branches of the
house of israel to usurp the authority of the gospel of jesus christ
nullifying any restraints the gospel might have exerted to stem the
spread of the apostasy the proud arrogant and vain branches
appropriated strength from their own conceits and not from the
gospel of jesus christ

it is at this point that the lord proposed a total destruction of
the trees in his vineyard let us go to and hew down the trees of the
vineyard and cast them into the fire that they shall not cumber the
ground of my vineyard for I1 have done all what could I1 have done
more for my vineyard v 49 what need did he have of trees that
produce only unprofitable fruit better to cut down the trees bum
them and make something else out of the vineyard 23 after all the
lord had done everything possible to save the world from apostasy
yet the lords servant counseled him to spare the world for a little
time and the lord accepted the advice now began the fifth era of
time in the allegory

FIFMFIFTH PERIOD THETBE GATHERINGGATBERING OF ISRAEL VERSES 50 74

the text states explicitly that between the scattering of israel
and the day of the gentiles and again between the day of the
gentiles and the lords acknowledgment of the great apostasy a
long time passed away v 15 unlike the long passages of time
between these previous periods the allegory makes it clear that no
significant time transpired between the acknowledgment of the
great apostasy and the beginnings of the gathering of israel vv 49
through 52 this assessment is of course exactly how latter day
saints read history on a spring day in 1820 the world turned away
from total submersion in apostasy and took the first steps that would
begin the gathering to be sure the aggregate of the first decade was
minuscule but the gathering had commenced
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the gathering described in the allegory is also deliberately slow

wherefore dig about them and prune them and dung them once
more for the last time for the end draweth nigh and if it be so that
these last grafts shall grow and bring forth the natural fruit then shall
ye prepare the way for them that they may grow and as they begin
to grow ye shall clear away the branches which bring forth bitter fruit
according to the strength of the good and the size thereof and ye shall
not clear away the bad thereof all at once lest the roots thereof should
be too strong for the graft and the graft thereof shall perish and I1 lose
the trees of my vineyard vv 64 65

from the transplanted tame trees that had become wild natural
branches would be cut and grafted back into the mother tree and
from the mother tree that had also become wild branches would be
grafted into the transplanted tame trees As these branches gained
strength and as the roots could bear it the branches that continued
to produce wild fruit would eventually be pruned out and destroyed

this process is observable not anly in the history of the
church but also in contemporary stakes and missions through the
missionary program individuals are brought into the church these
new members remain in the church and serve more or less faith-
fully for a number of years but some of these new twigs and boughs
fail to progress with the rest of the membership As was the case
during the great apostasy pride prevents them from changing and
repenting they leave the church or just fade away usually taking
their posterity with them in time such boughs are pruned out of the
tree at the same time the lord of the vineyard continues to work with
those branches and individuals that can still be reclaimed or improved

this period is however the last time the lord of the vineyard
will through grafting and pruning clean and purify the vineyard
vv 62 63 he will continue this process until the vineyard is free of

degeneracy or corruption and the whole earth is full ofhis glory when
the earth no longer produces evil the sixth or penultimate epoch of the
allegory will commence

SIXTH PERIOD THE millennium VERSES 75 76

unlike the other periods so far discussed the benefit of
hindsight is not available at present however lack of hindsight
does not prevent discussing the points made in this section of the
allegory of this thousand yearperiod the allegory simply states that
the lord will for a long time lay up of the fruit of his vineyard
unto his own self v 76 24 there will be no corruption on the
earth during this time the lord of the vineyard saw that his fruit
was good and that his vineyard was no more corrupt and the bad
was cast away v 75 when after this long time branches of
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the tree again begin to degenerate and bad fruit appears the
millennium will have concluded and the seventh and final epoch of
the allegory will have begun

SEVENTH PERIOD THE END OF THE WORLD VERSE 77

again the benefit of hindsight is not available during the
ultimate stage of the earths existence when the world will have
degenerated from its millennial state the good and the bad will be
separated the lord will take the good fruit to himself and the bad
he will destroy by fire along with the world that spawned it

conclusions
contrary to the statement quoted in the opening paragraph of

this treatise that it is impossible to ascribe a timetable to the
various allegorical scenes all of the past and current periods of the
allegory can be assigned with relative certainty to specific historical
times but however interesting these historical correlations might
be the allegory was delivered with a far greater purpose in mind
namely to explain how it is possible that the jewish people after
having rejected the stone jesus christ upon which they might
build and have safe foundation can ever build upon him that
he may become the head of their comer jacob 415 17 the

answer according to the allegory is simple in the latter days when
the lord of the vineyard sets his hand for the last time to rid this
world of apostasy and evil he will begin by grafting natural
branches into the tame olive trees and by pruning out the more
corrupt parts of israel whether the branch has been grafted into the
tame tree or whether it is one of the original natural branches the
branch must accept the nourishment of the roots the gospel of jesus
christ and produce good fruit in order to stay on the tree that is to
build on the foundation of jesus christ that is how those who have
rejected christ can come to know of his goodness

in addition to this explanation of how the grace of christ can
purge mens souls of evil the allegory holds a specific message for
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
nonallegorical terms the church is the institution through which
members nourish and are nourished by the gospel of jesus christ
with its covenants doctrines and responsibilities if the members
are to be purged of evil and thus remain in the church pride the
loftiness of the vineyard the cause of the great apostasy can have
no place furthermore only in the church can members continue to
let the purging and healing balm of the gospel excise often
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painfully each of their favorite sins consequently for individuals
who are still in the church that is who have not been cut off yet
there is hope for only the worst cases of unregeneracy are pruned
out of the tree

in conjunction with this message the rhetorical question of the
lord of the vineyard should be rephrased to apply to us the present
members of the church Is there any way in which the lord has failed
to provide us with every opportunity to become good fruit v 41 As
our husbandman has he in any measure been found wanting

NOTES

ithoughthough jacob recorded the allegory min jacob 5 the allegory was originally given by zenos
apparently a prophet ofof0ldtestamentoldoid testament times whosewhosewritingswritings werewererecordedrecorded on the brass plates no known
oldoidoldworldworld source mentionshim thoughthoughheisheishelshe is mentioned elsewhere inin the book ofmormonofmormon 1 nephi 19 10

12161216alma3331315347helaman8almaaima 3331315 347 helaman 81919151511lland3nephiand 3 nephi 101610 16 though jacob isis the first author
inm the book of mormon to connect this allegory to zenos jacob was most likely not the first book of
mormon prophet to mention the allegorysallegorys content nephi said that his father lehi spoke about an olive
tree that represented the house ofofisraeiisrael from which branches would be broken offandoffardoffand should be scattered
upon all the face of the earth 1 ne 101210 12

22jacobjacob 441515 18 catherine thomas treated this particular aspect of the allegory min jacobs
allegory the mystery ofofchnstchrist read at the 1988 brigham young university annual book of mormon
symposium unpublished manuscript

3asaas3 As part of the discourse jacob 4 6 of which the allegory isis an integral part jacob does build
on the allegory inin chapter 6 applying it to his audience this discourse however falls short ofexplaining
the time periods and the central message oftheodtheofthe entire discourse though zenos is not mentioned in 1 nephi
10 12 14 nephi records in summary form teachings of lehi that seem to be based on a knowledge of the
allegory johnjohnwW welch has suggested that none of the biblical material for example rom 11 16 24
isis as complete as the version inin the book of mormon and that therefore the biblical accounts draw on an

ancient source perhaps the same source on which the book ofmormon depends personal communication
to author

the best previous correlations can be found in kent P jackson nourished by the good word
ofgodsic6b4ofgod jacob 4 6 mstudiesinscnpturein studies in scripture volume seven I11 nephi totoalmajoalmaalmaaima 29 ed kentpkentkentaP jacksonsaltjacksonwaltjackson saitsalt
lakecitylake city deseret book co 19871987190190igo 94 monte S nyman an ensign to thepeoplethe people salt lake city
deseret book co 1987241987 24 34 and the summary table on page 36 see also joseph fielding mcconkie
and robert L millet doctrinal commentary on the book ofmormonofmormon 12vols salt lake city bookcraft
1988 2462 46 82 ariel crowley about the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city apnpn p 1961 150 52 and
living truthstruthsfromfromfron the bookofmormonof mormon no author listed salt lake city deseret sunday school union
1970 119 26 richard K wilson has prepared a not yet for publication unique and wide ranging
discussion of the allegory of which I1 have a copy

4livingslivingliving truths 123 in spite of the above statement this treatment of the allegory does

assign several of the episodes to historical periods though mcconkie and millet warn inin reference
to jacob 535 3 that the exact historical time period to which zenos isis making reference isis unclear
50 they do suggest correlations

for a convenient summary see nyman ensign to the people 35 table 1 his reasons for the
identifications can be found on pages 22 24 see also the summary inin jackson nourished 190 andbooklandbook
ofmormonofofmormonstudentmanual2dedMormon studentmanualStudentManual ad2d ed saitsaltlakecitysalt lake city the church ofofjesusjesus christ ofoflatterlatter day saints 19811981

140 the interpretations of the elements of the allegory ofzenos inin the 1989 edition of the student manual
are essentially the same as inin the old manual see ppap 47 as4s48 in the text that follows I1 have identified
various symbols used inin the allegory to identify the symbols I1 have consulted the above commentaries
I1 cannot however agree with the usual identification oftheodtheof the lord oftheodtheof the vineyard as jesus christ and the
servant as the prophets I1 believe the lord is god the father and the servant is jesus christ A

complete discussion here of this issueissue would require too much space therefore suffice it to say that the
servant appears to be the same person not a series of persons throughout the allegory it should also be
bomeborne inm mind that the titles used inin the allegory should not necessarily be equated on a one to one basis
with other occurrences of the same title inin other holy writ note that about the book ofmormonof mormon pages
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150 51 uses the generic god and jackson on page 190 uses lord for the lord oftheodtheof the vineyard thus
avoiding the issueissue

6theathethe book ofmormonof mormon student manual 140
chaunceyhaunceyhauncey C riddle suggested to me privately that the roots of the trees represent the variousvarious

scriptural traditions this interpretation happily departs from the progenitor symbol while riddles
suggestion on the surface diverges from the suggestion I1 offer above the two are inm essence very close
his scriptural tradition isis a subset of the gospel traditions because the different scriptural traditions stem
from different gospel traditions iei e old testament new testament book of mormon etc if then the
roots do not represent people but rather the gospel ofjesusof jesus christ then the mainmalnmainmaln branches andor trees also
do not represent individuals but rather could stand for different cultures for this latter observation I1 thank
bruce wilson who inin a private conversation expressed this opinion based at least in part on richard K
wilson unpublished study 30

8foriforfor example this lack of consensus allows the fruit to be called good works the book of
mormon student manual 140 or as I1 would suggest and jackson has written 190 people

9foriforfor the house of israel beginning with abraham and continuing with isaac and jacob see bruce
R mcconkie A new witnesswitnessforfor the articles offaithof faith salt lake city deseret book co 1985 503

israelite history begins not with father jacob who isis israel nor with his tribal descendants who adopted
his name as theirs but with abraham their father in the true and spiritual sense of the terms abraham
was the first hebrew the first israelite and the first jew reviewers to whom I1 have given this paper have
suggested variously that the house of israel began with adam or noah or moses it seems to me that the
allegory makes it clear that only the house ofisraelof israel isis being discussed and that therefore the allegory begins
with the founding of the house of israel

1 othoughthough the bible dictionary oftheodtheof the latter day saint edition oftheodtheofthe holy bible salt lake city
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1979 636 places the patriarchs inin the first half of the second
millennium BCB c as I1 propose this date isis not unanimous among scholars cyrus H gordon for instance
dates many of the events of the patriarchal narratives to the late bronze age abraham and the
merchants ofofuraefuraura journal ofnearoffearolnear east studies 17 january october 1958 3311 however I1 acceptacceptthethe
likelihood that the pharaoh of the exodus was rameses 11II who reigned inin the middle of the thirteenth
century BCB c such dating would place the eisodus at the very beginning oftheodtheof the late bronze age allowing
with gen 151315 13andexoand exo 12 404001240400 to 430 years for the sojourn inin egypt and would push the thepatriarchspatriarchs
back into the middle bronze age see also nyman ensign to the people 24 for placing the beginning
of the alleailealieallegoryalleporyallegory

1
eorypory at about 1800 BCB c when the twelve sons of jacob were living inin canaan
for this same conclusion see jackson nourished 193 94 the destruction oftheodtheof the earth by fire

after the millennium isis mentioned at least once in the standard works for the great millennium ofwhichofwhich

I1 have spoken by the mouth of my servants shall come for satan shall be bound and when he isis loosed
again he shall only reign for a little season and then cometh the end of the earth and he that liveth inin
righteousness shall be changed inin the twinkling of an eye and the earth shall pass away so as by fire and
the wicked shall go away into unquenchable fire and their end no man knoweth on earth nor ever shall
know until they come before me inin judgment dacd&c 433043 30 33 for the theological underpinnings oftheodtheof the
destruction of the earth by fire see bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city
bookcraft 1966 21021025125 1 the references there to joseph fielding smith doctrines ofsalvationof salvation comp
bruce R mcconkie 3 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1954 56 1721 72 89 and parley P pratt A voice
ofofwarningwarning and instruction to all people independence mo herald publishing house 19501950chapchap 5

iftheintheif the destruction oftheodtheof the earth by fire mentioned inin verse 77 refers to the destruction by fire before
the millennium see for example mcconkie 692692735735 then one could argue that the end of the allegory
coincides with the beginning oftheodtheof the millennium the unlikelihood ofthisorthisof this interpretation becomes evident
from an internal examination of the allegory As I1 demonstrate below verses 75 and 76 refer to the
millennium therefore verse 77 must refer to the period after the millennium

12nymannyman also divides the allegory into seven periods butweboutwebut we agree on only three oftheodtheof the divisions
he separates the allegory into the following time periods 1 verses 3 14 from jacob to the end of the
prophets about 1800 400 BCB c 2 verse 15 A long time passed away 3 verses 16 28 the ministry
of jesus christ about ADA D 30 34 4 verse 29 A long time passed away 5 verses 30 75 the
restoration about ADA D 1820 to the millennium 6 verse 76 A long time passed away and 7 verse
77 methe end of the earth

131I1 have purposely chosen the phrase day odtheoftheof therhe gentiles because it isis not found min the standard
works or in the history odtheoftheof the church nor was it ever used by the prophet joseph smith as far as I1 can
determine and therefore it should not necessarily be connected with the times of the gentiles spoken
of inin dacd&c 452445 24 30 the allegory speaks of the blood lines inin their respective cultures the branches and
therefore the day oftheodtheof the gentiles isis an apt designation for the only period inin the allegory when the gentiles
who had been grafted into the house of israel do bear good fruit

i4that14ttlat four to six hundred years isis plausible and even probable seems likely from personal
observation of olive trees inin present day palestine like contemporary olive trees it isis likely that ancient
olive trees when cared for properly could not only live for hundreds of years not the decades of most
domestically cultivated trees but could also produce valuable crops for the life oftheodtheofthe tree see also arthur
wallace the allegory of the tame and wild olive trees horticulturally considered in scriptures for
the modern world ed paulpaulrpauerR cheesmancheesmanandcand C wilfred griggs provo utah religious studies center
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brigham young university 19841131984 113 20 therefore iftheintheif the olive tree had waxed old its life would be
measured by centuries

15toto see how jeroboam influenced subsequent Israisraeliteelim history see 2 kings 102910 29 3311
16josiahsjosiahsJosiahs reforms at about 620 BCB c certainly must have been a breath of fresh airair after the

abominations of manasseh 2 kgsggs 22 24 see also 2 chr 33 but it was too little too late
17asAs part of their foreign policy the assyriansAssyrians deported rebellious subjects to areas within their

empireemph e that had previously been partially depopulated because those inhabitants had been rebellious this
relocation policy was meant to discourage other insurrections and make further revolt difficult the
babylonians on the other hand did not shift rebellious subjects around rather they sent all deported
peoples to a central location the land ofbabylonofbabylon thus leaving a vacuum inin the respective homelandshomelands this
practice made it possible for the deportees eventually to return when the babylonian empire collapsed
for this and other reasons the northern kingdom deportees could not return to their homeland but the
jews of the babylonian captivity could

18anan example of the adoption of new cultural elements isis seen inm the fact that the babylonian
calendar isis still used today by jewish people

igwewe can gain some idea ofhowofsowofhow long a long time isis by looking at verse 76 where it isis said that
during the penultimate period of the allegory the lord of the vineyard would gather good fruit for a long
time I1 will argue below that this period isis the millennium accepting this interpretation would indicate
that a ionlonlongiong209 time isis to be measured inin centuries and not inin decades

someome exegetesexegeses of this allegory have found only three transplanted branches taking for their
reason verse 39 where the first second and the last natural branches are mentioned this explanation
disregards the four branches clearly set off with behold these inm verse 20 look hither inin verse 23
look hither inin verse 24 and lookhitherLook hither inin verse 25 and ignores the possibility ofanafanofan extended merism

inin verse 39 the distinct parallelism between 2020232423 24 and 25 cannot be overlooked because verses 23
25 are the only verses in the standard works that contain look and hither together to do away with
the parallel inin verse 24 and combine it with verse 25 would do violence to the poetic structure of the
allegory however whether there are three or four transplanted trees isis not relevant to this discussion
though a conclusion would be necessary before a more detailed explanation of the identities of these
transplants could be made

21living21 living truths 122 23
22therethere isis a slight discrepancy inin the time here if the allegory isis seen as strictly consistent and

chronologically exacting wilson 38 39 also notes this apparent inconsistency the period inin the old
world when the mother tree with gentiles grafted inin bore nothing but good fruit must be placed between
AD 35 and AD 100 yet during this penodperiodnenod the majority of the jews rejected jesus christ and his message
this same time penodperiodnenod inin the new world saw all the people converted unto the lord upon all the face
of the land 4 ne 2 this discrepancy exists only because with the advantage of hindsight we want to
impose on the near eastern allegory our occidental training that insists on logical consistent and
chronological interpretations the telescoping of time and the less than sharp depth of field of received
versions of prophecies should certainly allow us to viewview these episodes as accurate general character-
izationsizations oftheodtheof the historical periods discussed thus we see inm book ofmormon history from roughly 600 BCB c
to ADA D 400 the division ofthisorthisof this transplanted branch oftheodtheof the house ofisraelof israel into the righteous and the apostate
cultures for this same interpretation see jackson 192 the only exception to this division isis a short
interlude when the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites became one people between approximately ADA D 36 and about
AD 190igo1904ne4 ne 19 2211 about 155 years notthenoethenot the traditional 200 years often cited by latter day saints the
new testament on the other hand if we ignore the jews and gentiles who rejected christ and his
messengers presents a fairly unified and righteous community of israelitesofisraelites and gentiles notwithstanding
cultural nftsriftsdrifts and the early signs of apostasy that gave riserise to pauls polemics

231ftheif the allegory isis to be taken literally inm all respects this account would not be the first time
god had threatened to destroy all the inhabitants of the earth gen 676 7 or all of his chosen people
ex 329 11

24seesee revelation 20220 2 7 dacd&c 29112229 1122 8811088 110iloiio moses 7647 64 65



A stirring to remembrance

helaman 114 17

out of loves abundance came the famine
sent to save them from their own hands
clenched like stone around their hearts

blossoms on the fruit trees curled and withered
drifting through the air toward the dust
where seeds of all variety
lay parched and tightening like fists

whole fields of wilted grain
the pale stalks kneeling in the unrelenting sun
burned whiter
their shriveling kernels hardening in the husk

dwindling flocks and herds half starved and wild with dryness
reeled and fretted in a frenzy maddening as the sun

and children thin as the shadows of noon
lay wrapped in whimpering and fear

still the people waited until thousands
drifted stubbornly beyond the edge of death
before they sacrificed their grasp
and let their proud hearts break

randallRandallLrandalllhallL hallhalihail



on verifying woodprintwordprintWordprint studies
book of mormon authorship

john L hilton

in 1980 wayne A larsen alvin C rencher and tim layton
published the first complete analysis of the book of mormon using
the then adolescent tool of computerized stylometrystylometry or
wordprintingwordprinting 1 they analyzed author specific word use rate to
show that the purported authors in the book of mormon are
statistically different that not one but many authors contributed
to the book since then the science of wordprintingwordprinting has continued
to undergo considerable critical evaluation particularly in its appli-
cation to the book of mormon

shortly after BYU studies published larsen rencher and
laytonslaymonsLaytons pioneering work I1 joined forces with a small group of
scientists in berkeley california who were attempting to verify the
accuracy of wordprintingwordprinting in general and to check the larsen
rencher layton results specifically after seven years of study and
development we concluded that woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements are now
at the stage where scholars can use such tests confidently and
without personal bias to analyze contested authorship in many
literary works including the book ofmormon this paper explores
our conclusion by 1 discussing some general ideas about
wordprintswordprints and wordprintingwordprinting 2 reviewing some early woodprintwordprintwordprint
studies in the evolution of woodprintwordprintwordprint science 3 summarizing the
development of anew measurement technique including important
control studies to verify the objectivity of that technique and 4
setting forth some verified book of mormon measurements before
proceeding I1 wiwill11 establish the need for wordprintswordprints for the book of
mormon and also discuss one important caveat

john L hilton is now an adjunct professor in the statistics department at brigham young university he
notes this paper would not be possible were it not for seven years of critical work by kenneth jenkins
a gifted scientist with an untiring demand for accuracy and by lewis carroll whose time and knowledge
of information theory contributed significantly to the statistical accuracy of our woodprintwordprintwordprint model thanks
is expressed to all oftheodtheof the many participants who worked on each oftheodtheofthe projects of the berkeley group the
editorial assistance and continuing encouragement from my wife jan my son courtland hilton dow
wilson and john welch is gratefully acknowledged
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the need for rigorous legitimate wordprintwoodprintwordprint measurements is
obvious in attempting to settle some of the most prominent contro
versiesvercies surrounding the book of mormon are the word patterns of
joseph smith oliver cowdery or solomon spaulding measurable
in the book of mormon can wordprintingwordprinting show that different
sections of the book of mormon were written by different authors
does joseph smiths role as translator obfuscate patterns unique to
ancient authors fortunately the book of mormon is a near ideal
document for such objective woodprintwordprintwordprint studies provided the mea-
surementsurement is made correctly

of course woodprintwordprintwordprint analysis while it can measure certain
facts objectively cannot prove the holiness of the book ofmormon
the understanding that the book of mormon has a divine origin is
obtainable only by developing faith thus while valid and objective
wordprintingwordprinting is no substitute for faith wordprintingwordprinting can neverthe-
less bolster the establishment of faith by rigorously demonstrating
factual information about the book

wordprintsWORDPRINTS AND wordprintingWORDPRINTING

wordprintingWordprinting is a developing science notwithstanding that
the first written suggestions that something like wordprintingwordprinting might
be useful in objectively identifying authors appeared at least as early
as 1851 yet because of the complexity of the measurements
the first credible studies had to await the availability of modem
computers with their precise counting accuracy and high speed
computation therefore wordprintingwordprinting has undergone almost all of
its significant development during the last thirty years

As is common in all developing sciences wordprinterswordprinters have
had to identify and abandon those preliminary methods and theories
that were later shown to be inaccurate however while
wordprintingwordprinting will undoubtedly continue to evolve toward ever
increasing reliability and sensitivity the science has now developed
to the point where one can construct a conservative rigorous
measuring technique which yields reliable answers when measur-
ing singly authored documents of at least a few thousand free flow
original words 2 in the context ofwordprintingjreewotdptmting preefree prowflow words are
written without outside influence or superimposed structures that
change an authors personal word selection

many people have difficulty believing that a clever author
cannot fool a rigorous quantifiable approach to measuring fixed
writing habits after all when we read the fictional words of
characters created by a good author we all think the narrative
sounds like different people telling the story nevertheless
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woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements taken with our most recent methodology
continue to show that there are extensive noncontextualcontextualnon word
patterns hidden in the narrative that are unique to each author
regardless of the character portrayed our wordprintingwordprinting technique
has shown that most highly skilled authors eg twain johnson
heinlein etc when intentionally trying to imitate the writings of
different persons are unable to successfully change theirthen own free
flow noncontextualcontextualnon word patterns enough to simulate a different
woodprintwordprintwordprint because of the minds inability to consciously recognize
the extent of word patterns that are tabulated in the computer
assisted wordprintwoodprintwordprint measurement wordprintingwordprinting is practically
immune to deception by a forger 3

most modem wordprintwoodprintwordprint techniques measure only the place-
ment of noncontextualcontextualnon words noncontextualcontextualNon words like the and
a of etc are often capable of being interchanged or even dropped
without a loss of overall meaning they seem to add little in context
information often being consciously ignored by writer and reader
alike obviously measuring noncontextualcontextualnon words makes
wordprintingwordprinting less sensitive to the subject matter in addition the
technique improves statistical accuracy noncontextualcontextualNon words typi-
cally make up 20 to 45 of the total text thereby providing a high
number of statistical events and the larger the statistical mea-
surementsu is the more reliable the results are woodprintwordprintWordprint measure-
ments made from large numbers of noncontextualcontextualnon words continue
to show that an authors free flow writings use these words in a
habitual nearly subconscious unique way 4 however if the author
consciously imposes an external structure the free flow of the
authors woodprintwordprintwordprint pattern is modified and accurate wordprintwoodprintwordprint
measurements become more difficult to obtain

wordprintingWord printing measures the difference in the way
noncontextualcontextualnon word patterns occur in two compared texts usually
one of the texts is of disputed authorship while the other is by an
author suspected of writing the disputed text if the same word
pattern is found to be statistically different between the two texts
we identify the difference as a rejection 5 the total of the rejections
measured when the two texts are tested for a large number of word
patterns is identified as the number of rejections the larger the
number of rejections the more likely the disputed text was not
written by the author of the other compared text thus testing a
contested document against comparable texts from all possible
candidate authors will identify the most likely writer by eliminating
authors whose texts generate high numbers of rejections

finding the most likely writer depends on the wordprintingwordprinting
techniques accuracy the accuracy and usefulness of a woodprintwordprintwordprint
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measuring technique critically depends on the statistical reliability
in detecting which of its tested text pairs are not written by the same
author statistical reliability is rigorously demonstrated by using
the technique with a large number of control author texts for the
purpose of verifying the authorship of known texts these texts
correspond in size and include examples of the different literary
parameters genre subject matter writing period position in an
authors career that are to be studied later the verifying measure-
ments made between two control texts written by the same author
are identified as within author tests the tests between texts written
by different authors are called between author tests the statistical
separation measured between the overall distributions of a large
number of the within author and between author tests is the valid
measurement of what will be expected when a contested author is
later tested with the same technique in other words the difference
between the number of rejections found between texts by the same
author and texts by different authors will serve as a standard this
standard is used to evaluate the numbers of rejections found when
testing texts of contested authorship

measuring the differences in word patterns between texts is
the basic process of a wordprintingwordprinting technique verifying such a
technique while straightforward in principle is in practice very
tedious thus during the years of wordprintingwordprinting development many
proposed wordprintwoodprintwordprint measuring systems were verified only superfi-
cially on a narrow set of texts unfortunately researchers often
assumed that a woodprintwordprintwordprint measuring technique shown valid for one
set of literary parameters would also be valid for all others we now
realize such assumptions are not valid we must successfully verify
each woodprintwordprintwordprint measuring methodology with control texts which
represent all the literary parameters that are to be reliably measured
later on

SOME EARLY WORDPRINT STUDIES

perhaps one of the earliest successful woodprintwordprintwordprint studies in the
united states was the classical work by the statisticians frederick
mosteller and david L wallace who published their work on
author identification in 1964 6 while not the first scholars to attempt
computer assisted stylometrystylometry they published one of the first com-
plete and internally consistent studies on a set of historically
important documents their work convincingly identified the au-
thor of several anonymously published federalist papers
mosteller and wallace measured the rates at which simple
noncontextualcontextualnon words were used per 1000 words of text this
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statistical model appeared adequately sensitive and valid to unam-
biguously show that james madison was the author of the disputed
documents they showed that the other two possible candidate
authors were overwhelmingly excluded as authors of any of the
twelve disputed documents

the wordprintwoodprintwordprint study on the federalist papers had several
advantages which facilitated statistical measurements firstfirstsfirsti the
documents are lengthy were written in the same genre on the same
subject and have essentially the same vocabulary additionally for
control texts mosteller and wallace were able to use uncontested
writings by the suspected authors writings which are of the same
length genre subject and vocabulary as the suspect texts that the
simple mosteller and wallace woodprintwordprintwordprint technique had been shown
to be valid only for their single nearly ideal class of texts was at first
not appreciated as important

not all succeeding studies had documents that presented as
favorable a situation as did that of mosteller and wallace in
addition most later wordprinterswordprinters did not execute their studies in
such a thorough way many omitted any independent control
studies to confirm that their woodprintwordprintwordprint techniques were valid for
their given case As a consequence some published studies purport-
edly giving objective answers later proved to be inaccurate

rev A Q morton of edinburgh scotland a longtimelong time
contributor to the development of wordprintingwordprinting was one of the
scholars who recognized that the simple noncontextualcontextualnon word use
rate ie the frequency with which each of the noncontextualcontextualnon words
is used per 1000 words oftext as studied by mosteller and wallace
was not always reliable for authorship measurements 7 working
with several colleagues he discovered that better stylometricstylometric
measurements were obtained when he extended his studies to
measure carefully chosen noncontextualcontextualnon word pattern ratios by
1985 he had studied several different types of word patterns and
recommended a battery of about 65 word patterns which had been
successfully used in many different literary situations we have
found his 1985 list to be generally reliable see appendix 11.

A recent study 1986 that further verified the usefulness of
mortonsmortensMortons word pattern ratios over the simple noncontextualcontextualnon word
use rate is the methodical work of kendra L lindsay she studied
noncontroversial greek documents of seven classical writers cho-
sen for their comparability to the writings of paul of the new
testament she found that by using the standard statistical assump-
tions and analyzing the texts by counting the simple noncontextualcontextualnon
word use rate she was able to correctly identify only 2 of the 7
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authors however when she measured the ratios of word pattempatternbattem
counts she correctly identified 6 of the 7 8

the first extensive woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements of the book of
mormon appeared in 1978 when alvin C rencher and wayne A
larsen began reporting their pioneering study in author identifica-
tion this work was followed by their complete report in 1980 9

they also coined the term wordprintwoodprintwordprint and introduced to church and
world scholars the interesting possibility of objective author iden-
tification in the book of mormon they used information gained
from earlier approaches and applied the simple noncontextualcontextualnon
word use rate of mosteller and wallaces technique but coupled it
with a powerful multivariate statistical analysis

unlike previous studies which introduced the concept of
hand tabulated word measurements to the book of mormon 10 the
1980 wordprintwoodprintwordprint study published by larsen Renrenchercherchef and layton
was widely recognized as important both within and without the
church 11 if the measurement technique was in fact objective and
verifiable any competent student could duplicate the calculations
to determine answers to a number of questions that have remained
controversial among book of mormon believers and detractors

along with others who found the reported work of the BYU
team of larsen rencher layton interesting and challenging was a
small group of scientific researchers in northern california to which
I1 belonged our group later known as the berkeley group included
major contributors from different scientific disciplines and differ-
ing religious persuasions all of us shared the scientific curiosity
which led us to test the intriguing larsen rencher layton claim in
the fall of 1980 we began our study As the major LDS contributor
in the group I1 was little different from my agnostic and jewish
colleagues each of us seriously questioned whether objective
measurement could determine who did or did not write a controver-
sial document like the book of mormon therefore armed with a
healthy skepticism we began a confirmationconfirmationalconformationalal study the kind of
study scientists typically perform in the physical sciences to
recalculate the woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements while correcting any pro-
cedural or calculational flaws which could potentially have con-
fused the results of the original study

because most members of the berkeley group doubted that
stable wordprintswordprints could be objectively measured in the writings of
most authors we were not willing to accept the standard assump-
tions of the larsen rencher layton study therefore we began
developing a completely new set of computer codes based on a very
conservative independently derived and verified theoretical model
while we tentatively thought that our study to verify book of
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mormon wordprintswordprints could be completed in a year it soon became
apparent that with the redevelopment ofofwordprintwordprintwoodprintwordprint theory as part of
the work the study would take much longer it was not until
september 1987 after perhaps 10000 hours of work that a paper
describing the results of our efforts was completed 12

while one part of our berkeley group was redeveloping and
verifying woodprintwordprintwordprint theory others of us prepared a computer file
of the earliest available book of mormon manuscripts see ap-
pendix 2 all reported book of mormon woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements
in this paper were computed from files of the needed length
author and literary form taken from this most primitive book of
mormon manuscript 13

during the time our berkeley group was doing its work other
book of mormon scholars were also studying the approach pro-
posed by the larsen rencher layton team one ofthe most notable
of these is the university of utah statistician D james croft his
work is that of a competent scholar as well as a conscientious
believer in the divinity of the book of mormon his published work
is a carefully reasoned critique of the larsen rencher layton
paper 14 As would be expected from a scholar of the exact sciences
he cautioned his LDS readers about the unverified nature of the
methodology close scrutiny of the methodology of the BYU
authorship study reveals several areas which seem vulnerable to
criticism after calling for a redevelopment ofmethodology which
could circumvent the specific areas he found questionable he
concludes certainly any research done in the future will be
indebted to larsen rencher and layton who called our attention
to an interesting and challenging area ofbook of mormonmonnon study at
the present time 1981 however it would be best to reserve
judgment concerning whether or not it is possible to prove the
existence of multiple authors of the book of mormon 21

we kept in close contact with dr croft and others15others 15 who were
contributing to the continuing refinement of wordprintingwordprinting during
the years when our independent methodology was under develop-
ment we appreciated the continuing contributions of these scholars
as they helped us insure that the suspect areas recognized in the
earlier methodologies would be avoided and that the verification of
our new woodprintwordprintwordprint measuring technique would be complete enough
to insure reliable answers

the rationale for our woodprintwordprintwordprint model and methodology was
developed from basic information theory and basic statistics our
resulting model was conservative and yet still able to calculate
answers for the book of mormon authorship questions with very
high statistical certainty all results reported in this paper were
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calculated using this methodology A detailed description of the
evolution of the model and methods is reported in on maximizing
author identification by measuring 5000 word texts by john L
hilton and kenneth D jenkins 16

our new conservative measurements incorporate six points
which were not used in earlier book of mormon woodprintwordprintwordprint studies
these points contribute to improved reliability when 5000 word
texts are tested they are 1 measuring the authors woodprintwordprintwordprint by
studying the use rate of sixty five noncontextualcontextualnon word pattern ratios
as proposed by morton 1985 2 abandoning the commonly
accepted statistical assumption of normality ofword distribution
and instead using the mann whitney parametricnonparametricnon statistic which
does not require the unverifiable normality simplification 3 devel-
oping a wraparoundwrap around word group counting method which helps
break apart clusters of similar words in the sampled text words this
method helps provide the statistically required word group homoge-
neity 4 making comparison measurements between just two texts
at a time 5 using the oldest extant book of mormon manuscripts
the texts used do not include the repetitive use of the phrase and it

came to pass nor do they include significant direct quotations from
the king james bible including such text would distort the
noncontextualcontextualnon word counts for each author and 6 verifying the
sensitivity of the computer coding and measurement methodology
by measuring a diverse set of texts ofofnondisputednondisputednondisputed authorship which
represent the appropriate literary parameters

developing AND VERIFYING THE TECHNIQUE

deriving the model becomes relatively unimportant com-
pared to designing the control studies which verify or disprove the
validity of the method for our control studies we specifically
chose a representative set of literary texts which would test the
extremes found in english language writings when we tested
these control texts we found that our technique yielded well
defined bell shaped distributions showing that our new woodprintwordprintwordprint
technique is essentially insensitive to the textual changes intro-
duced by the differing literary parameters of genre subject matter
writing period position in an authors career or normal publica
tion editing

specifically this extended verification study tested the valid-
ity of our model by calculating 325 diverse woodprintwordprintwordprint tests these
tests studied 26 noncontroversial 5000 word texts which had been
written under various conditions by nine different control authors
see appendix 3 the within author and between author results
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rigorously supported the basic woodprintwordprintwordprint assumption although all
authors have many writing habits in common they each show
measurably unique stable rates for some noncontextualcontextualnon word
patterns among the nondisputednondisputed documents that were used in the
testing were texts by oliver cowdery and samples of joseph
smismithsthsohs autographic and dictated writings

we also studied english translations of semiclassical texts
written by different german authors these academic translations
were all carefully done by the same german to english translator
the woodprintwordprintwordprint measurements regarding translations provided three
significant results 1 each translated author is consistent within
himself 2 when several german authors are translated by the
same person the english rendition of each author is clearly sepa-
rable from the others and 3 the translators other english writings
have consistent wordprintswordprints that differ from any of his translated
works 17 these findings demonstrate that at least when an aca-
demic translator tries to produce a close translation from one
modem language to another the uniqueness of an original authors
woodprintwordprintwordprint can actually survive the translation process 18

the results of our verification tests are displayed in figure 1

thirty three of these tests are made by comparing texts written by
the same author 292 of the tests compared one authors writing
against that of another author the black bars represent the 33
within author measurements which yield a statistically smooth
distribution peaking at about 2 rejections a result that is theoreti-
cally expected 19 the distribution peak for between author com-
parisonspari sons is about 7 rejections therefore about two thirds of the true
between author measurements fall above even the extremes of the
within author distribution this result means that when any 5000
word disputed text is tested against a known authors comparable
works and measures 7 or more rejections the two texts are very
likely not written by the same author 20 the lower the number of
rejections the greater the likelihood that the two texts were written
by the same author the higher the number of rejections the more
likely that different authors composed the two compared texts

if we have only two 5000 word texts and their paired testing
measures 1 to 6 rejections as is expected for a true between author
pair in about one third of the cases we cannot assign authorship
unambiguously because the within author and between author dis-
tributions overlap each other in this range similarly for the few
tests about ten percent of the true within author cases that measure
zero rejections there is a high probability that the compared texts
were written by the same author



FIGURE 1 results of verification tests showing the contrasting
distributions of rejections for within author and between author tests
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SOME BOOK OF MORMON WORDPRINT measurements
we wished to make the most conservative measurement

possible therefore we compared the two book of mormon authors
who have the largest number of 5000 word texts further even
though our verification testing showed that our new woodprintwordprintwordprint
measuring technique is not unduly sensitive to normal changes of
genre we still chose the more conservative comparison by testing
only within the same literary form therefore we selected for our
critical book of mormon verification measurements three indepen-
dent 5000 word texts from the didactic writings of each of the two
major purported book of mormon authors nephi and alma those
texts are the largest same genre pair in the book besides eliminat-
ing any possible lingering concern that changing genre might
artificially cause additional rejections the use of the didactic genre
has the advantage ofessentially excluding the possibly troublesome
phrase and it came to pass this phrase is the only phrase used
repetitively enough in the book of mormon to be troubling to
wordprintwoodprintwordprint measurements

our results are displayed starting with figure 2 which shows
the distribution of the number of wordprintwoodprintwordprint rejections for the six
possible within author tests of nephi against nephi and alma
against alma the within author tests for both show the same
distribution as the within author tests of our control studies shown
in grey in figure 2

figure 3 is a plot of the rejection distribution calculated from the
between author tests ofdirect interest to the book ofmormon author-
ship question the black bars show the comparisons of the texts
purportedly written by nephi when tested against those purportedly
written by alma the tests show the same relatively large number of
rejections found in the between author distribution in figure I11 shown
in figure 3 in grey which was derived from the comparisons made
between the texts of the different control authors

table 1 shows the measurements for the individual woodprintwordprintwordprint
tests used in producing figures 2 and 3 taking the comparisons of
nephi versus alma we found that in eight of the nine tests 5 or
more rejections resulted four of these tests produced 77898 9 and 10
rejections these four high rejection tests which yielded 7 8 9
and 10 rejections independently measure a statistical confidence of
greater ththanan 99.5995 99.9999999 99.999999 and 99.99799997 probability that
these texts from nephi were written by a different author than wrote
alma 21 therefore the book of mormon measures to be
multiauthoredmultiauthored according to its own internal claims



FIGURE 2 distribution of rejections resulting from
the book of mormon within author tests and the
within author control texts
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for the within author comparisons of the nephi vs nephi and
alma vs alma texts the rejections range from 1 to at most 5 with
the most numbers of rejections peaking at 2 similarly the other
within author tests show a tight internal consistency between the
two oliver cowdery two solomon spaulding and three joseph
smith 5000 word texts 22

conclusions
by using a new wordprintwoodprintwordprint measuring methodology which has

been verified we show that it is statistically indefensible to propose
joseph smith or oliver cowdery or solomon spaulding as the
author of the 30000 words from the book of mormon manuscript
texts attributed to nephi and alma additionally these two book of
mormon writers have wordprintswordprints unique to themselves and mea
sure statistically independent from each other in the same fashion
that other uncontested authors do therefore the book of mormon
measures multiauthoredmulti authored with authorship consistent to its own
internal claims these results are obtained even though the writings
of nephi and alma were translated by joseph smith we also
described control studies of modem language academic translations
where in practice a single translator can consistently preserve the
unique wordprintswordprints of the several original authors he has translated

appendixes

APPENDIX I11

useful noncontextualcontextualnon word patterns meet the following con-
ditionsditions they yield an unambiguous count they occur frequently
they have common alternate expressions their use rates tend to
become habitual and they are minimally affected by the period of
the writers career the subject matter and the genre therefore
useful word patterns are typically made up of key words such as
common articles conjunctions and prepositions measurements
are calculated from the ratio of the overall key word use rate against
the same key word use rate in certain sentence positions word
collocationslocationscol proportional pairs or the use ofkey words adjacent to
certain parts of speech and novel vocabulary words



FIGURE 3 distribution of rejections resulting from the book of mormon
between author tests and the between author control tests
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TABLE 1 results of book of mormon woodprintwordprintWordprint study

number of rejections

text vs text 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

nephi vs nephi 1 1 1

alma vs alma 1 1 1

smith vs smith 1 2

cowdery vs cowdery 1

spaulding vs spaulding 1

nephi vs alma 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

smith vs nephi 1 2 1 1 1

smith vs alma 2 1 1 2

cowdery vs nephi 1 1 2 1 1

cowdery vs alma 4 1 1

spaulding vs nephi 1 1 1 1 2

spaulding vs alma 3 2 1

conclusion Aauthor
sameame uncertain author different author
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after defining sentence as all groups of words ending in a
logical full stop morton 1985 lists the symbols used to interpret
his battery of word pattern ratios as follows

represents the number of end of sentence markers

fwsaws represents the first word in a sentence

iws1wsibs represents the last word in a sentence

2ndand iws1wsibs represents the second to last word in a sentence

fbfibaibaab means followed by

pbab means preceded by

x represents any word

rl means that the word to the right and left are unique
within the original 1000 word block

for example the test afasafwsAfws yields this ratio the number of
times A appears as the first word in a sentence divided by the total
number of sentences mortonsmortensMortons word pattern ratios follow

afwsafasAfws AS x ASAS tofbt0fblofb BETO
anfwsanfus AS x x ASAS tofbt0fblofb THETO

andfwsandrws befbbebb ABE TO x TOTO
infwsINfws bepbbebb TOBE TO x x TOTO
itfwsrrfws butfb ABUT YOU x YOUYOU
ITIitiwsitlwsws byfb THEBY YOU x x YOUYOU
offwsoffisOFfws ifbiab AMI tobetweenverbstotobetweenverb sto

of2nd lwsalws ifbiab HAVEI ANANA
thefwsthefts I1ixiiiiiiX III111lii ANYANYALL

the2ndtheand lwsalws I1ixxiiX X III111ili NONONOTNOINONOT
with2nd lwsalws infbinfo AINalnalnain UPUPUPON

a2ndaind iwsalwsaiasa infbinfo THEIN withwtmoutwithwrrhwithoutwrrh
afbaab adja offboffa AOF ararlAracarlArl use only

afbaab x ANDA offboffa THEOF andrandrl only
afbaab x OFA offboffa x ANDOF inrinrl only

Aaxx AA thepbtheab ANDTHE itritrlrfritrlITrITrltri only

axxalaxxaaA x x AA thepbtheab OFTHE iririirielirirllrirlIrlririlriIrl use only

andfb adjAND thepbtheab INTHEinythe ofrofrl only

andfb THEAND thepbtheab TOTHEtoytheboythe thatrthatrl
andfb x OFAND thefbtheab x ANDTHE thertherlTHEr THErl only

AND x ANDAND thefbtheab x THETHE TOrTODtootortorltodtorltortoratoriioriTOrl only
AND x x ANDAND thefbtheab x x THETHETHEVTHE

APPENDIX 2

the photonegative ofthe 1966 filming of the book ofmormonmonnon
printers manuscript was courteously supplied without endorse-
ment by the history commission of the RLDS church by october
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of 1982 a board of seven editors prepared a primitive book of
mormon text using the following sources 1 a computer file of the
1830 palmyra first printed edition of the book of mormon developed
in the BYU language research center by LK browning 2 the
photo offset copy of the first edition printed by wilford C wood
3 a copy of the text of extant sections of the original dictation

manuscript collected by LK browning and 4 the complete
printers manuscript the editors prepared a composite file of the
oldest sections from each manuscript to complete a book of
mormon text computer file which we named the most primitive
book of mormon manuscript text the editors also prepared and
verified line headers which identified the apparent original author
the literary form modem book chapter verse and line notation for
each line of text similar line headings are now published in book
of mormon critical text A tool for scholarly reference foun-
dation for ancient research and mormon studiesstublesstudies thereafterhereafter cited
as FARMS STF 84aa 3 vols provo utah FARMS 1984 87

APPENDIX 3

all control author samples were drawn from what were
thought to be statistically independent source texts from each
authors heretofore noncontestedcontestednon works care was taken in author
and text selection so as to represent a wide variety ofwriting ability
general background time period literary training genre or literary
form working vocabulary and apparent purity of the nominally
specified single author the authors and texts of 4998 words each
unless marked otherwise used in the verification study are as follows

1I samuel clemens mark twain
A does the race ogmanofmanof man love a lord an essay on american and european

mores 1902 in the complete humorous sketches and tales of mark
twain ed charles neider new york doubleday & company 1961
686 96

B early days a narrative 1875 in mark twainskwains autobiography new
york harper & brothers publishers 1875 81 123

C extracts from adams diary fanciful fiction a spooningspoofingspoofing translation
likely a satire on the book of mormon 1893 from the diary ofadam
and eve in the complete short stories of mark twain ed charles
neider new york doubleday and company 1985 272 8080288288 94

D eves diary translated from the original companion to extracts
from adams diary C above author attempting to write for two
different people 1905 281 88

11II oliver cowdery
A written religious discourse and biographical essays from messenger

and advocate 1830
B A second selection from the same article series as used in A 1830
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111IIIlii dr william dodd
A life ofwilliam shakespeare an essay only 3528 words about 1770

photocopy in possession of the author original found in yale library
IV robert heinlein

A the number of the beast fanciful science fiction narrative first person
narrative chapters simulating the writing of his character hilda new
york ballantine 1980

B A second selection from the number of the beast chapters simulating
the first person narrative of his character beetydeety A above

V samuel johnson
A the rambler first part of the newspaper essays 1750
B A second selection from the rambler 17511751

C the idler newspaper essays 1758
D A journey to the western islands of scotland a personal travelogue

1775
E A second selection from D above 1775
F the fountains A fairy tale fanciful narrative 1766 only4879only 4879 words

london elkin mathews and manotbanot 1927 994848
VI joseph smith

A autographic letters to wife emma friends andtheand the church 1834 38 in
the personal writings of ofjosephjoseph smith comp and ed dean C jessee
salt lake city deseret book co 1984

B A second selection from A above 1836
C pearl ofgreatof great price joseph smith history 1111 75 dictated and care-

fully polished with the assistance of his clerks 1834 38
VII harry steinhauer

A the novella an essay written in english in twelve german novel-
las ed and trans harry steinhauer berkeley university of california
press 1977 introduction ix xxiiixviii

B A second selection from A above plus 1000 words from C below
1977 and 1974

C heine and cecile furtado A reconsideration biographical essay
written in english modern language notes 89 april 1974 422 47

VIII heinrich von kleist
A michael kohlhaas novella written in german about 1850 trans

harry steinhauer 1977 see VILVII A above
B A second selection from A above about 1850
C A third selection from A above about 1850

XI christoph M wieland
A love and friendship tested novella written in german about 1770

trans harry steinhauer 1977 see VII A above
B A second selection from A above about 1770

NOTES

1iforfor larsen rencher and laytonLaytonss bookBook ofmormon woodprintwordprintwordprint study see who wrote the book
of mormon an analysis of wordprintsWordprints BYU studies 20 spring 1980 225 5511

217orfor a detailed discussion of wordprintingwordprinting single authored texts with a few thousand words see
john L hilton and kenneth D jenkins on maximizing author identification by measuring 5000 word
texts FARMS provo utah parmsFARMSfarmsj9871987
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3worksworks known to be written prior to computer aided authorship are essentially immuneimmune in
principle one can argue that a modem computer assisted forger could manufacture a document capable
ofdeceivingofdeceiving an authorship measurement to attempt such a forgery would be an enormous task and would
still leave the forger unsure beforehand as to which of all of the possible word patterns the wordprinterwordpnnterwordprinter
would ultimately use to test the manufactured document of course such a fraudulent document would
be susceptible to detection by the standard procedures now used to identify any pastiche

4toatoto be a valid measurement the words must be essentially the free flow choice of the purported
author extensive quoting ofsomeoneof someone alseselses words isis different from free paraphrasing and ofcourseofcourse tends
to produce a wordwordpnntwordprintwoodprintprint closer to the pattern of the one being quoted further deliberately writing to an

externally imposed pattern which restricts the normal noncontextual word choices of the writer or
repetitively using normally noncontextualcontextualnon words in textually important ways can also change the
wordpnntwordprintwoodprintwordprint patterns for an example of deliberate change inin a wordprintwordpnntwoodprintwordprint see tim hiatt and john hilton
can authors alter theirthentheu Wordwordprintswordpnnts7prints faulknersFaulkners narrators inin As I1 layilay dying selected papersfrompapers from the

proceedings ortheof therhe sixteenth annual symposium ed melvinmeivin luthy provo utah deseret language and
linguistic society 1990 examples of these wordwordprintwordpnntwoodprintprint problems found inin the book of mormon are the
extensive quotations from the king james bible and the repetitive use of the phrase and it came to pass
proper wordprintwordpnntwoodprintwordprint testing must take these special problems into account

aa5aA rejection results from the statistical calculation of a nullnuilnuli hypothesis rejection pp0505 for any
one oftheodtheof the tested word patterns as the two texts are compared A rejection isis considered statistically useful
only for word patterns that can be found five or more times inin either of the compared 5000 word texts

ifor6forfor the 1964 study see F W mosteller and D wallace inference and disputedauthorshipdisputed authorship
thefederahstthefederalistpaperspapers reading mass addison wesley publishing co 1964 secondsecondeditionsecon editiondedition published
as frederickFredenck mosteller and david L wallace appliedbayesianapplied Bayesianbay esian and classical inference the case odtheoftheof the

federalist papers new york springer verlag 1984
7mortonsmonnonmorton s arguments for using word pattern ratios instead of simple word use rates are found inin

A Q morton literary detection how to prove Aauthorship and fraud inin literature and documents
new york charles scribners sons 1978

8kendrakendra L lindsay an authorship study of the pauline epistles masters thesis brigham
young university 1986

91larsenarsen rencher and layton who wrote the book of mormon 7 an analysis ofwordpnntswordprintsof Wordprints
1

operhapsterhapsperhapsOPerhaps the most significant of the precomputer studies was glade L burgonsburgansBurgons an analysis
of style variationsVanations inin the book of mormon masters thesis brigham young university 1950

1 someome publications that support larsen rencher and laytonslaymonsLaytons work besides those referenced
ininnnannnrm 8 and 14 include new era 9 november 1979 10 13 and noel B reynolds book ofmormonof mormon

authorship new light on ancient origins religious studies monograph senesseriesserles vol 7 provo utah
religious studies center brigham young university 1982

perhaps the latest neutral reference to their work representing those inin the scholarly community
would be joseph rudman at the dynamic text conference toronto canada 7 june 1989 in his

presentation on authorship attribution inm the literary computing sessionsession rudman noted their work as

significant
among the anti book of mormon references likely the most extensive work provoked by the

larsen rencher layton study was an attempt at a wordprintwordpnntwoodprintwordprint measurement by ernest H taves as reported

inin his book trouble enough joseph smith and the book ofmormonof mormon buffalo NNYY prometheus books
1984 225 60 unfortunately the taves study was fundamentally flawed as described inin the critique of
his work john L hilton review of ernest taves book of mormon stylometryStylo metry FARMS HILhll 86
provo utah FARMS 1986 and therefore did nothing to add to or detract from their work

121 12hiltonhiltonHilton and jenkins on maximizing author identification
13thethe berkeley group prepared extended word listings and counts from this composite book of

mormon manuscript computer file during the time of its preparation and verification these studies are inin

my possession representative of these studies are the following A listing of the salt lake book of
mormon references to passages from the text oftheodtheof the printers manuscript oftheodtheof the book ofmormonofmormon for the
twenty four major authors their literary forms and word counts differences between the 1830

edition and the printers manuscript oftheodtheofthe bookofmormonbook ofmormon word counts and listings ofmodemofmodem salt
lake book of mormon references to passages from the text of the printers manuscript oftheodtheof the book of
mormon for each of the nineteen authors having more than 2000 words inin a single literary form
individual vocabularies and word counts for each oftheodtheofthe twenty threethiee sections which were assigned

as a single literary form from text taken from the printers manuscript of the book of mormon
common phrases between the king james bible and the book of mormon

14dD james croft book of mormon Wordwordpnntswordprintsprints reexamined sunstone 6 march april
1981 15 21

15significant15significant assistance was received from yehudaraddayyehuda radday oftheodtheof the department ofofgeneralgeneral studies
technion university haifa israel kenneth R beesley graduate student working with sidney
michaelson and AAQQ morton university ofedinburgh school ofepistemics edinburgh scotland and

AQA Q morton the abbey mannsebannse culross fife scotland personal communications
16hilton16hilton and jenkins on maximizing author identification
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I1 1717subsequentsubsequent to our study of the works of two german authors we extended our work to include
threethiee more semiclassical german novella authors all of whom had been translated by the same gennangerman
to english translator harry steinhauer all ofourolourofour new measurements gave the same results as before each
german authors translated work was internally consistent but distinctly different from all other translated
authors measurements

wotnotkotnot all translators need show these differing patterns some translators think their nonnonliteralnonhteralnonh literalteralterai
free translation isis preferable complete free translations could be expected to yield only the translators

personal paraphrase oftheodtheof the ideas from the original text in the extreme free translations would produce only
a single wordwordpnntwordprintwoodprintprint pattern for all of the translators personal writings and translations of different foreign
authors works

19typically19 typically between 40 to 47 of mortonsmortensMortons 65 word patterns are measured often enough to be
accepted as statistically useful we therefore expected that true within author comparisons show an
average rejections number at slightly over 5 iei e 05 x 40 2 as we compared the two texts at alpha
05 or 95 probability our results confirmed our expectations

20fhe20the level of confidence that two texts were written by different authors isis calculated using the
number ofmeasured rejections against the full within author distribution ofrejectionsof rejections usingusmgaonea one tailedtalled
student Tt test from xbarabarxbar22582.5825858 s160slsigo 60 df32 we find

7 rejections tat276t2 76 gives 99599599.599 5 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
therefore written by different authors

8 rejections tat339t3 39 gives 99999999.999 9 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
therefore written by different authors

9 rejections tat402t4 02 gives 999999 99 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
therefore written by different authors

10 rejections tat464t4 64 gives 9999799 997 confidence that the two texts are statistically differentanddifferent and
therefore written by different authors

21furthermore21 furthermore because the data are categorical and inin a statistical sense approximately
independent the probability isis vanishingly small that nephi and alma could have had the same
author inm spite of all four texts measuring with high rejections the combined probability would
approach 1.3131 ax3xx 10 14 this calculation isis simply the product ofeachof each oftheodtheof the four probabilities for same
authorship one minusminus the probability for different authorship reported above which would be
005 x 001 x0001x 0001 x 00003 1.313131 3 x 10 14 approximate independence of the four paired test texts isis

assumed as isis customary inin wordwordpnntingwordprintingprinting see A Q mortonmorton154154 5555n7nan7 this approximate simultaneous
calculation shows an enormous statistical overkill demonstrating overwhelming statistical separation
between the didactic writings of the purported book of mormon authors nephi and alma

22carecare was taken to insureinsure that the textsusedtouseltoused to represent the free flow writing ofoliverofoliver cowdery
solomon spaulding and joseph smith were correctly chosen for minimal editorial rework and that they
were correctly entered into the computer in the case ofofjosephjoseph smith two oftheodtheofthe three 5000 word files were
taken from his own autographic writings the third from the earliest versionversion of his dictated work used for
pearl ofgreatof great price joseph smith history 1 1 75 solomon spauldingSpauld mg was sampled from a certified
transcript of his manuscript labeled manuscript story oliver cowdery isis represented from bylmedbylinedbylines
articles taken from numbers oftheodtheof the kirtlandKutland ohio newspaper messenger andadvocateand advocate printed during the
time he was the active editor



his name

what will ye that I1 shall give unto you
3 nephi 272

and they said give us a name
and he gave them his

as the bridegroom gives
to his bride

israel
as the father gives

to his children
the father of this world
to the children of men

and whats in a name A rose by any other
but a name is more than this its

a powerful totem
the mark of who we are
adams first task
jacobs transformation
the word of creation

and he gave us his name as a key
to unlock our hearts to him

to remember that he is the fulcrum
to know that his is the only name

in all the world of names
that lets us in

sally taylor



laman struggles towards morning

mornings are no time for a sick old mans rejoicing
mercifully there may not be another

for all night I1 have struggled in and out of sleep
or death
A fever and a darkness seeping through my soul
troubled by what seemed to be my fathers voice
spreading with sorrow through the tangled images
of slender trees with sweet fruit burning with whiteness
and blackened visions of jerusalem in flames

0 jerusalem jerusalem

how bitter to be dying here
so far from my jerusalem
so far from all the ease and comfort
and the pleasure of my younger days

clasping tightlytightly to this single ruby
taken quietly from all the silver gold and precious stones
we placed in front ofoflabanslabans short lived greed

it is a bitter gem
so hard and red

I1 have held it often to the sun
and seen the light glint crimson through its heart

and cursed my father and a younger brother
and cried my rage and misery toward the sky
lamenting even loud enough for god to hear

randallRandallLrandalllhallL hallhalihail



the exodus pattern in the
book of mormon

S kent brown

the memory of israels exodus from egypt runs so deeply and
clearly in the book of mormon that it has naturally drawn the
attention of modem students A major focus of recent studies has
fallen on the departure of lehisgehis family from jerusalem as a
replication almost a mirror image even in small details of the
flight of the hebrews 1 such interest is reasonable because nephite
teachers themselves drew comparisons between lehisgehis colony and
their israelite forebears for instance in an important speech king
limhi referred to israels escape from egypt and immediately drew
a parallel to lehisgehis departure from jerusalem mosiah 719 20
alma in remarks addressed to his son helaman also consciously
linked the exodus from egypt with lehisgehis journey alma 3628
29 more than once a prophet or teacher who wanted to prove to
others that divine assistance could be relied on appealed to gods
acts on behalf of the enslaved israelites this replication was the
technique used by nephi for example in his attempt to convince his
recalcitrant brothers that god was leading their father lehi 1 ne
1723 35 furthermore it was teachers in the book of mormon
who first saw that the exodus the most wondrous of all gods acts
on behalf of any people was to be transcended by the grandeur of
the atonement 2 in what follows I1 propose to sketch out some of the
primary colors of the wonderfully variegated vista of the exodus
that is portrayed in the book of mormon

LEHIS FAMILY REENACTS THE EXODUS

there is no clear statement indicating that the members of
lehisgehis immediate family understood that their departure from
jerusalem was a reenactment of israels flight to freedom it is
necessary therefore to sift through the evidence piece by piece

S kent brown is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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in the one passage that might form the base of an argument for
conscious reenactment 1 nephi 41 3 the comparisons are rather
narrowly drawn 3 chapter four opens with nephis brief address of
encouragement to his brothers who were understandably discour-
aged after their second unsuccessful attempt to obtain the plates of
brass from laban declaring that the lord could overcome the
strength of laban and any fifty of his men nephi mentioned moses
and the miraculous crossing of the sea that led to deliverance for the
israelites and to death for the armies of pharaoh 42 nephi then
tried to shore up his brothers resolve by pointing out that they had
also been instructed by an angel then added that the lord is able
to deliver us even as our fathers and to destroy laban even as the
egyptians 43 with these words nephi made clear his belief that
the lord would assist the efforts of his brothers and himself just as
he had aided their israelite forebears but that is as far as nephi
pursued the analogy 4 even so commentators from hugh nibley5
to tate and szink have drawn together an impressive array of
evidence that points to lehisgehis exodus as a replication of that of the
israelites but it was not nephi or jacob members of lehisgehis
immediate family who made this connection explicitly instead it
was others who came five hundred years later 6 in the writings of
nephi and jacob however allusions plainly abound 7 and I1 believe
the case for conscious reenactment can be made by examining the
total picture inin a way that accurately represents the views of the
founding generation as well as the views of later nephite writers

we can list an extended series of similarities and echoes
between the experiences of the israelites and those oflehisgehis family
the call to the responsible leader through a revelation accompanied
by fire ex 32 4 1 ne 16 the despoiling of the egyptians and
the taking of labans possessions ex 1235 36 1 ne 438 2 ne
512 14 deliverance on the other side of a water barrier ex
1422 30 1 ne 178 188 23 in which the driving wind surely is
divinely directed an extended period of wandering ex 1635
num 1433 1 ne 174 complaints along the way ex 1524
162 3 172 3 etc I11 ne 211 12 52 3 1620 25 35 38
1717 22 outright rebellion num 161 35 251 9 1 ne 76
16 189 21 and a new law that was to govern the lords people
ex 202 17 1 ne 220 24 etc ofcourse other similarities and

allusions could also be listed
however in order to demonstrate decisively whether mem-

bers of lehisgehis family were aware of the high drama of their own
exodus several factors must be taken into account nephi wrote his
two books on the small plates apparently within a fixed period of his
life some thirty years after departing from jerusalem 2 ne 528 32
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As a result the full account of 1 and 2 nephi must be seen
holistically nephi having benefited from many years of reflection
and from writing in his other more detailed account of the same
incidents 2 ne 529 33 considering nephis knowledge as he
wrote the narrative brings us to a tricky issue was there a gradual
or a sudden dawning in nephinephis s consciousness that in tatestate s words
he and his own family would replicate the exodus8Exodus 8 we do find
constant reminders of the exodus throughout nephis narrative
both by direct reference as tate and szink have shown and through
language and description that are at home in the biblical account 9

nevertheless since we possess no undeniably explicit statement
from nephi or from jacob his brother for that matter but do
possess a substantial number of allusions and quotations connected
to the exodus account the case must be made cumulatively

NEPHITE BONDAGE AND THE EXODUS

the exodus pattern occurs also in the account of the nephite
colony that left zarahemlaZarahemla under the leadership of a man named
zeniff mosiah 7 24 the avowed purpose of the colonists was to
return to the land of nephi where nephite civilization had grown
up in order to go up to possess the land mosiah 93 10 in this
account we read of the subsequent escape and return to zarahemlaZarahemla
of two different groups of colonists one consisted of the people
who followed alma they fled from the armies of king noah
mosiah 1831 35 231 5519sig19 and later from lamanite captors 11

the second group was led by king noahsmoahs son limhi who with the
aid of sixteen warriors from zarahemlaZarahemla also eluded their lamanite
overlords mosiah 221 13 12 in each case the text makes it clear
that the lord orchestrated events and maneuvered people in the
period leading up to deliverance from bondage 13

this is precisely the way events in the book of exodus are to
be read 14 for example the hebrew slaves in egypt quickly learned
that pharaoh and his officers could not be trusted to maintain long-
standing agreements 15 the nephite colonists similarly viewed
themselves as victims of capricious overlords limhi explicitly
compares the nephitesNephites to the captive israelites in his impassioned
speech at the temple in the city of lehi nephi where he rehearses
what god has done for his two peoples in the past referring first to
the events of the exodus from egypt and then to the events ofoflehislehisofLegehishis
departure from jerusalem

lift up your heads and rejoice and put your trust in god in that god
who was the god of abraham and isaac and jacob and also that
god who brought the children of israel out of the land of egypt and
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caused that they should walk through the red sea on dry ground and
fed them with manna that they might notperish in the wilderness and
many more things did he do for them and again that same god has
brought our fathers out of the land of jerusalem and has kept and
preserved his people even until now 16

turning next to the situation of his own people limhi notes
that the lamanite king had entered into an agreement with his own
grandfather for the sole purpose of bringing this people into
subjection or into bondage mosiah 722 limhi clearly saw the
parallels between the difficulties that the people of his colony faced
in their bondage and those that both the earlier israelites and the
family of lehi had faced of course limhi knew the reason for the
suffering ofhis people he laid it squarely at the feet ofhis father and
the earlier generations rejection of the word of the lord brought by
the prophet abinadi mosiah 725 28 17 even so king limhi was
determined to escape and he was given hope by the successes ofhis
forebears mosiah 733

several similarities between the israelite exodus and that of
the two nephite colonies are immediately obvious in all instances
the captives escaped into the wilderness with flocks and herds ex
1232 38 mosiah 2210 11 231 2418 escaping with their
livestock was no small matter for according to david daube taking
ones possessions was one of the rights of a slave when freed 18 in
addition according to psalm 10537 there was not a feeble person
among the departing hebrew slaves a clear indication ofgods care
and protective guidance 19 the same is plainly implied about the
flight ofeveryone in the two nephite groups furthermore the lord
softened the hearts of those who stood in the way of the captives
departure and the lamanite overseers and guards treated their
captives more gently and kindly ex 113 1236 mosiah 2115
2329 finally and perhaps most important in each instance the
events prior to departure were orchestrated by the lord on his terms
a clear feature of the exodus narrative for instance even when
sixteen soldiers arrived from zarahemlaZarahemla limhi was quick to
recognize in his speech at the temple that the way out was not with
the aid of swords or armor As a matter of fact he instructed his
people to put your trust in god that god who brought the
children of israel out of the land of egypt mosiah 719

it is possible indeed to see alma the elder as a type of moses
while I1 do not wish to press this point too far the parallels are
intriguing each was a member of a royal court and was forced to
flee because of an injustice each led his people from the clutches
of enslaving overlords each led them through the wilderness to the
land from which their ancestors had originated moreover each
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gave the law to his people and placed them under covenant to obey
the lord 20 in addition because of his unusual spiritual gifts alma
was commissioned by king mosiah whom he had never met prior
to his arrival in zarahemlaZarahemla to lead and direct the affairs of the
church there even superseding in position and authority those
priests who surrounded mosiah and were obviously in positions to
influence and make policy 21 moses too was placed by the lord at
the head of his people who had been served by other priests

one of the most important book ofmormon passages consists
of the lords assurances to a troubled alma this passage further
underscores the connection with moses in this case alma was
seeking to know what to do with members of the church who had
gone astray and forsaken their covenants even though by this time
alma and his people had been delivered from physical bondage
years before in his reply to almas prayers the lord makes certain
kinds of promises for those who are willing to bear his name and
remain faithful to their covenants and these promises are guaran-
teed in a particular way by the lord using his name the lord as
the ultimate assurance that he could be trusted mosiah 2626 22

beginning in verse 17 of chapter 26 and continuing to the end of the
lords revelation in verse 32 there is a consistent pattern of the
pronouns I1 my and mine which stand out in this part of the account
A similar phenomenon occurs in the sixth chapter of exodus
beginning with verse I11 and ending with verse 8 here too a
prophet moses has come before the lord with a troubled heart
to be sure the occasion of his appeal to god is different for in this
instance he is simply seeking to leamlearn why pharaoh has succeeded
not only in rejecting and rebuffing him but also in making life more
difficult for the hebrew slaves from moses query ex 522 23
it is evident that he had initially thought that he would have an easier
time overcoming pharaohsPharaohs intransigence in the lords answer to
moses there is a striking series of pronouns in the first person a
divine response richly clothed with references to I1 and my perhaps
most importantly as a signal both to moses and to alma the lord
identifies himself by saying 1I am the lord the ultimate assurance
to the hearer that god is to be trusted and relied upon 23

thus there are a number of strands running through these
chapters of mosiah that not only chronchronicleicleicie the stories of a nephite
colony in the land of nephi but that also lead the reader to
understand that the colonists escape and deliverance from bondage
are to be understood as something of a reenactment and thus a
reassurance of an earlier age an earlier people an earlier series of
acts by a kind god towards a downtrodden people doubtless
mormon the editor of these reports saw an important purpose in
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narrating them hehimself may have taken comfort fromtheir content
seeing as he did his own people charging toward the abyss ofextinctionofextinction

morm 51 5 617 22 in these accounts he must have seen a story
of hope for those who stand in need of divine deliverance

EXODUS AS PROOF OF GODS POWER

nephite teachers and prophets also cited the exodus account
as a proof of gods ability to fulfill his promises gods faithfulness
is apparent in nephis remarks of encouragement to his despairing
brothers 1 ne 41 3 and in several other passages for example
1 nephi 17 chronicles the arrival ofoflehislehisofLegehishis family at the seashore
the lords command to nephi to build a ship and the brothers
belligerent reaction to this news nephis rather long response
offers the exodus experience as his first and chief proof of the
power of god and the power of his word vv 23 5511 again in
2 nephi 2520 nephi refers to elements of the exodus experience
specifically the healing of those bitten by the poisonous serpents
that had invaded israelisraels s camp num 216 924 and the miraculous
flow of water from the rock struck by moses as surety of gods
unerring power 25

nephi son of helaman also draws upon the exodus tradition
in words spoken while he was upon the tower in his garden his
audience consisted largely of passersby hel 711 12 and in-
cluded men who werejudgeswere judges who also belonged to the secret band
of gadiantonGadianton hel 81 after he had warned his hearers that
because of their sins they could expect destruction 722 28 a
fact he knew by revelation 729 he was rebutted by those who
claimed that this is impossible for behold we are powerful and
our cities great therefore our enemies can have no power over us
hel 85 6 in his response to these notions nephi unfolded a

series of proofs all drawn from scripture to the effect that god has
power to fulfill his word 26 his chief example consisted of the
exodus account specifically the miracle at the sea

behold my brethren have ye not read that god gave power unto one
man even moses to smite upon the waters of the red sea and they
parted hither and thither insomuch that the israelites who were our
fathers came through upon dry ground and the waters closed upon
the armiesanniesannles of the egyptians and swallowed them up hel 811

thus far nephi had only drawn attention to this single incident to
demonstrate gods marvelous power over nature and people but
for his immediate purposes he carried it one step further and now
behold if god gave unto this man such power then why should ye
dispute among yourselves and say that he hath given unto me no
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power whereby I1 may know concerning the judgments that shall
come upon you except ye repent hel 812 with this comment
nephi makes it clear that the acceptance of gods power as
manifested at the red sea also leads to acceptance of his ability to
reveal or make known the judgments that shall come in other
words it is the same divine power that brings about both the
miracles and the revelations of what is yet future nephi subse-
quently points out another event associated with the exodus the
raising of the brazen serpent in the wilderness that points
prophetically to the coming son of god hel 814 15 most
important for our discussion once again is the centrality of the
exodus as a proof

the final passage I1 shall review in this light appears in the
instructions of alma the younger to his son helaman alma 36 27

this passage has been examined by others though with a different
set of questions 28 the first and last verses in this chapter restate the
promise that inasmuch as ye shall keep the commandments of god
ye shall prosper in the land the last verse adds and ye ought to
know also that inasmuch as ye will not keep the commandments of
god ye shall be cut off from his presence alma 3630 these
scriptures summarizing the teachings ofalma concerning promises
and penalties find a detailed counterpart in moses last instructions
to his people in the book of deuteronomy significantly the
israelites were about to take possession of a promised land and
moses words were not only full of promises to those who would
obey the lord but also bristling with penalties for those who might
disobey 29 thus even the words that open and close alma 36 are
linked to the larger exodus experience moreover verses I11 and 2
along with verses 27 and 29 at the chapters end all speak of gods
marvelous power to deliver and support those in bondage and
afflictions the key termstenus are words such as bondage captivity and
afflictions on the one hand and trust power and deliverance on the
other at the heart of this chapter of course lies the remarkable
story of almas dramatic conversion in which he was bom of
god and this story as alma recounts it includes reminiscences
of the exodus for instance he testifies that trusting in the lord
leads to divine support and deliverance vv 3 27 30 further
almas early life was characterized by rebellion certainly a dimen-
sion of israels experience in addition the matter at issue in the
lords intervention with alma was not his own worthiness the
same must be said of the israelites finally the entire chapter
consists ofalmas recitation ofhis own story it therefore resembles
in a general sense the memorized recitations learned by israelites of
gods wondrous acts ferfortperfortperformedned on their behalf during the exodus 31
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EXODUS AND THE ATONEMENT

A areviewreviewpreview ofalma 36 leads naturally to the observation thatthethattiethat the
exodus was linked typologically to the effects of jesus atonement
almas autobiographical recitation of his experience here joined
with the biographical account narrated in mosiah 27 forms a
transparent example 32 As I1 have noted almas rehearsal of his
remarkable experience ofbeing bomborn of god alma 36 is bracketed
by both the mention of the deuteronomic promise ofprosperity vv
113030 and the appeal to his son helaman to remember the captivity
of our fathers vv 222828 33 between these brackets alma recalls
his experience in a way that not only demonstrates the effectiveness
of the atonement before jesus worked it out but also links his
deliverance from the bonds of sin to israels deliverance from the
bondage of slavery 34

As far as I1 can determine jacob son of lehi was the first
writer to link exodus language with the atonement although any
discussion is limited to the texts selected and edited for the book of
mormon record and although it is possible that someone else in
jacobs family such as his father or elder brother nephi saw the
connection initially the texts at hand point directly to jacob

the tie between the two concepts is made in jacobs long
speech in 2 nephi 6 10 in this address jacob quotes isaiah 50
522 apassage that speaks ofisraels new exodus or gathering when
the messiah will set himself again the second time to recover the

house of israel 2 ne 614 these particular verses of isaiah brim
with allusions to the exodus even as they speak ofthe gathering after
quoting this extensive segment from isaiah jacob turns to things to
come 94 first reviewing the implications of the fall vv 6 9
before he turns to address the broader picture that includes the power
ofresurrectionofresurrection v 6 and the infinite atonement v 7 0 how great
the goodness of our god who preparethprepareth a way for our escape from
the grasp of this awful monster yea that monster death and hell
which I1 call the death of the body and also the death of the spirit
2 ne 910 the notion of our escape while not mirroring

specific vocabulary associated with the exodus certainly evinces
the image of israels flight from egypt and jacobs use of the
phrase I1 call plainly indicates that this association of the second
exodus spoken of in the prior two chapters with the atonement is
an interpretation that he has arrived at independently of others at
this moment jacob chooses to illustrate how closely these ideas are
linked together

and because of the way of deliverance of our god the holy one of
israel this death of which I1 have spoken which is the temporal shall
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deliver up its dead which death is the grave and this death of which
I1 have spoken which is the spiritual death shall deliver up its dead
which spiritual death is hell wherefore death and hell must deliver
up theirdeadtheir dead and hellmustdeliverupvnustdeliverup its captive spirits and the grave
must deliver up its captive bodies and the bodies and the spirits of
men will be restored one to the other and it is by the power of the
resurrection of the holy one of israel 2 ne 911 12 italics added

the first word that catches the eye in this passage is deliverance a
term whose verbal root is fully at home in the exodus narrative an
apparently related verbal form then appears four times as deliver
up in the next few lines 35 moreover the adjective captive obvi-
ously echoes israels bondage even though this telinterteitermterinin does not
appear in the exodus narrative per se it is used in isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecy
concerning the new exodus isa 5114 which jacob has just
quoted 2 ne 814 in addition the notion of being restored
while again not reflecting specific vocabulary associated with the
exodus is certainly the central notion lying behind the concept of
a new exodus or gathering back to former lands indeed jacob
plainly understands the issue in this way because he observes that
those carried away captive from jerusalem should return again
ane22nene 68 9 and that the messiah will set himselfagain the second
time to recover them 614

it is worth noting that the whole of jacobs address is laced
with allusions to and echoes of the exodus at the outset he states
that he will speak concerning things which are and which are to
come 64 as well as concerning all the house of israel 65 it
is to achieve the latter purpose that he quotes a long segment from
isaiah of at least thirty three allusions to the exodus that appear in
jacobs words 2 ne 69 10 and in isaiah 501 522 2 ne 7 8
the following are especially significant

1 israel is to return again 2 ne 69

2 the lord god is to manifest himself a self disclosure that
recalls the self disclosures on the holy mount 69

3 the scattered of israel are to come to the knowledge of their
redeemer 61116111515 18

4 they will return to the lands of their inheritance gli611611107107 8

5 the lord is to be merciful to his people gli661111

6 the messiah is to recover them a second time 614

7 pestilence is mentioned recalling the plagues 615
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8 the phrase added to isaiah 4925 that appears in 2 nephi 617
clearly points to the exodus the mighty god shall deliver his
covenant people

9 the lord is able to redeem 72 and the redeemed of the lord
shall return 881111

1010thelothethe lord is able to deliver 72 911 13 26

111 ithethe lord is able to dry up the sea rivers and waters 72
more explicit in 881010 compare waves in 815

for the believers among the nephite and lamanite peoples
the one event that transcended all others including the exodus
was the atonement revealed as a surety in the risen jesus visit to
the temple in the land of bountiful an intriguing feature in the
report of this event is the rich set of allusions to the exodus 36 be-
ginning with the widespread destruction that formed a prelude to
jesus arrival in the americas though mormon does not include an
evaluation of the devastation to food supplies for both humans and
animals the account can legitimately be read as pointing to such
disruption since the whole face of the land was changed and the
face of the whole earth became deformed Q3 ne 8128121717 further
the entire infrastructure was ruined the highways were broken up
and the level roads were spoiled and many smooth places became
rough and the places were left desolate 8138131414 the plagues
that were a prelude to the exodus also resulted in at least the
interruption of normal living and in some cases destruction
among all forms of life the plague of hail was especially ruinous
decimating all that was in the field both man and beast and the hail
smote every herb of the field and brake every tree of the field
ex 925 the locusts that followed did eat every herb of the land

and all the fruit of the trees which the hail had left completing the
devastation of crops necessary to sustain both human and animal
life ex 1015

jesus quotations from the old testament particularly the
work of isaiah also include allusions to the exodus 3lnaln37 in 3 nephi 16
which rehearses the fathers plans for both gentiles and israel the
ancient covenant people the conclusion of jesus sayings as well
as those attributed to the father vv 7 15 consists of a quotation
of isaiah 528 10 in isaiah this passage stands in a context that
refers to the exodus on the one hand isa 522 4114 11 12 and on the
other to the coming servant of the lord the messiah king isa
5213 5312 general themes include the redemption of zion
11 without money 523 and the departure ofgods people from the
unclean to the clean v 11 besides mentioning egypt as the place
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of israels sojourningsojourning v 4 the lord affirms that he will go before
you redeemed of israel and the god of israel will be your
rereward v 12 a clear reference to the divine protection the
israelite camp received during the exodus moreover in the new
redemption two features of the former exodus are to be reversed
for ye shall not go out with haste nor go by flight v 12

an allusion to the exodus also occurs in jesus miraculous
provision of bread and wine on the second day of his visit to the
nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites while the analogy between this act and
jehovahsJehovahs provision of water and manna to the children of israel in
the wilderness has already received some attention 38381I1 propose to
follow additional dimensions of the account as it is narrated in 3

nephi 20 the gifts of water and manna in the desert brought life to
the fleeing hebrews in the case of jesus gifts although the bread
and wine in a sense commemorate his death more importantly they
celebrate his life with the accompanying promise that the thepartakerspartakerspanpartakers
will be filled 208 and thus nourished and they were indeed
filled for on both the first and second day the whole multitude ate
and drank until their hunger and thirst had been satisfied 39 it was in
an effort to provide for israels physical needs that the lord made
the water and manna available with obvious accompanying spiri-
tual blessings the miracle of jesus producing bread and wine
203 7 recalls the manna and water in the wilderness all the more

emphatically when we note that on the first day of his visit he had
asked for bread and wine to be brought Q3 ne 181 3 indeed the
reader is left with the impression that bread would also have been
available on day two unless it were the sabbath and therefore
jesus went out of his way to make his point when providing the
elements of the sacrament

the final distinctive similarity that I1 wish to explore arises
from the legal customs associated with recovering a person en-
slaved abroad 40 in such cases one or more envoys were supplied
with credentials that they were to present as representatives of the
one seeking recovery the envoys were sent by the protector at
home to entreat with the captor moses returned to egypt as one
empowered to recover those enslaved that god himself outside
egypt at the burning bush should send moses accords with the
normal procedure in these affairs 41 significantly jesus came to
the gathering in the land ofbountiful as a moses an observation that
he emphatically underscores in 3 nephi 2023 where he applies to
himself the prophecy of moses recorded in deuteronomy 1815
with slight variation behold I1 am he of whom moses spake
saying A prophet shall the lord your god raise up unto you ofyour
brethren like unto me italics added
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in the exodus account moses and aaron are sent as envoys
ex 331010 410 16 and in unusual fashion present to pharaoh the
credentials that demonstrate they represent the lord ex 78

12 in a related vein it was sometimes necessary to convince the
prisoner himself of the representatives authority in moses case
moses had anticipated the need to win over the hebrew slaves and
consequently had been equipped by the lord with tokens that the
israelites would recognize as coming from their god including
knowledge of gods name and power to perform three signs 42

when we turn to 3 nephi the need and the effort to recover those
who are captives of sin become clear 43 the principal differences
of course are that the risen jesus the one who seeks the recovery
comes in person rather than sending a messenger and there is no
captor to whom he needs to present his credentials 44 important
features of jesus visit grow out of the scene in which he presents
his credentials and the tokens of his mission to those whom he
seeks to rescue note the overtones in the wonderful moments just
after his arrival behold I1 am jesus christ whom the prophets
testified shall come into the world and behold I1 am the light and
the life of the world Q3 ne 1110 11 italics added the simi-
laritieslarities with moses situation are obvious jesus identifies himself
as the one whom the gathered crowd has been expecting moses
too had to identify himself as the envoy of israels god ex 429
3311 further jesus announces himself specifically by using the
divine name I1 AM the same name moses carried from his interview
on the holy mount ex 314 45 additionally as moses had carried
at least one token of his commission in the form of a physical
malady his arm that could be made leprous ex 46 8 so jesus
bears the tokens of his crucifixion in his person moreover to
demonstrate the validity of his wounds jesus asks the entire crowd
oftwentyfivetwenty five hundred people 3 ne 1725 to come forward so that
64yeye may thrust your hands into my side and also that ye may feel
the prints of the nails in my hands and in my feet 11111414 finally
as the children ofisrael had believed moses and had then bowed
their heads and worshippedworshipped ex 431431 so the people in bountiful
after going forth one by one did know of a surety and did bear
record that it was he of whom it was written by the prophets that
should come 3 ne 11111515 they too did fall down at the feet of
jesus and did worship him 11111717

even though this study has not pushed into all the comers and
byways of the book of mormon text I1 believe that I1 have explored
enough to show that the theme of gods mighty acts in the exodus
performed on behalf of ancient israel colors many accounts in the
nephite record not only do certain expressions and words suggest
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that the family ofoflehilehilehl and sariah particularly nephi saw con-
nections between their experiences and those of their ancient
forebears it is apparent that the exodus came to be seen as the
paradigm for gods deliverance ofofnephitenephite peoples whenever they
found themselves in bondage the events of the exodus were
regularly appealed to by prophets and teachers as the proof par
excellence that god is capable of seeing his own purposes to their
divinely appointed ends the book of mormon makes clear that the
exodus is surpassed by the atonement ofjesus as the most momen-
tous event in the history of salvation yet the descriptions of the
atonement and its significance are woven into tapestries of awe
inspiring hues by using threads and strands which also formed the
warp and weft of the exodus account once again we see the book
ofmormon as the repository ofan extraordinarily rich tradition with
ancient roots a work of stunning complexity and nuanced subtlety

NOTES

notablenotable are george S tate the typology of the exodus pattern inin the book of mormon inin
literature ofbeliefof belief sacred scripture andreligiousand Religious experience ed nealnealeE lambert religious studies
monograph series vol 5 provo religious studies center brighambnghambangham young university 1981 245 62
a summary of work by george S tate john W welch and avraham gileadi inin research and
perspectives nephi and the exodus ensign 17 april 1987 64 65 noel B reynolds the
political dimension inin nephis small plates BYU studies 27 fall 1987 particularly the moses
nephi typology on 22 24 29 33 terrence L szink to a land of promise 1 nephi 16 18 inin
studies inin scripture volumevolumesevenseven I1 nephi toalmajoalmato almaaima 29 ed kent P jackson salt lake city deseret
book co 1987 60 72

yriateyliateratetate typology 254 59 has drawn attention to christs fulfillment of the exodus pattern inin
the book of mormon

3reynoldsbreynoldsreynolds has suggested that at this point nephi practically likens himself to moses political
dimension 2224 compare tates observations though the correspondences between the exodus of
the israelites and this exodus are compelling nephis conscious sense of reenacting the pattern isis even
more strikingsinking but at this point 1 ne 424 2 he cannot have known how apt the allusion to the red sea
incident really isis As his awareness grows he alludes with increasing frequency to the exodus

typology 250 in my viewview the notion ofaofa conscious reenactment isis difficult to maintain sincesince nephis
principal interest here isis to cite moses experience as proof that the lord can and will aid him and his
demoralized brothers however inin other passages to which reynolds has drawn attention political
dimension 29 33 the possible comparisons consciously noted by nephi between himself and
moses are stronger

4theatheiheahe issueissue turns additionally on the understanding of the word also inin 1 nephi 5155 15 hardly a
feature upon which to erect a thesis if nephi means that the israelite slaves had been led by god as his
family had then it would be possible to conclude that the first generation or two plainly saw the familysfamilys
departure to a promised land as a replication of the earlier exodus but the passage can readily be
understood inin other ways compare also 1 nephi 171317 13 14 37

5hughahughhugh W nibley an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon 3dad ed vol 6 of the collected works
ofhughof hugh nibley ed john W welch salt lake city and provo utah deseret book co and foundation
for ancient research and mormon studies 1988 1351351444

6noteknotenote the words of king limhi mosiah 7197 19 20 and the words of alma the younger alma
362836 28 29

7tate7t3ltestate notes twelve exodus features thataretouchedthat are touched on or replicated min 1 nephi oftheseof these ftillyninefully nine
are linked more or less closely with chapter 17 see column 3 of his chart typology 258 59

8tatestateate typology 250
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9szinksszinksshinks observation for example on the use of the verb to murmur isis compelling land of
promise 64 65

othethe first region settled by lehisgehis family was called both the land ofnephiofnephi2ne2 ne 585 80mmlomni 12727
andandthelandoflehithe land oflehi nephinephimosiah7mosiahmoslah 7 119966 after approximately four hundred years nephite inhabitants
were forced to abandon this region because of military pressures ommomni 1 12 13

nlnin mosiah 241024 10 25 the vocabulary alone echoes that of the israelite exodus they cried to the
lordlordvvvv 10 11 compare 232823 28 and ex 373 799 because of their bondagefrontage vv 131316172116 17 2 1 compare ex
1 1414222323 656 5 6 etc and he set about to deliver them vv 13131616 1717212 1 compare 232323 23 24242727 and
ex 38

121nin this case too certain key terms recall israels exodus bondage 22122 141 4 cry 211421 14 15 and
deliver 22122 1 2 compare 21521 5 14143636

13forfor limhislimpis situation see mosiah 2152151414 15 for almas see mosiah 232323 23 2424242413131616
17 the difference inin the relative prominence of the lords involvement inin the deliverance of the two
peoples may be due to the fact that almas group was blessed with a prophet and limpislimhis people were not
note kinking mosiahsMosiahs viewsviews on the matter inin his public letter mosiah 291929 19 20

see J coert rylaarsdam the book of exodus introduction and exegesis inin the
interpreters bible ed george arthur buttrick and others 12 vols new york abingdon press 1952
1 1854856854856 57895900 and S kent brown trust inm the lord exodus and faith mtheathein the old testament
and the latter day saints sperry symposium 1986 saitqsaltisaltsalt lake city randall book co 1986 85 94

15exodus15exodus 565 6 19 see rylaarsdam the book of exodus 886 87
16 mosiah 7197 19 20 in mosiah 8 1 mormon notes that limhi had said a good deal more on

this occasionoccasion
171ncidentallyincidentally limhi immediately quotes inin succession three sayings oftheodtheofthe lord that are not part

ofabinadisofabmadisAbiablnadis recorded preaching nor do they come from any known source vv 29 3311 furthermore the
three passages all share a concern for my people a term familiar from the exodus narrative that also
denotes a covenant relationship see ex 676 7 8208 20 21212323 9139 13 10310 at3t4 etc

18daviddavid daube the exodus pattern min the bible london faber and faber 1963 48 61

deuteronomy 151615 makes it clear that the slavesiave should have been happy under the masters ruleruie because
the lamanitesLamanites were harsh inin the viewview of the mosaic code this aspect of the relationship was ruptured as
well justifying the nephitesNephites desertion

19seesee daube exodus pattern 55
2071helleiletie terms of the covenant are rehearsed inin mosiah 188 10 the sign of the covenant consisted

of baptism 181218 12 1616thethe name of the covenant people was the church ofgod or the church of christ
181718 17 and the terms of the new law including the priesthood offices are outlined inm 181818 18 28

21seesee reference to such priests with whom mosiah consulted regularly on touchy religious
matters inin mosiah 27127 1

22tb6the passage reads and then shall they know that I1 am the lord their god that I1 am their
redeemer the parallel words to moses inin exodus 676 7 are and I1 will take you to me for a people and
I1 will be to you a god and ye shall know thatthut I1 am the lord your god which bribringethbnngethngeth you out from under
the burdens of the egyptians italics added in addition this seems to be the principal objective inin both
the exodus oftheodtheof the israelites and that oflehisofLehis family compare I11 nephi 171417 14 with exodus 7575882222992929
1441814 418the418 the egyptians too weretoceretowere to know thatthethattiethat the lord isis god 161216 12202011 22292945451646 leviticus 253825 38
261326 13 numbers 154115 41 deuteronomy 4354 35 etc

231nin giving the law to moses after the covenant made at sinai the lord consistently uses the
phrase I1 am the lord as the ultimate authority for the variousvarious legal and religious requirements that his
people now reclaimed are to follow inin order to retain their favored status see for example leviticus
18118 1 6 19319 343 44 etc

24seesee also I11 nephi 1741 interestingly itisnotnephiit is not nephi but alma the younger who as farasfar as I1 know
makes the connection between moses raising the serserpentpentonon the pole which if looked upon brought
healing and the messiahs missionmission to redeem his people and atone for their sinssins aimaalmaahna 331933 19 22
see also the words of nephi son of helaman inm helaman 8148 14 15 as well as john 3143 14 15 where the
remarks have a different focus

25according25according to the biblical text moses struck a rock and water flowed out on two occasions once
at the holy mount ex 17517 5 6 and once at kadeshkadeshinkadushinKadeshinin the wilderness ofzinoffinofzinnumbinnumnum 20 1 11 itItisis obviously
to one of these that nephi refers inm I11 nephi 172917 29 the biblical sequence of the incident at the rock and
oftheodtheofthe report oftheodtheof the serpents isis maintained only inm I11 nephi 1729417 29411 whereas 2 nephi 252025 20 reverses them
clearly the context oftof2 nephi252025 20 isis that ofoathofoath making to prove a point while nephis recitalofgodsofgods
acts inm 1 nephi 17 follows the mainmalnmainmaln points of the story of the exodus as well as of the conquest in fact
this latter passage seems steeped inin the memorized israelite recitations summarizing gods actions on
behalf of his people when he rescued them from slavery see deutbeut 6216 21 24242524262655 9 josh 24224 2 8

2&terhethe order of the proofs isis interesting for the first and principal proof the exodus isis out of
chronological order underscoringunderscoring its importance 1 moses and the exodus vv 11 15 2 abraham
vv 16 17 3 those who preceded abraham v 18 4 those who followed abraham including zenos

zenock and others vv 19 20 5 the forebear mulek who escaped jerusalemsJerusalems destruction an event
prophesied v 2211 and 6 lehi his son nephi and the nephite prophets v 22 except for jeremiah who
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prophesied ofofjerusalemsjerusalemsJerusalems fall v 20 and was vindicated by the testimony ofofmulekmulek son ofZedekiah
v 2211 all of the persons mentioned inin this passage are affirmed by nephi to have known of the coming

messiah v 23 the list of proofs inin this order raisesraises the interesting question whether the nephite
believers had developed catalogs of such topics taken from scripture

27aimas27AImasalmas instructions to his sons alma 36 42 as well as lehisgehis last words to his children 2 ne
11441111 fit the genre known as testament literature which consists ofaccountsofaccounts ofvariousvarious patriarchs giving
their last instructions and blessings to their children these passages invite careful exanexaminationdriation inin light of
what isis now known about this literary genre

28seesee for example john W welch chiasmus inin the book of mormon inin book ofmormonof mormon
authorship new light on ancient origins ed noel B reynolds religious studies monograph series
vol 7 provo religious studies center brigham young university 1982491982 49 50 andtateand tate typology
254 55 where a number of typologicaloftypological connections between the conversion ofalmaofaliaof almaaima the younger and the
exodus pattern are reviewed

29whilewhile the results of obeying and disobeying are spelled out inin various passages of
deuteronomy the list ofpromisedofpromised blessings isis collected together inin deuteronomy 28128 1 14 and the curses
orpenaltiesorpenalties for disobedience appear conveniently inin deuteronomy 281528 15 68 to these latter are added the
curses that were to be recited by the leviteslevitesdeutbeutdeut 271427 14 26 the entire issueissue oftheodtheof the Deuterondeuteronomicornic flavor
of the book of mormon isis yet to be tested especially inin light oftheodtheof the fact that the book of the law discovered
inin the temple inin 621 BCB c 2 kgsggs 22822 8 23323 3 which led to a major religious reform 2 kgsggs 23423 4 24 was
likely deuteronomy or an abbreviated version of it and would have been known to lehi and recently
included with the plates of brass implied inm 1 ne 5115 11

30theatiehilehiiettie theme of deliverance isis woven tightly into the story of the exodus in alma 36 the verb
to deliver appears three times inin the verses that summarizesummarize israels exodus vv 228 in the old testament
the hebrew root translated to deliver natsalnassalnatsal occurs regularly inm the exodus narrative ex 383 8 122712 27
18818 8 10 deutbeut 231423 14 compare Ps 184818 48 34734 7171917 19 97 10

31 see deuteronomy 6216 21 24 26526 5 9 joshua 24224 2 14 compare amos 292 9 10 313 1 2
32tate has drawn attention to these reports typology 254 55
33thethe phrase comes from verse 2 where the forceful emphasis isis on the absolute inability oflsraelof israel

to deliver herself for they were inin bondage and none could deliver them except it was the god of
abraham and he surely did deliver them inin their afflictions italics added the other bracketing
passage verses 28 29 emphasizes the lords continual and continuing care both for individuals such as
alma and for his people as a whole whoever they are and I1 know that he will raiseraise me up at the last
day for he has brought ourfathersour fathers out of egypt by his power yea and he has delivered them
out of bondage and captivityfromcaptivityrowcaptivityfrompromaromromrawrow time to time yea and he has also brought ourfathersour fathers lehisgehis family
out oftheodtheof the land of ofjerusalemjerusalem and he has also by his everlasting power delivered them out ofbondageofbondage and
captivitycaptivityfromcaptivityyrwfrom time to time even down to the present day italics added

4thehrheathe biographical account inin mosiah 27 exhibits allusions to the exodus thatarethat are inin some ways
even more impressive than those inin the firsthandhirstfirstbirst hand report of alma 36 while we must bear inin mind that
almas experience included only himself and his four friends while an entire people was involved with
moses the similarities are nevertheless rather impressive the description of the apparition of the angel
bears stronger resemblances to the experience of the israelites at sinai than to other sirnisimilarlar experiences
such as the lords call of jeremiah jer 1 isaiah isa 66lehilnelehilehl 1 I ne 1loreventoezekielezekor even to ezekiel ezek 1 3

for instance the angel who confronts the five young men descended to meet them mosiah 271127 11 inm
a similar way the lord came down upon mount sinai ex 192019 20 italics added second the angel
appears to the youths as it were inin a cloud v 11 italics added the same way the lord had come both
to moses and before the people third the angel speaks as if with a voice of thunder which caused the
earth to shake mosiah 27 11 italics added similarly the voice oftheodtheof the trumpet from the holy mount was
exceeding loud and sounded long and waxed louder and louder ex 191619 16 19 also 201820 18 at the

sound of gods voicevolcevolcevoice ex 191919 19 all oftheodtheof the israelites grew afraid and trembled and they stood afar off
requesting that god not speak to them lest we die ex 20201818 19 further at gods presence on the
mount there were thunders and lightnings ex 191619 16 also 201820 18 andandthethe whole mount quaked greatly
ex 191819 18 fourth the angel mentions specifically the bondage of almas forebears mosiah 271627 16

a clear recollection of terms used to describe the plight of the israelite slaves this very point raisesraises one
oftheodtheof the clearest links between the exodus and the atonement all of the words describing israels bondage
derive from the root bd A noun from this same root isis translated servant in isaiah 53 which abinadi
quotes at length and then immediately links to jesus ministry it isis clear here that jesus isis the expected
servant ebed who by paying the price of ofredemptionredemption frees all those who will follow him from bondage

abodah the very term used inin the exodus account there are ofcourseofcourse furtherechoesfurther echoes of ofexodusexodus themes
but space and time do not allow a full reviewreview

35deliver35deliver up also appears twice min the followingfollowmg verse 2 ne 9139 13 and isis used to refer to the new
exodus inin isaiah 50250 2 2 ne 727 2

36makingtakingTaking his lead from others tate has drawn attention to the echoes of exodus not only inm the
gospel accounts of jesus ministry but also inin the recitation of his visit to the people inin bountiful
typology 255 57 and columns 2 and 7 of the chart 258 59

37137 sense that the entire body of jesus quotations from old testament sources when properly
reviewed will reveal that the passages cited point consistently to the period of either the new exodus or
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the end time for example all of the following passages taken inin the order inin which they are quoted by
the savior have to do with the new exodus isaiah 52852 8 10103Q ne 161816 18 2020micah5micah 588 9933 ne 201620 16

1717micah4micah 41212 13 3 ne 201820 18 19 isaiah 52952 9 10 Q3 ne 203420 34 35 isaiah 52152 1 3 Q3 ne 2036 38

isaiah 52752 7 3 ne 204020 40 isaiah 521152 11 15 3 ne 204120 41541 455 isaiah 521552 15 3 ne 21821 8 isaiah 521452 14 Q3
ne 21 1010micah5micah 588 14143Q ne 211221 12 18 and isaiah 521252 1233 ne 212921 29 chapterschapters3and4ofmalachi3 and 4 of malachi
quoted by jesus inm 3 nephi 24 25 can also be understood as anticipating the new exodus for instance
reference to the way prepared by the expected messenger mal 3 1l3nelane3 ne 24 1 can be seen as an allusion
to the way of the lord to be prepared inin the desert which is mentioned inin isaiah 40340 3 further the
reference to purifying the sons of levi as a preparatory step before they offer unto the lord an offering
inin righteousness finds clear echoes inm the selection and setting apart of the levites inin the desert num
341341458645 86 22

38seesee tate typology 257
39during39During the second day we are told only that the multitude had all eaten and drunk and were

thereafter filled with the spintspirit 20920 9 but the text seems clear enough in the case of the first day the
statement isis clearer still the disciples were the first to partake oftheodtheofthe bread and be filled afterwards giving
the bread to the multitude of twentyfivetwenty hivefive hundred people until they were filled Q3 ne 18318 3 5 the winewine
was similarly abundant 18818 8 9 we must bear inin mind that by this point inin the day the crowd had been
without food for several hours having gone forward one by one and felt jesuswoundsJesujesus woundsswounds 11 15 listened
to his sermon on the mount address chapters 12 14 and to his further words 15 16 seen him heal
the infirm among them 17517 5 10 and witnessed him blessing their children 171117 11 24 hence when the
record says that the multitude was filled whether on day one or day two by partaking of the bread
and winewine it isis to be understood at least inm terms of satisfying their hunger and thirst

otherhethe whole issueissue of ofslaveryslavery abroad isis reviewed inin daube exodus pattern 393914 1 one important
dimension that still must be explored inm the book of mormon concerns the social and legal bases for the
lords acts ofdeliveranceofdeliverance such links are clearly visible inin the exodus account as daube has pointed out
god was seen as intervening not like a despot but inin the faithful exerciseexercise of a recognized privilege

which would min turn impose lasting obligations on those on whose behalf he intervened 13 one
example of a direction to pursue this sort of tie between the lord and all the descendants of lehi would
be to investigate the notion that they were the lordlordslory s people whose relationship was rooted inin covenant
mosiah 241324 13 otherpassagesother passages that exhibit this feature and are also connected to the exodus theme include

22nephi84isanephi 84 isa 51451 4 and mosiah 7297 29 31 see also mosiah 112211 22121214141482413148 2413 141426172617 18

30 32 alma 5575 57 10210lot 211 compare exodus 676 7
41daube41 daube exodus pattern 40 even the ages of moses and aaron eighty and eighty three

respectively may have been an important factor for as daube writes envoys were carefully selected
for their distinction and fitness for the task A minimumminimum age was sometimes required

42 moses learned that gods name was I1 AM ex 3133 13 14 and also bore three signs thetherodthattherodrod that
would turn into a serpent his hand that could be made leprous and the power to turn water to blood ex
414 1 9 see the relevant remarks inin daube exodus pattern 40

43seesee 3 nephi 929 211 where the voicevolcevoice heard upon all the face ofthisorthisof this landlandaland99 1lsayssays behold
I1 have come unto the world to bring redemption unto the world to save the world from sinsin samuel the
Lamalamaniteslamamtesnites words serve to underscore the point behold the resurrection of christ redeemethredeemeth mankind

and bnngethbringethbringeth them back into the presence of the lord hel 141714 17 italics added it isis important to note
that the verb to bring back or its counterpart to bring out often appears describing gods actions inin the

exodus see daube exodus pattern 32 33 especially the verb to bring out isis used inm the book of
mormon to summarize the exodus 1 I1 ne 172517 25 40 2 ne 252025 20 mosiah 7197 19 etc to outline lehisgehis
departure 1 ne 171417 14 2 ne 1301 30 mosiah 242 4 etc and to describe the atonement Q3 ne 282928 29
compare jesus impassioned words to the survivorssurvivors inm 3 nephi 104610410 4 6

44eveneven though no captor isis mentioned except perhaps the devil and his angels Q3 ne 92 jesus
quotes a key passage from isaiah that bears on the issueissue for thus saith the lord ye have sold yourselves
for naught and ye shall be redeemed without money 3 ne 203820 38isaisa 52352 3 a passage that isis surrounded
by isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecies oftheodtheof the second exodus plainly there was no captor to whom jesus could come even
so jesus presents himself to the survivors almost as ifheicheifhe were presenting his credentials to one with whom
he must negotiate for the release of captives see 3 ne 9159 15 18 compare 11 14 16 speaking of jesus
during his earthly ministry daube observes from jesus sent by god to save mankind from his
legitimation or refusal to furnish legitimation before adversaries and followers from the insistence on
the necessity of belief inm him one line of many leads back across the centuries to the practices of
international commerce inm the matter of prisoners of war exodus pattern 4411

45somesome may object to this interpretation but it isis inin keeping with the general consensus of new
testament scholarship that when jesus isis quoted particularly inin johns gospel using the phrase I1 am
he isis employing the name revealed to moses on the holy mount john 4264 26 the KJV obscures this 6356 35
48485185 1 81212 etc to hold that the mortal jesus used the phrase inm clear reference to the divine name and
then when he visited the americas as resurrected lord and king used the phrase only inm the sense of a
grammatical copula seems to strain one of the plain senses of the text for jesus words to the survivorssurvivors
resemble the language of the gospel of john more than that of the synopticsSynoptics Q3 ne 9139 13 22 only the
sayings inin 3 nephi 10410 4 7 are clearly stamped as being from the synoptic gospels in addition his opening
words to those min bountiful clearly resemble the vocabulary of the gospel of john Q3 ne 11 10 11
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F RICHARD HAUCK deciphering the geography odtheoftheof the book of
mormon settlements and routes in ancient america salt lake
city deseret book co1988Co 1988 xv 239 ppap 40 figures 129512.951295

JOHN L SORENSON an ancient american settingforsetting forjor the book
of mormon salt lake city and provo deseret book co and the
foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1985 xxiaxi
415 ppap 34 figures 15 maps 16.951695

reviewed by bruce W warren president of the society for early historic archaeology

A common theme shared by the authors of the two books
under review is the creation of a geographical model for the
historical and cultural setting of the book ofmormon both authors
have advanced degrees inin archaeology and anthropology and a
knowledge of the contents of the book of mormon they are thus
well qualified to deal with this research topic both authors place the
lands and events of the book of mormon in the cultural area of
mesoamericaMesoamerica central and southern mexico and northern central
america but with some significant differences in the location of
specific lands and cities

three important questions will be posed to evaluate the
approach and results of the two authors research first what type
of society is described in the book of mormon second are the
authors justified in limiting the historical events and geographical
locations of the book of mormon to mesoamericaMesoamerica third to what
extent have the authors used the dimensions of historical or cultural
geography in analyzing the ancient setting of the book ofmormon

both authors use the word civilization when they refer to book
ofmormon peoples 1 just what is a civilization K C chang writes
1I would refer to civilization as archaeologically recognized as the
cultural manifestation of these contrastive pairs of societal oppo-
sites class class urban nonurban and state state in other words
economic stratification urbanization and interstate relations are
three of civilizations necessary societal determinants 2
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does the text of the book of mormon satisfy changschanas defini
tion I1 believe that it does as indicated by the following references

I11 civilization alma 5122 moroni 911

2 classeslinequalitiesclassesinequalitiesclasses inequalities mosiah 2932 alma 412 15 3 nephi
710 14144nephil264 nephi 126

3 cities jareditesJared ites ether 923 nephites alma 87 501 6232
helaman 39 49 16 86 3 nephi 67 88 10 14 15 93 4
nephi 17 9 mormonmonnon 87

4 kingdomnationgovernorkingdomlnationlgovernor jaredites ether 143 720 nephites
mosiah 296 9 alma 216 920 5039 611 3 nephi 11

if the jareditesJaredites and nephitesNephites in the course of their history developed
into a civilizational type of society their lands and cities must have
been located in an area of ancient america that has ruins represent
ing a civilizational level of development

only two areas of ancient america developed societies that
can be characterized as civilizations mesoamericaMesoamerica and the andean
area of south america travel distances based on the number of
days it took the people to journey from one land to another or from
one city to another indicate the overall lands mentioned in the book
of mormon were confined to a relatively small area for example
alma the younger and about four hundred and fifty souls traveled
from the waters ofmormon to the landofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia in twenty one
days mosiah 1835 233 2420 25 book of mormon textual
information requires us to select either mesoamericaMesoamerica or the andean
area as the geographical setting for the jareditesJaredites nephitesNephites
lamanitesLamanites and mulekitesMulekites either area is large enough to accommoaccomma
date all the lands and cities mentioned in the record

mesoamericaMeso america is the easy choice since it has the surrounding
seas writing systems topographical patterns and surviving written
traditions that parallel the textual requirements of the book of
mormon the andean area lacks the surrounding seas writing
systems dating to the book of mormon period and appropriate
topographical patterns and has no surviving written traditions
further andean civilizational development did not begin with an
agricultural economy but with a maritime economy irrigation
agriculture as a subsistence base came later finally the languages
of the mesoamericanMesoamerican and andean areas are not related to each other
so the authors are justified in focusing on mesoamericaMeso america as the key
area for book of mormon historical events

this conclusion does not suggest that descendants of the three
book of mormon colonies did not eventually settle in south
america or north america the jareditesJaredites started out with twenty
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four families ether 614 16 and the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites with
seven tribes jacob 113 we have in the book of mormon the
abridged record of one jareditejaredineJaredite family and only one of the seven
tribes we do not have the specific history of the other twenty three
jareditejaredineJaredite families or the other six tribes of the lehi colony further
we know next to nothing about the mulekiteMulekite colony we dont know
if they came in one ship or many

the third question posed for the authors relates to their use of
the dimensions of historical or cultural geography in developing
their models of book of mormon geography J E spencer and
william L thomas jr state that cultural geography is concerned
with the systems of human technologies and cultural practices as
these are developed in particular regions of the earth through time
by human populations conceived as culture groups 3 spencer and
thomas believe that studies in cultural geography can bepursued using
four concepts and six interrelationships between the concepts the
four concepts are

1 population a human population group occupying a territory that
is spatially defined

2 physical biotic environment the processes and phenomena of a
physical and biotic character which although neutral to popula-
tion survival offer resources potentially useful for the mainte-
nance of life

3 social organization the way in which the population is integrated
and functions the interdependence of units families kin groups
associations in a more or less elaborated division of labor this
is an aspect ofculture since individuals are unequipped to survive
in isolation

4 technology the set of techniques abilities ideas tools employed
by the population to gain sustenance from its environment this
also is an aspect of culture yet a dependent variable 4

the six interrelationships are

1 population environment
2 populationpopulations socialasocial organization
3 populationtechnologypopulation technology

4 organizationorganizations technology

5 environmentenvironmentsenvironmentsorganizationorganization

6 environmentenvironmentsenvironmentstechnologytechnology 5

figure 1 will help the reader visualize the spencer and thomas
approach to cultural geography their four concepts would repre-
sent the population and ecological environmental dimensions on



figure 1 warrens analytical sociocultural model
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the left side of the figure and the social control organization and
technological dimensions on the right side of the figure

hauckshaacks model ofbook of mormon geography can be studied
in map I11 and sorensonsSorensons model can be viewed in map 2 the two
models correspond to each other in the general location of the land
and hill cumorah and the identification of the west sea otherwise
the authors disagree on the specifics of all other geographical units
mentioned in the book of mormon

hauckshaacks model does not incorporate any of the four concepts
of cultural geography he does not discuss population environ
ment technology or social organization in terms of either the book
of mormon or mesoamericaMesoamerica and it goes without saying that he
does not analyze any of the six interrelationships between these four
cultural geographical concepts

what hauck has attempted to do with the book of mormon
text is to take the place names and topographical features mentioned
in the book and arrange them into a network based on directional
and distance information this is an important procedural opera-
tion but the resulting network patterns are slightly misleading
because very little specific directional and distance information is
available in the book ofmormon text instead ofone line or one path
connecting each place or topographical feature there should prob-
ably be two connecting lines or paths one for direction and the other
for distance when the direction is given in the book of mormon
text the line would be solid and when the directional information
is lacking the line would not be solid the same conditions would
hold for the distance lines if there is information the lines would
be solid otherwise the lines would be broken in reality probably
more than ninety percent of hauckshaacks models of book of mormon
locational networks should have been composed of broken lines or
paths since directional and distance information is so scarce

one would expect that hauck will use in future publications
on the book of mormon relevant mesoamericanMesoamerican information from
the fields of archaeology ethnography linguistics and ethnoetheo
history in the book under review he does not make use of these
resources to test his network models

sorensonsSorensons geographical model forthebookoffor the bookofmormon does
deal with the four cultural geographical concepts and to some
degree with the interrelationships between these concepts addit-
ionallytionally sorenson uses archaeological ethnographic linguistic
and ethnohistoric documents from mesoamericaMesoamerica to support his
geographical model

the main differences between hauckshaacks and sorensonsSorensons mod-
els of book ofmormon geography center on the relationship of four
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geographical regions in mesoamericaMesoamerica with book ofmormon events
and the identification of three topographical features described in
the book of mormon the four geographical regions are the valley
of guatemala the central depression of chiapas the oaxaca val-
ley and the yucatan peninsula the three topographical features are
the narrow strip of wilderness the river sidon and the narrow neck
of land

the archaeological evidence ofmesoamericanofmesoamericanMesoamerican trade in obsid-
ian ceramicsceramics etc in the book of mormonmonnon time period supports
sorensonsSorensons use of the valley of guatemala the central depression
of chiapas and the oaxaca valley in book of mormon geography
I1 fail to see how hauck can ignore these regions in his attempt to
create a model of book of mormon geography the yucatan
peninsula remains a sore thumb for both sorenson and hauck and
all other students of book of mormon research the base of the
peninsula has two of the biggest archaeological sites in
mesoamericaMesoamerica dating to the latter part of book of mormon history
el mirador guatemala and calakmulCalakmul mexico sorenson consid-
ers this region to be part of the east wilderness full ofoflamaniteslamanitesLamanites
and hauck ignores the region

the narrow strip of wilderness for sorenson is basically the
linguistic boundary between the zoque and maymayaa tribes for hauck
the narrow strip ofwilderness is a mountain range in guatemala that
runs from the pacific ocean to the caribbean sea sorensonsSorensons river
sidon is the grijalva river ofchiapas and hauckshaacks river sidon is the
usumacintaUsumacinta river that borders the state of chiapas mexico and
guatemala sorensonsSorensons narrow neck of land is the isthmus of
tehuantepec whereas hauckshaacks is the pacific coast of chiapas

at thepresentthe present time most of the evidence for or against these
two differing models of book of mormon geography would be
classified as circumstantial what is imperative for eventually
producing a provable model of book of mormon geography is to
find place names in languages codices written documents emblem
glyphsglyphis or art symbolism from mesoamericaMesoamerica that parallels in
meaning and pattern the place names in the book of mormon no
one would object to a revelation on the matter

what is the current state of affairs in book of mormon
geography I1 believe hauckshaacks book falls short of approaching a
geography of the book of mormon he neglects too many dimen-
sions of cultural geography in his study his book would have been
better labeled locational networking and the book of mormon
sorensonsSorensons book has a good historical and cultural geographical
approach to the problem he does not use any of the current
mathematical or statistical approaches of contemporary geography
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however hauckshaacks statistics are premature because they are de-
signed for use in cases where extensive information is available for
processing at the present time such information is inadequate for
statistical procedures of a sophisticated nature

currently three regions in mesoamericaMesoamerica have interesting
prospects for locating some book of mormon lands these regions
are the valley of guatemala the oaxaca valley and the tuxtla
mountains of southern veracruz sorensonsSorensons model incorporates all
three of these regions but hauckshaacks model only involves one the
tuxtla mountains

two stelae are significant to book of mormon geography
studies A recent book by munro S edmonson dates the first one stela
10 at kaminaljuyu guatemala in three separate calendars at 10
november 147 BC kaminaljuyukaminaijuyu is an archaeological site located on
the western edge of guatemala city in the valley of guatemala
stela 10 at this site is really a royal throne with hieroglyphic writing
that cannot be read at the present time but the throne does depict a
person who is dead by fire and a second figure of a king this
monument has parallels to an episode in mosiah chapter 17 which
describes the death of the prophet abinadi by firmatfireatfire at the hands of
king noah about 148 BC according to the dates at the bottom of the
page ofchapter 17 the implications of this monument for the book
of mormon is that kaminaljuyu could be the city of nephi 6

edmonson dates stela 13 at monte alban in the oaxaca
valley at 563 BC following alfonso caso or 251 BC based on
edmonsonsedmonsondEdmonsons own research the stela shows the capture of a king at
monte alban by a foreign olmecolmed ruler from the lowlands of
veracruz this event could parallel the capture of king Coriancorlancoriantumrcorianturnrturnr
in the land of moron ether 146 however until the choice
between the two different dates can be resolved stela 13 cannot
contribute to the question of whether the jareditesJared ites destroyed them-
selves at the coming of the mulekitesMulekites in the sixth century BC or at
the time of king zarahemlaZarahemla in the third century BC As far as this
monument goes students of the book of mormon could have it
either way for the time being 7

finally in the tuxtla mountains of southern veracruz the
name of a river emptying into the lagoon system near alvarado is
hueyapanHuey apan which means large waters and parallels the jareditejaredineJaredite
name waters ofofripliancumripliancum which by interpretation is large or to
exceed all ether 158 one of the volcanic mountains in the
tuxtla region bears the aztec name cintepec which means corn
hill the aztecsazteca were latecomerslate comers in mesoamericaMesoamerica and the earlier
name in maya could have been shim this word is very close to the
book of mormon hill shim in the land antum morm 13 ether
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93 it is worth repeating that both sorenson and hauck locate the
land of cumorah in the tuxtla mountains region

NOTES
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JOSEPH L ALLEN exploring the lands of the book ofmonnonof Monnonmormon
orem utah S A publishers 19893995198939.951989 3995399539.95 hardback 249524.952495 paperback

reviewed by david A palmer a senior researcher at amoco chemical co and
past leader of two expeditions to mexico

exploring the lands odtheoftheof the bookofmormonof mormon ought to be on the
bookshelf of everyone interested in book of mormon geography
this significant volume a large book of 437 pages with 147 maps
is a pleasure to read alienallenailen makes convincing arguments in a style
that is generally easy to understand on controversial issues he
states the alternative views and then argues for his own he is quick
to admit that we are still stumbling somewhat and that many
answers remain elusive 30

alienallenailen is not a professional archaeologist but he has had
considerable experience visiting the sites and has learned a great
deal from archaeologists such as john L sorenson bruce W
warren and garth L norman in addition some ofhis own insights
appear to have real merit however the volume has some shortcom-
ings the discussion of the ancient nephite directional system is
inadequate and leads to questionable conclusions particularly
those regarding the location of the city bountiful of the books
many drawn figures some are passable but others are not up to the
detail achieved in 1840 by frederick catherwood for example
figure 525 2 does not show a beard which the actual monument has
57 photographs would have been better than most of the draw-

ings typographical errors also haunt the text
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alienallenailen places all book ofmormon events within mesoamericaMesoamerica
except for moronis trip to the palmyra new york area
mesoamericaMesoamerica encompasses the southern part of mexico guate-
mala el salvador and honduras it is the only new world area
alienallenailen states where writing was present in early times this area
also had a great number of the cultural features mentioned in the
book of mormon in taking this position alienallenailen essentially agrees
with the views of ferguson hunter warren sorenson norman
and palmer 1

most of aliensallens dating scheme seems to be valid he pro-
poses 3114 BC as the date ofnoahsmoahs flood which could be correct
the estimate of 2700 BC for the landing of the jareditesJared ites also
appears to be very reasonable those dates are supported both by
archaeological evidence and by the chronologies in the greek
septuagint version of the bible used by the jews in christs day
allensaliens date for king mosiah I1 leading the nephitesNephites down to the
land of zarahemlaZarahemla is 200 BC this date is not explicit in the book
ofmormon so it is a matter of some guesswork if the date is pushed
back to 240220240 220 BC the archaeological data at kaminaljuyu makes
more sense those data could lead to some impressive correlations
that alienallenailen missed

aliensallens dating of the final jareditejaredineJaredite destruction is probably two
hundred years too late radiocarbon dates corrected to the most
recent half life and further corrected by tree ring dating MASCA
dates have led to the conclusion that la venta really began about
1000 BC and was destroyed about 600 BBCC 2 to these dates we would
have to add the normal uncertainty of plus or minus fifty years
thus the culture could have existed from 1050 BC down to 550 BC

the information on the ending date accords with stela 13 at
monte alban period 1I which gives a date for destruction of 4
august 563 BC 3 that date could be the year when shared overthrew
king corianturarscoriantumrs people in the highlands ether 146 and leads
to a postulated time for the jareditejaredineJaredite final destruction of 550 BC 433

this dating would correspond well with corianturarscoriantumrs encounter
with the mulekitesMulekites omni 212221 22 who arrived in america about
that time

part of aliensallens proposed geography agrees with palmer
warren clarkdarkmark and sorenson alienallenailen proposes that the land of
desolation is in the province of veracruz northwest of the river
coatzacoalcos he locates the land of zarahemlaZarahemla in the central
depression of chiapas and the land of nephi in the highlands of
guatemala centered at the present guatemala city these locations
are based on the hypothesis that the narrow strip of wilderness
alma 2227 extended from the area of izapaczapa on the pacific coast
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to the caribbean his land of bountiful then needs to encompass
the entire zone from the caribbean to the river coatzacoalcos
assuming that nephite north was true north he places the cities of
mulek and bountiful along the eastern shores of the yucatan
peninsula in contrast to the sorenson warren palmer hypothesis
they place those cities on the gulf of mexico coast just east of the
isthmus the latter approach puts the cities in a much more strategic
location and there are ruins to support such a proposition the main
argument against aliensallens view however is that it requires a shift in
the nephite coordinate system

the question of directional systems in the book of mormon is
vital to a correct understanding of nephite geography for the
difference in directional systems is the distinguishing difference
between truly different geographies was nephite north aligned
with the north pole or not if not where was it was it a specific
direction allenalienailen proposes that nephite north is true north this
position requires that the cities designed to defend the entrance to
the land northward be placed in belize but is that site reasonable

my own study of the directional systems employed during the
nephite time period suggests that use of true north for orientation
was rare because of the twentyfivetwenty five millennia precession of the
axis of the earth it wobbles like a top polaris was not a pole star
in lehisgehis time instead it described a circle of about twenty four
degrees in the night sky in the absence of a visible pole star
directions would have been difficult to determine fromjustfrom just the sunssun s

rising and setting which vary by fifty degrees over the course of a
year serious investigation of mesoamericanMesoamerican ruins built before the
time of christ suggests that the inhabitants based their directions on
the solstice readings the extremes of the suns travel on 2122 june
and 2122 december that solstitial direction is sixty five degrees
west of true north and was probably used as nephite north

the archaeoastronomer vincent malmstrom has discovered
that many of the important preclassic sites in mesoamericaMeso america were
deliberately placed so that the solstice could be measured when the
sun passed over nearby peaks basically he found that many but not
all sites in guatemala and mexico are aligned sixty five degrees
west of north an example is in the impressive ruin at cholula
where the largest pyramid is aligned with the highest peak of the
volcano ixtaccihuatl sixty five degrees west of north that align-
ment corresponds to the summer sunset solstice the temple face is
at right angles to that direction other sites similarly placed relative
to volcanic peaks with the sixty five degrees west of north orienta-
tion include el meson nopiloaNop iloa remojadasmojadasRe tlatilco and
tlapacoyaTlapacoya tres zapoteszapotekZapotes cerro de lapiedralapiedra and cerro de las mesas
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are all lined up solstitially with the hill vigia probably the hill
cumorah 4 the probable city of nephi kaminaljuyu also had this
solstitial orientation to its buildings the important late preclassic
site of dainzu near oazacaoaxaca has a sixty three degree west of north
orientation to its main facade at the ruins of lambityeco the
alignment is sixty five degrees izapaczapa considered by its chief
excavator gareth lowe to have been a greenwich and mount
palomar for its time also something of a new world athens or
alexandria in the crucial intermediate era of preclassicpre classic
mesoamericanMesoamerican learning and artistic development 5 was also
solstitially oriented

A careful protractor aided study of detailed maps correcting
for use of compass north rather than true north suggests that a great
number of sites in aliensallens land ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia have an orientation of
sixty five degrees west of north these include la libertad prob-
able manti laguna francesa sitio colonia ninos heroes
chapatengo san francisco santa isabel el salvador san felipe
laguna dolores and the possible site ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia santa rosa

malmstrom noted that there are probably few other regions
of the world where the principles of architecture astronomy and
calendricscalendrics found so intimate and dramatic a blending as they did in
pre columbian mesoamericaMesoamerica 1561166 this blending is manifested in the
many calendar stones which virtually always show directional
symbols further the solstice readings tie directly to the importance
ofthe intercardinal points the famous aztec calendar can be easily
observed to have the directional signs at the intercardinal points

thus we cannot assume that nephite north was true north as
we know it today and so we must question the overall orientation
of aliensallens sites and his positioning of the narrow neck of land A
more likely site for the land of bountiful places the river tonaladonala on
its east side the river coatzacoalcos on its west with which alienallenailen
agrees the gulf of mexico on its north and the pacific on its south
all in modem coordinates the city ofofmulekmulek appears to have been

la venta this location makes sense from many points of view it
was first an olmecolmed probable jareditejaredineJaredite city of great importance with
many monuments 223 especially noteworthy is its stela 3 where
the man holding the baton of authority may be king coriantumr
the bearded man on the right may be king mulek see fig 11.

the location of la venta is important in determining the
location of the land and city of bountiful the location of la venta
just east of the river tonaladonala places it outside of the land ofbountiful
but still close to it alma 51 the most likely location for the city
of bountiful appears to be at the modem village of tonaladonala it is at
the exit of the river to the gulf and has a large lagoon protecting a
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third side ancient ruins are abundant but the site is not reported on
archaeological maps it is exceptionally close to la venta though
the river and some lagoons prevent a straight line march

the battle described in alma 52 fits this area as it is fourteen
kilometers from the coast and another six kilometers from the
tonaladonala river the strategy developed by captain moroni to tire out
the Larnlamaniteanite army effortlessly capture the city of mulek and then
defeat the lamanitesLamanites with fresh anniesarmiesannles fits this geographic scenario
location of the nephite cities along the gulf coast between
coatzacoalcos and villahermosa makes all of the action more
plausible in the context of archaeologically known settlements on
the gulf coast the trails are reasonable and certainly present
practical distances most of the action could have taken place in less
than a week

by contrast the trails of mariantonmoriantonMorianton and teancum that allenalienailen
shows in figure 24424 4 283 appear to be unreasonable Teanteancumteancurncurn
would have crossed rough terrain and gone over a high mountain
pass to arrive in the land of zarahemlaZarahemla he would have traveled
right past the city of zarahemlaZarahemla and all other major nephite
settlements then his army would have crossed over to the pacific
coast and finally gone through the narrow neck of land before
finally meeting teancum near the atlantic coast none of these
events such as passing through zarahemlaZarahemla is mentioned in the text
this trip would have taken three to four weeks when a fresh arinyarmyaminy
from zarahemlaZarahemla could have arrived in half the time the important
point to be made is that cities located along the gulf of mexico just
east of the isthmus would have had strategic importance those in
belize would not

thus the location of the city bountiful is a crucial factor in
pinning down the details of book of mormon archaeology and its
location relates directly to the directional system accepted alienallenailen
needs to make a stronger case for his directional system before it
will be very plausible

on the positive side alienallenailen has made some good points with
book of mormon words he notes that two jareditejaredineJaredite names shule
xuiaulxul and comcorncormcomm have survived the millennia and may be represented
in the maymayaa cultures of guatemala and yucatan 8 there are also
correspondences in place names A common ending for words in
both maya and the book of mormonmonnon is ha for example xelha
balamhaBalamha altunhaAltunha pulsihaPulsiha etc are mirrored by book of
mormon names such as nephihahNephi hah moronihahMoroni hah and
ammonihah there is reported to be a community in the frontiers
of mexico and guatemala named cumenacumen it may have been es-
tablished by one of the lords twelve disciples who was called



FIGURE 1 detail from the la venta stella 3 showing
a person of high status with a beaked nose and a beard
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kumen there is also an archaeological site in belize called lamanailamanacLamanai
it dates to 100 BC when there was a lamanite king by the name of
lamoni names beginning with co or ko are rather common in the
mayan language forexample there is a town in the yucatan peninsula
called cocomco comcorncormcomm book of mormon names beginning with co include
bohorcohorCo hor korihorKorihor coriantonCorianton and concoriantumrantumr

whether these are valid correspondences can be judged only
by others more knowledgeable in language studies however the
distribution of the mayan language over the years makes allensaliens
description of the land of bountiful less likely than that developed
by sorenson the mayan language frontier came to approximately
the area where the land of la venta was located

As alienallenailen states we cannot absolutely prove the truth of the
book of mormon with archaeological geographical or cultural
evidence7hatevidence that must come by spiritual witness however aliensallens
book exposes new evidences and thought provoking hypotheses
that can contribute to our understanding of the setting in which the
events chronicled in the book of mormon took place
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the river sidon

they did cast their dead into the waters of sidon
alma 4422

many were baptized in the waters of sidon
alma 44

high in green mountains
clear water seeps quietly from springs
or drips and trickles through a scattering of rocks
like new blood spilling from a wound

gathering from myriad sources the river swells
and brings itself in offering toward the valley floor
it glides beneath the overhanging branches of low trees and
washes over stones in perpetual anointing

its ripples rise and melt and form and fall away
beneath a floating undulating cloak of light

it is the pure simplicity of water
the deep simplicity of blood

thousands upon thousands have been buried here
their bodies eased below the surface
lost from view

some have risen quickly bom again
breaking softly through the water like the whispered sound of joy
their first new breath a fiery buoyant gift of grace

randallRandallLrandalllhallU hallhalihail
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